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5749115 BEAUTIFUL PAPER CUTTING: 30 Creative Projects for Cards, Gifts, Decor, and Jewelry. By Lark Crafts. This fun craft is easy to learn and requires only a few supplies. Here, a group of creative paper designers shows you how to make a mix of appealing projects for celebrations, gift giving, home decoration, and jewelry. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Lark. 8½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $3.95

6942776 TURNING HOLLOW FORMS: Techniques and Projects. By Mark Sanger. Vases and other hollow forms are functional objects that can also be beautiful in their own right. This comprehensive guide offers you all you need to know to get started with this satisfying technique, from getting started to tackling seven step-by-step projects. Well illus. in color. 168 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10⅜. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $3.95

1866990 ALTERATIONS & REPAIRS: 200 Q&A. By Nan Ides. Got an alterations problem you can’t solve? Curious to know more about a specific technique? Want to know how to repair both by hand and using a sewing machine? This guide will come to your rescue, answering 200 questions on a vast range of alteration topics. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Barron’s. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.99 $3.95

5985399 THE QUILTER’S PALETTE: A Workbook of Color & Pattern Ideas & Effects. By Katy Denny. Beginning with the essentials of color, pattern, and texture, this fantastic resource brings over 150 fabrics together in 52 different palettes and shows you how to achieve attractive, well-balanced patchwork creations. Includes eight full quilt designs, as well as 50 illustrated block patterns. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Creative Publishing/Inf. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $3.95


2721716 ELEGANT WIRE JEWELRY: 20 Easy Projects. By Kathy Frey. Discover how easy it is to create beautiful jewelry from wire. By coiling, wrapping, hammering, looping, and changing the color of wire, it’s possible to make an infinite variety of designs. Features instructions for a Breezy Autumn Pendant, Silver Tendril Earrings, and more. 112 pages. Lark. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $3.95

6942725 LITTLE RIBBON PATCHWORK AND APPLIQUÉ. By Heart Space Studios. Presents 20 design samples using Kaffe Fassett’s ribbons and fabric, with projects for the home, for yourself, or to give as gifts. Each sample includes instructions, illustrations, and helpful techniques for stitching ribbons to make simple pieces. 224 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

6862259 WILDERNESS: Make It by Hand. Papercraft. By Sarah Dennis. Includes step-by-step instructions for each project including a butterfly card, feather mobile, woven grasses wreath and more. Cut directly into the templates provided or transfer them to your choice of paper. Fully illus. in color, 96 pages. Atria. 9¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

683261X KIM SCHAFFER’S SKINNY QUILTS: 15 Bed Runners, Table Toppers & Wallhangings. Ed. by Lynn Koolish. These quick projects are a great way to bring your scrap stash to life and accent a tabletop or decorate a narrow wall with pizzazz. Using both applique and piecing techniques in a variety of color palettes and styles, these projects are easy to do and perfect for last minute gifts and decor. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. C&T. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $3.95

5802109 THE SECRETS OF FASHION DRAWING. By N. Chapman & J. Cheek. Starting with a look at materials, equipment, and different ways of working, this guide addresses the language of fashion, its origins and uses. It also includes a fun trip through the world of color, examining its importance and significance in fashion, and explores drawing styles and presentation methods. Fully illus., most in color. 160 pages. Arcturus. 8x11½. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95
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All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
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ART QUILTS AT PLAY. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95  
3684334 WE LOVE COLOR: 16 Iconic Quilt Designers Create with Kona Solids. Compiled by Susanne Woods. Offers a fresh selection of bold and beautiful quilts in both modern and traditional styles. You’ll have the opportunity to experiment with precision piecing, improvisational quilting, or applique. Includes an index to Kaufman colors so you can match the exact fabric for each pattern. Fully illus., most in color. 143 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95  
6769195 ART QUILTS AT PLAY. By J. Davila & E. Waterston. Expand your artistic horizons and learn exciting new ways to play with surface design techniques and materials. Explore 22 different techniques and creative design effects, and get inspired by the photo gallery of work created by other artists. 112 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95  
6679358 ACROSS THE WIDE MISSOURI: A Quilt Reflecting Life on the Frontier. By E. McGinnis & J. Patek. Stories of intrepid women who ventured into the frontier serve as the inspiration for the quick-cut, patchwork blocks and projects presented here. Whether you make the featured quilt or your favorite block, you’ll be reminded of the incredible spirit of these American heroes. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95  
6862888 EXPLORING DIMENSIONAL QUILT ART: Stitch, Fold, Embellish. By C. June Barnes. This guide takes quilters above and beyond the surface with innovative techniques for building up surfaces and creating 3-dimensional fabric structures. Discover how to incorporate these expressive effects into your own work or finish off your quilts and pillows with personal mementos. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Interweave. Pub. at $26.95  
6679455 CRAZY-QUILTED MEMORIES: Beautiful Embroidery Brings Your Family Portraits to Life. By Brian Haggard. Ten projects to tell the stories of your life in unique, creative ways. Learn 24 basic and common embroidery stitches to create never-before-seen motifs. Mix and match full-size, traceable embroidery designs. Embellish your quilts and pillows with photos, beads, buttons, and more. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95  
5771757 QUILT A NEW CHRISTMAS WITH PIECE O’CAKE DESIGNS. By B. Goldsmith & L. Jenkins. Whip up some holiday whimsy with these fun, fresh patterns for Christmas stockings, nap quilting, and wall hangings. Features full-size pull-out templates for each applique design. Illus. in color. 64 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95  
6678970 TRADITIONS FROM ELM CREEK QUILTS. By Jennifer Chiaverini. Bring a bit of Elm Creek into your home by creating the latest quilts inspired by the New York Times best-selling series. Includes the popular Courage of a Quilter sampler with block patterns to symbolize what you are thankful for. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95  
3564906 MORE FAVORITE TRADITIONAL QUILTS MADE EASY. By Jo Parrott. This collection offers everywhere quilters something fresh and new. Well illus. in color. 122 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95  
5714974 MOTHER EARTH’S ABC: A Quilter’s Alphabet by E.  
”SOLD OUT”

Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  
683387X WE GATHER TOGETHER: A Harvest of Quilts. By Jan Patek. Pumpkins have never lasted so long or looked as good as they do on these soft, comfy quilts. Toss in a mix of leaves, cows, cats and stars and you have a lively display of autumn quilts such as Pumpkin Man, Pumpkin, Turkeys and Geese will warm your heart as well as your home. Well illus. in color. 124 pages. Kansas City Star. 9x11. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95  
3683632 AMISH CRIB QUILTS FROM THE MIDWEST: The Sara Miller Collection. By Brian Haggar. A rare collection of 90 antique Amish quilts for children is showcased in this colorful volume. Few antique Amish crib quilts remain because they were put to hard use in large families which typically average at seven children. Well illus. in color. 108 pages. Good Books. 8½x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95  
3684334 WE LOVE COLOR: 16 Iconic Quilt Designers Create with Kona Solids. Compiled by Susanne Woods. Offers a fresh selection of bold and beautiful quilts in both modern and traditional styles. You’ll have the opportunity to experiment with precision piecing, improvisational quilting, or applique. Includes an index to Kaufman colors so you can match the exact fabric for each pattern. Fully illus., most in color. 143 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99  
6773370 LITTLE HOUSE OF QUILTS: 14 Nostalgic Quilts and Projects Inspired by the Writings of Laura Ingalls Wilder. By Laura Stone Roberts. From stunning home decor to a seven-block Walnut Grove Sampler quilt and mini quilts for kids, you’ll find fourteen projects for almost every room and person in your house. Includes tracing patterns and applique templates as well as easy instructions. Illus. in color. 143 pages. Fons & Porter. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99  
6704425 SIMPLE STYLE: Easy Weekend Quilts. By Sara Diepersloot. Stories of intrepid women who ventured into the frontier serve as the inspiration for the quick-cut, patchwork blocks and projects presented here. Whether you make the featured quilt or your favorite block, you’ll be reminded of the incredible spirit of these American heroes. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95  
6679358 ACROSS THE WIDE MISSOURI: A Quilt Reflecting Life on the Frontier. By E. McGinnis & J. Patek. Stories of intrepid women who ventured into the frontier serve as the inspiration for the quick-cut, patchwork blocks and projects presented here. Whether you make the featured quilt or your favorite block, you’ll be reminded of the incredible spirit of these American heroes. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95  
6679358 ACROSS THE WIDE MISSOURI: A Quilt Reflecting Life on the Frontier. By E. McGinnis & J. Patek. Stories of intrepid women who ventured into the frontier serve as the inspiration for the quick-cut, patchwork blocks and projects presented here. Whether you make the featured quilt or your favorite block, you’ll be reminded of the incredible spirit of these American heroes. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95  
6679358 ACROSS THE WIDE MISSOURI: A Quilt Reflecting Life on the Frontier. By E. McGinnis & J. Patek. Stories of intrepid women who ventured into the frontier serve as the inspiration for the quick-cut, patchwork blocks and projects presented here. Whether you make the featured quilt or your favorite block, you’ll be reminded of the incredible spirit of these American heroes. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95  
6679358 ACROSS THE WIDE MISSOURI: A Quilt Reflecting Life on the Frontier. By E. McGinnis & J. Patek. Stories of intrepid women who ventured into the frontier serve as the inspiration for the quick-cut, patchwork blocks and projects presented here. Whether you make the featured quilt or your favorite block, you’ll be reminded of the incredible spirit of these American heroes. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95  
6679358 ACROSS THE WIDE MISSOURI: A Quilt Reflecting Life on the Frontier. By E. McGinnis & J. Patek. Stories of intrepid women who ventured into the frontier serve as the inspiration for the quick-cut, patchwork blocks and projects presented here. Whether you make the featured quilt or your favorite block, you’ll be reminded of the incredible spirit of these American heroes. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95  
6679358 ACROSS THE WIDE MISSOURI: A Quilt Reflecting Life on the Frontier. By E. McGinnis & J. Patek. Stories of intrepid women who ventured into the frontier serve as the inspiration for the quick-cut, patchwork blocks and projects presented here. Whether you make the featured quilt or your favorite block, you’ll be reminded of the incredible spirit of these American heroes. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95  
6679358 ACROSS THE WIDE MISSOURI: A Quilt Reflecting Life on the Frontier. By E. McGinnis & J. Patek. Stories of intrepid women who ventured into the frontier serve as the inspiration for the quick-cut, patchwork blocks and projects presented here. Whether you make the featured quilt or your favorite block, you’ll be reminded of the incredible spirit of these American heroes. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95
9605240 UNDER THE STARS. By Cherie Raison. Reach for the stars! These warm and cozy star quilts are simple yet beautiful, all made from what you have on hand. With 12 quilt patterns, you'll have the skills necessary to make your own Lincoln quilt with this informative guide. This quilt was created especially for the cabin exhibit at the Abraham Lincoln Museum in Springfield, Illinois. Includes complete instructions along with a little history about quilts on the frontier. Fully illus. in color. 16 pages. Kansas City Star. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95.


3679632 QUILT BLOCKS ACROSS AMERICA. By Debra Gabri. With these applique patterns for 50 states and Washington, DC, you can make a fun souvenir block for your home state, plus every state you've visited. The six-inch blocks can be enlarged to any size via the included CD-ROM. Includes a complete glossary of quilt terms and other articles to spark your inspiration. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95.

5785123 SIMPLY AROUND THE WORLD. By Christina DeArmond et al. Inspired by antique redwork, the authors present an essential introduction to beautiful, historically-based art quilts employing traditional redwork designs. Hands and Hearts.

5934455 THE LINCOLN MUSEUM QUILT: A Reproduction for Abe's Frontier Family. By Brian Grubb et al. Holistically designed to engage a wide variety of ages, the quilt celebrates the legacy of these extraordinary women. Well illus. in color. Kansas City Star. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95.

6905129 COMFORT AND DEVOTION: A Quilting Tribute to Nurses of the Civil War. By S. Maxwell & D. Smith. Inspired by the courageous and dedicated stories of Clara Barton and eight other Civil War nurses, quilt designers Sarah Maxwell and Delores Smith of Homestead Hearth have created a classic collection of eight quilts and one patriotic pillow that celebrates the legacy of these extraordinary women. Illus. in color. 80 pages. Kansas City Star. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95.


6554644 EMBROIDERED QUILTS: From Hands and Hearts. By Christina DeArmond et al. Choose from 21 embroidery patterns that are icons of the famous highway, and setting ideas to make a personal Route 66 quilt. Alternate the blocks with pieced blocks, or divide them with sashing made of amusing "Barna Shave" signs as in Reading the Barn Quilt. Illus. in color. 112 pages. Kansas City Star. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99.


5938252 TWICE AS NICE: Quilts with Scrap-Saving Bonus Projects. By Kari M. Carr. Now you can put every scrap to use (even these trimmed-off corner pieces), with this assortment of eye-catching projects. Choose from six fun quilt patterns, each with a bonus project, such as a wall hanging, pin cushion, or lap quilt, for a total of 12 unique designs. Well illus. in color. 64 pages. Martingale. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99.
Fingertips. Fully illus. in color. 64 page s. Martingale. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99. $6.95

6833624 QUILTMAKING ESSENTIALS 2: Settings and Borders, Backing and Binding. Dona Lyn Howard. Takes your piecing skills to a new level. Covers the basics of settings, sashing, borders, backings, and binding. Easy to access tips and techniques for achieving accurately pieced quilts. Customize your quilts with easily calculate triple sized for point settings and learn how to combine blocks of different fully. Illus. in color. 647 pages. Martingale. 8¼x10⅜. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99. $9.95

6833632 OXYMORONS: Absurdly Logical Quilts! Ed. by Dianne S. Hire. As fabric interpretations of oxymorons, the 40 quilts in this traveling exhibit are also contradictions in title, technique, focus, and design. Meet the designers, see their sketches, and learn the unique thought processes, approaches, and techniques used to create each quilt. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. American Quilter’s Soc. 11¾x9½. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95. $9.95

577412P EMPORIA ROSE APPLIQUE OF NEW PROJECTS, Historical Varieties, Classic Designs. By B. Brackman & K. Menaugh. Make stunning quilts inspired by classic mid-century Kansas applique. Featuring timeless designs that work with any applique technique, these seven projects include a nine-boost applique sampler featuring flowers, swags, and festoons. Well illus. in color. 64 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95. $3.95

3679381 IN LOVE WITH SQUARES & RECTANGLES: 10 Quilt Projects with Batiks & Solids. By A. Waisch & J. Burke. Enjoy stress-free piecing and pressing with these modern projects and strips. Projects include Berry Patch, Sky Blue, Around Town and more. Fully illus. in color. 72 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95. $4.95

6833721 SKIP THE BORDERS: Easy Patterns for Modern Quilts. By Julie Herman. This innovative collection inspires you to create stunning quilts without borders. Choose from 15 easy quilt patterns where design is the star and fabric the supporting actor. Learn the structure of a borderless quilt and see what can be done without a border to work with. Illus. in color. 80 pages. Martingale. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $9.95

6905161 COTTAGE CHARM: Cozy Quilts and Cross Stitch Projects. By Dawn Heese. Assembles six garden-fresh projects that are super cute. Charm your home with six different six projects, from a petticoat to crazy quilted pillows. Includes fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Kansas City Star. 8¾x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95. $8.95

6862977 INSPIRATIONAL APPLIQUE: Reflections of Faith, Hope, and Love. By Cheryl Algren Teller. Offers gorgeous applique designs inspired by well-known Bible passages. Filled with examples from religious art and prints, these 11 eye-catching designs include wall hangings, table runners, a table topper, and a pillow. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Martingale. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99. $5.95

6671160 A MERRY CHRISTMAS WITH KIM SCHAEFER. Offers 27 quick-sew quilts and small projects to fill your holiday season with whimsy and joy. Perfect for decorating your home or giving as gifts, these projects include banners, wreaths, gift tags, pillows, runners, wall quilts, tree skirts and more. With full-size fold-out patterns. Well illus. in color. 64 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $5.95

6862934 HEXAGONS MADE EASY: Machine Techniques for Exceptional Quilts. By Jen Eskridge. Create stunning hexagon quilts and so much more without Y-seams or hand sewing. Eskridge makes it easy with a quick facing technique, a great alternative to English paper piecing. Eskridge offers 15 clever projects in a variety of sizes: quilts, pillows, wall hangings, table runners, pot holders, and more. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Martingale. 8¼x10⅜. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. $7.95

6883632 QUILTMAKING ESSENTIALS 1: Cutting and Piecing Skills. By Donna Lyn Howard. Covers all the basics in this easy-to-use guide to successful quilting. Find tips for fabric preparation, accurate and efficient rotary cutting, block construction, machine piecing, and more. This guide gives you concise information at your fingertips. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Martingale. 8¼x10⅜. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99. $6.95

6862896 FAST AND FUN BABY QUILTS. Find the ideal quilt for your baby boy or girl in this selection of nine adorable quilt projects. Includes fully illustrated directions and step by step instructions. 32 pages. Martingale. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $3.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/646 - 5 -

The WILD GOOSE CHASE BLOCK, BOOK 5: A Classic for Today’s Quilts. By Sue Harvey. A fresh look at this classic block pattern with detailed block assembly directions; complete instructions for three exclusive quilts; helpful piecing tricks; step by step finishing basics; and more. Well illustrated. 30 pages. All American Crafts. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

The DUTCHMAN’S PUZZLE BLOCK, BOOK 1: A Classic for Today’s Quilts. Ed. by Sue Harvey. Whether you’re researching your first or your one hundred first quilt, this will be an invaluable addition to your library. Includes complete instructions for three exclusive quilts using the crosscut block with variations in size, color, and style. Well illus. in color. 32 pages. All American Crafts. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

The SAWTOOTH STAR BLOCK, BOOK 8: A Classic for Today’s Quilts. Ed. by Sue Harvey. Take a fresh look at a block pattern that has stood the test of time. Offers detailed block assembly directions; complete instructions for three exclusive quilts, step by step finishing basics; a Build It Your Way cart with multiple block sizes; and more. Illus. in color. 30 pages. All American Crafts. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

BEYOND NEUTRAL: Quilts Inspired by Nature’s Elements. By John Q. Adams. Drifting variation from nature’s winds, waters, earth, leaf, sky, grass, lava, coral, and stone—Adams has designed striking graphic quilts for you to make. He includes 16 fabulous projects suitable for all skill levels, with clear illustrations and photographs. 80 pages. Martinpale, 8½x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99


JELLY ROLL BARGELLO QUILTS. By Juliet van der Heijden. Offers a unique collection of 12 contemporary patterns for foundation paper pieced animal quilts. Re-create your favorite animals in fabric form with eye-catching designs: rhinos, peacocks, pandas, and more! Includes a fresh look at this classic block pattern that has stood the test of time. Offers detailed block assembly directions; complete instructions for three exclusive quilts, step by step finishing basics; a Build It Your Way cart with multiple block sizes; and more. Illus. in color. 30 pages. All American Crafts. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

1,000 BLOCKS: A Collection of Quilt Blocks from Today’s Top Designers. Ed. by Carolyn Beam et al. The quilt block is your top resource for blocks from today’s top designers, from innovative to traditional, whimsical to sophisticated, classic to unique. Now, those blocks are collected into one comprehensive guide, featuring settings and instructions for turning you into a pro. Includes a complete collection of 12 contemporary patterns for foundation paper pieced animal quilts. Re-create your favorite animals in fabric form with eye-catching designs: rhinos, peacocks, pandas, and more! Includes a fresh look at this classic block pattern that has stood the test of time. Offers detailed block assembly directions; complete instructions for three exclusive quilts, step by step finishing basics; a Build It Your Way cart with multiple block sizes; and more. Illus. in color. 30 pages. All American Crafts. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

FULL SIZE PATTERNS FOR STUNNING ANIMAL QUILT DESIGNS. By Karin Hellaby. Fascinating Bargello quilts consist entirely of straight seams and rectangular pieces which give the negating opposite sense of graceful movement, waves, and curves. Complete with clear how-to instructions and a beginner friendly, easy to learn technique. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Landauer Publishing. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

UNIQUELY AMERICAN: American Crafts. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

AMERICAN HOMESTEAD ROAD - SIDE DELIGHTS. By Darlene Zimmerman. In this collection, Zimmerman introduces a new dimension to traditional quilt design in which she uses the United States during the last half of the 20th century, made predominantly by anonymous quilters in the Midwest. Ed. by Sue Harvey. Whether you're researching your first or your one hundred first quilt, this will be an invaluable addition to your library. Includes complete instructions for three exclusive quilts using the crosscut block with variations in size, color, and style. Well illus. in color. 32 pages. All American Crafts. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

ROADS AND CURVES AHEAD: A Trip Through Time with Classic Kansas City Star Quilt Blocks. By Edie McGinnis. Presents twenty-four classic Kansas City Star quilt patterns that will have you eager to start your next quilt project. Along with detailed instructions for each block, the author shares some of her most intimate and often hilarious vacation and travel experiences. Also included are full-size pattern pieces. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. Kansas City Star. 8½x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

5943655 FRESH FABRICS. By John Q. Adams. Drifting variation from nature’s winds, waters, earth, leaf, sky, grass, lava, coral, and stone—Adams has designed striking graphic quilts for you to make. He includes 16 fabulous projects suitable for all skill levels, with clear illustrations and photographs. 80 pages. Martinpale, 8½x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

Quilting

**10.95**

**6903231** THE HANDBADE QUILT: A Complete Skill-Building Sampler. By Carolyn Forster. Get lost in your thoughts and let go of stress as you build a variety of blocks while learning to hand stitch. Features a 21 block sampler that starts with the easiest techniques and progresses to more challenging skills, with no need to learn new seam allowances. Includes lessons for every design. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Landauer Publishing. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**19.95**

**6664998** ONE-PATCH QUILTS: Twenty to Stitch. By Carolyn Forster. Each of these twenty pretty quilts is built on one repeated patch—squares, hexagons, triangles, clam shells, diamonds, apples and more. Includes step by step instructions and a full size template for each shape. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Search. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**17.95**

**5961181** THE VERSATILE NINE PATCH: 18 Fresh Designs for a Favorite Quilt Block. By Joan Ford. A collection of 18 fabulous designs will entice you to bust open your scrap bins and quilt your way through all the original scrappy patterns. Includes easy, bold blocks full of scrappy color and character, or more challenging patterns to use up smaller pieces. Detailed instructions, unique quilt assembly techniques, and hundreds of piecing diagrams clear the way for smooth and successful sewing. Illus. in color. 220 pages. Taunton. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**22.95**

**6553493** KAFFE FASSETT’S QUILTS IN IRELAND: 20 Designs for Patchwork and Quilting. Inspired by western Ireland—the rich greens of the rural landscape and the stunning colors of individually painted cottages—Fassett’s eye-patching quilts are showcased against the backdrop of rustic Irish settings. Includes information and templates so you can make each design yourself. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Taunton. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95

**28.95**

**6728985** RADAR RANGES: Stringing Quilts from Simple Shapes. By Elsie M. Campbell. Inspired by vintage charm quilts, the author created this beautiful collection of quilts incorporating only one, two or three shapes using value and color to give definition to her designs. The result of her value play are quilts that radiate vibrance and beauty. The author also offers 14 lesson on the important and guidelines for projects. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Landauer Publishing. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**19.95**

**6898866** STRING QUILTS, SECOND EDITION: 11 Fun Patterns for Innovating and Renovating. By Elsie M. Campbell. One part innovative, one part thrift, and a whole lot of fun, these eleven string quilts, perfect for any skill level, are presented in brilliant full color photography with easy to follow instructions, patterns, and diagrams. 96 pages. Good Books. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95

**17.95**

**6684017** KAFFE FASSETT’S QUILTS IN SWEDEN. These exciting new quilts, 20 in all, display the gorgeous and dynamic colorways, keen fabric choices, and brilliant designs that Fassett is known for. Each quilt is accompanied by a full reference shot with details, color choices, colored piecing diagrams, templates, and a tips and techniques section, covering all the piecing methods used. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Landauer Publishing. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95

**19.95**

**5807794** KAFFE FASSETT’S BOLD BLOOMS: Quilts and Other Works Celebrating Flowers. With Liza Prior Lucy. Fassett shares a behind-the-scenes look at his fascinating creative process, shedding light on how he creates the vibrant, three-dimensional floral displays, and paintings for which he is celebrated. Includes eighteen projects for quilts, and seven needlepoint projects, all designed for beginning to advanced stitchers. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Abrams. 8½x10½. Hardcover. Pub. at $35.00

**27.95**

**6497087** FOUR CENTURIES OF QUILTS: The Colonial Williamsburg Collection. By L. Baumgartner & K.S. Ivey. Fascinating essays by two noted scholars along over three hundred superb color images detail the evolution of quilts, from the earliest made in India and the Mediterranean for export to the West and dating to the late-17th century, to twentieth-century examples from America, many made by Amish and African American quilters. A superb reference for anyone interested in quilts and quilting. 355 pages. Yale. 9¼x11½. Pub. at $75.00

**54.95**

**6684025** KAFFE FASSETT’S QUILTS IN IRELAND. Quilters of all skill levels will enjoy this new collection of 20 original quilt designs by Fassett. These striking designs were inspired by Portugal’s beautiful landscape and culture. Each quilt is accompanied by a flat shot, detailed written instruction, and colored piecing diagrams, and a tips and techniques section. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Taunton. Pub. at $24.95

**18.95**

**6774305** MAKE YOUR OWN MEDALLION: Mix + Match Blocks and Borders to Build Your Own Quilt from Center Out. By Erin H. Harris. The essential workbook for quilters who love the timeless look of medallion quilts. Includes cutting charts for 30 blocks in up to six sizes; twelve beautiful centers; and six sophisticated quilt patterns—each one in 7 sizes, ready to add to your block borders. All you have to do is grab your favorite fabrics and get started. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Lucky Spool Media. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $28.95

**21.95**

**5911727** PLAY-OF-COLOR QUILTING: 24 Designs to Inspire Freehand Color Play. By Bernadette May. The energy, bold colors, and contrasts speak for themselves in these 24 play with color projects. These new designs offer you very colorful, geometric quilts to make, or to make your own by experimenting with color. The author also offers 14 lessons on the important basic quilting skills needed to complete the projects. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**21.95**

**6730493** FABULOUS MINI QUILTS: Threads Selects. By Jodi & Jayne Davis. Features six projects for instant gratification—mini quilts to top your table, make a pillow, or hang on the wall! Includes step by step instructions and a quilting primer. Fully illus. in color. 31 pages. Taunton. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**54.95**

**6675487** LISTEN TO YOUR QUILT: Select the Perfect Quilting Every Time—4 Simple Steps. By Barbara Forsing. Master your desired quilting designs by studying your own fabric by fabric—an easy technique to create custom heirloom style of your own—no marking required! Fully illus. in color. 72 pages. C&T. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

**3.95**

**6679501** ELEGANT QUILTS, COUNTRY CHARM: Applique Designs in Cotton and Wool. By L. Bateman & D. Bond-Abel. Experience the joys of using wool applique to add depth and texture to your quilts and other projects. There are no edges to turn under, and wool doesn’t fray. Choose from 11 traditional projects including all the basic techniques. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Martingale. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99

**5.95**

**6784479** COTTON AND WOOL: Miss Jump’s Farewell. By Linda Brannock. Linda Brannock is saying farewell in her final book, full of gorgeous designs for both cotton and wool quilts and nine projects. Includes Linda’s musings about her life in Independence, Missouri: growing flowers, quilting tips and lore, and childhood memories that feature her somewhat mysterious neighbor, Miss Jump. Fully illus. in color. 106 pages. Kangaroo Star. 9x11. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95

**5.95**

**6704360** MY ENCHANTED GARDEN: Applique Quilts in Cotton and Wool. By Gretchen Gibbons. Stitch the breathtaking main quilt plus eight stand alone projects, several of which use the same stitching design. Decorative elements are accessorized with nature inspired applique patterns for wall hangings, pillows and a purse that are distinctive yet easy to make. Includes directions and techniques for projects. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Martingale. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95

**8.95**
QUILTING

6726909 UTILITY-STYLE QUILTS FOR EVERYDAY LIVING. By Sharon Holland. Inspired by timeless quilt block patterns and the utility quilts of past generations, mixed with the influences of the modern quilt movement, this resource includes 12 beginner friendly quilt projects that can be completed in a weekend. Well illus. c. 80 color photos. Landauer Publishing. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

3645533 BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS QUILTING WITH PRECUTS. From the eds. of American Patchwork & Quilting. Precuts all share one common thread; they provide the perfect way to jump-start a quilt project. Use them as a starting point of any one of these 31 fun and easy projects featuring fat quarters, fat eights, strips and squares. Includes pull-out patterns. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. HMH. 8x11. $24.99


3675772 SWEET TREATS: 12 Delectable Quilts from 2 Easy Blocks. By Sandy Bonsib. Create 12 intricate looking but easy to make quilts from just two simple blocks, and give your quilts a unique flavor using Sandy’s secrets for working with color and value. Includes 10 matching dessert recipes from Sandy’s kitchen. Illus. in color. 88 pages. C&T. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

SOLD OUT 5832490 FREE-MOTION MACHINE QUILTING. By Don Linn. Relive your free-motion quilting skills as a series of machine quilting exercises. Master a variety of techniques, including perfectly stitched points, absolutely straight lines, and smooth curves. Choose from 50 quilting designs or create your own. Well illus., some color. 80 pages. C&T. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $15.95


5860342 ANNA’S QUILT: A Classic Design for Modern Quilters. By Donna di Natalia. Discovering her Aunt Anna’s quilt in a book led the author on a hunt for the quilt’s origin, and the enduring freshness of the 1930s quilt design led her to recreating the quilt. Using modern techniques and materials, she offers four more projects using the timeless rose applique found in the quilt. Includes templates and instructions for the quilt and projects. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Kansas City Star. 8¾x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95 $17.95

5790662 AMISH QUILTS: Crafting an American Icon. By Janneke Smucker. Whether you are an art, craft, or quilting enthusiast, these Amish quilts reflect the intersections of consumerism and connoisseurship, religion and commerce, nostalgia and aesthetics. This in-depth study examines all of these aspects, revealing how quilt designs transcend their practical use to become contemporary masterpieces. 270 pages. Johns Hopkins. 9¾x11¼. Paperback at $34.95 $24.95


589437X A RUSSIAN JOURNEY IN QUILTS: The Story of Nicholas and Nina Falafot. By Tricia Lynn Maloney. Each of the 15 quilt projects included are taken from period designs, and commemorate their incredible journey from the traditions of Imperial Russia, through the intensity of WWII, and upheaval of the Bolshevik Revolution. Projects include 11 wall hangings, three table runners, and a large bed-sized sampler quilt. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Kansas City Star. 8¾x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $19.95

673085X QUILT LOVE: Simple Projects to Stitch & Treasure. By Cassandra Ellis. Includes 20 patterns for all skill levels, that can be patched to create a continuous treasure. Each project has step by step instructions, and Ellis demonstrates how to stitch together fabrics that remind you of a special time, person, or occasion. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $15.95

4959432 THE BEACON LIGHTS BLOCK. By Sue Harvey. Whether you’re making your first or your one hundred and first quilt, this will be an invaluable addition to your library. Features complete instructions for three exclusive quilts using the featured block with variations in size, color, and style. This is Book 2 of Building Blocks-Series 2. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. All American Crafts. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $8.95

6655769 HORNS OF PLENTY: For a New Century. By Kathy Delaney. Discover a new twist on an old favorite. The patterns for the Horn of Plenty blocks have been taken straight from the archives of The Kansas City Star newspaper and reprinted in their original form. The author then redrafted the patterns and dressed them up with new techniques for you to try. Features complete instructions. Fully illus. in color. 164 pages. Kansas City Star. 9x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

681736X POTS DE FLEURS: A Garden of Applique Techniques. By Kathy Delaney. Features clearly written and detailed information about the process of making an applique quilt, and discusses a variety of methods, instructions, and a discussion about a variety of techniques, applique methods, and supplies. Includes nine floral applique blocks and the feature quilt. Fully illus. in color. 124 pages. Kansas City Star. 9x11. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

6656179 WHERE POPPIES GROW: Quilts and Projects Honoring Those Who Served in World War I. By D. Bohannon & J. Britz. Bohannon and Britz joined forces to create The Kansas City Star’s block of the month quilt, Remembering Almo, to honor those who served the country. Along with each block pattern, you get a little peek into the featured subject, Almo O’Keefe’s life as a soldier. Includes two color variations and different setting options along with complete directions. Fully illus. in color. 92 pages. Kansas City Star. 8¾x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $19.95

96 pages. All American Crafts. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95
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5913705 WEEKEND HATS: 25 Knitted Caps, Berets, Cloches, and More. By C.G. MacDonald & M. Lalbarre. This guide offers a charming and fun-loving collection of designer knitted hat patterns. Included are 25 variations on caps, berets, beanies, cloves, hats, toques, tams, and snoods ranging from feminine to sporty. This collection of unique designs makes knitting a picture perfect hat easy to do. Fully illus. in color. 127 pages. Interweave. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $6.95

6879296 60 QUICK BABY BLANKETS: Cute & Cuddly Knits in 220 Superwash and 128 Superwash from Cascade Yarns. The ultimate collection of baby-blanket patterns. All knit in soft, easy care 220 Superwash and 128 Superwash from Cascade Yarns. A vast range of colors, styles, and techniques ensures that you'll find the perfect blanket for your little one. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Sixth&Spring. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $2.95

6789471 BABY BEANIES: Happy Hats to Knit for Little Heads. By Amanda Keys. Includes 29 colorful, quirky, irresistible hat patterns. From the Pompon Bear and the Alien Spaceship to the Loopy Pixie and the Candy Beret, these adorable creations are sure to bring smiles to your little one. Color photos. 144 pages. Watson-Guptill. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $9.45

5938775 KNITTING SWEATERS: Idiot's Guides as Easy as It Gets! By Megan Goodacre. This clear and colorful guide gives you 20 patterns for gorgeous knitted pullovers, cardigans, and shrugs, and more with easy to follow step by step instructions and hundreds of helpful photos. 233 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $6.95

3684059 ONE BALL KNITS: Purses–20 Stylish Handbags Made with a Single Ball, Skein, Hank, or Spool. By Fatema Habibir-Rahman et al. Features twenty different designs that call for only one ball of yarn, each created from a single ball of yarn. Each project includes complete knitting and assembly instructions that even beginning knitters will find easy to follow. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Interweave. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 $2.95

5863745 ENTRELAC #2: New Techniques for Interlace Knitting. By Rosemary Drysdale. Presents an innovative and comprehensive look at Entrelac, with over 75 unique stitch patterns and more than 25 garment, accessory, and home projects, all revealing the beautiful potential of one of the hottest trends in knitting. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Pavilion. Import. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

5880053 ENTRELAC 2: New Techniques for Interlace Knitting. By Rosemary Drysdale. Presents an innovative and comprehensive look at Entrelac, with over 75 unique stitch patterns and more than 25 garment, accessory, and home projects, all revealing the beautiful potential of one of the hottest trends in knitting. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Pavilion. Import. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

5679803 SOCK-YARN SHAWLS: 15 Lacy Knit Shawl Patterns. By Jen Lucas. Sock yarns are yummy. They come in many colorways and fiber contents, and they’re everywher e. Best of all, they’re versat ile and you can use these fabulous fibers for a lot more than socks. You can make shawls! Instructions for knitting 15 striking shawls are charted and written out. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. Sixth&Spring. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

4597540 HOW TO USE, ADAPT, AND DESIGN KNITTING PATTERNS: How to Knit Exactly What You Want, Every Time—With Confidence! By S. Elliott & S. Bryan. Learn to adapt knitting patterns by using different styles of body shapes, collar styles, and various embellishments, for a one of a kind garment. Explains how knitting patterns work, and what you need to know to get the best results from any pattern, or create your own from scratch. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Barron’s. 8¾ x 11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $6.95

5963745 YOU CAN KNIT! By Stephanie White. Want to learn how to knit but don’t know where to start? This guide will show you how with twelve fun and easy projects designed for the absolute beginner. White walks you through each project step-by-step, explaining terms, techniques, and core knitting stitches. Plus, a charted reference guide designed to help you avoid the trouble-shoot common mistakes. Color photos. 128 pages. Fons & Porter. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

5975979 SIMPLY MODERN LACE: 20 Knit Projects. Ed. by Allison Korlesi with E. Smith. Offers knitters a cornucopia of lace patterns, each accompanied by easy introductions to help you choose the right project for your skill level. Includes a form of simple scarves, shawls, and hats. Includes a shorter primer on knitting lace, information on special cast-ons and bind-offs, knitwear patterns in a diverse selection of hats in handle shaping. Fully illus. most in color. 136 pages. Sixth&Spring. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $3.95

6528207 KNIT STITCH DICTIONARY. By Debbie Tomkies. Perfect for new and experienced knitters alike, this reference offers 250 stitches, from simple knit-purl combos to fancy textured, lace and stitch patterns. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Interweave. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $5.95

5931200 KNITTED WRAPS & COVER-UPS: 24 Stylish Designs for Boleros, Capes, Shrugs, Crop Tops, & More. By Annie Modestit. The gorgeous knits included here can be worn in any season–layer them up against winter cold or pop them on over a summer dress to warm up on a cool spring night. Each pattern gives you fully detailed instructions, schematics, and a skill level to help you choose projects right for you. Well illus. in color. 126 pages. Stackpole. 8¾ x 11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $6.95

6833811 WARM DAYS, COOL KNITS: Lighter Designs for Every Season. By Corrina Ferguson. Knitting is not just for cold and snowy climates! In this gorgeous collection of knitted garments and accessories, an up and coming designer offers easy introductions to more complex patterns for the experienced, and a guide for novice knitters as well as more complex patterns for the experienced, and a guide for choosing yarn. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Interweave. 8¼ x 10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $3.95

6594117 WANDERLUST: 46 Modern Knits for Bohemian Style. By Tanis Gray. Discover a wide range of projects, including knit scarves, cowls, sweaters, hats, mittens, and sweaters. Ideal for knitting gifts, the projects range from easy garter stitch stockinette to pretty lace patterns, chunky cables, simple colorwork, and more. Illus. in color. 184 pages. Interweave. 8¼ x 10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $18.98 $4.95

6775276 FAIRYTALE KNITS. By Katharina Ritter. Inspired by fairytales, these fanciful knits represent a magical fusion of contemporary chic with timeless elegance. There’s a lovely little Red Riding Hood hat, pretty Cinderella slippers, a romantic Rapunzel dress, and a whole array of jackets, scarves and bootees. Illus. in color. 80 pages. Search. 9x9. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

5885868 KNIT & WRAP: 25 Capelets, Cowls & Collins. By Nathalie Monu. Capelets float and flutter about the shoulders. Collars fit snuggly around the neck. Cowls nestle beneath the chin. All are perfect for any skill level. Illus. in color. 80 pages. Search. 9x9. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

3595803 QUICK & SIMPLE KNIT HATS & SCARVES: 14 Designs From Up-and-Coming Designers! By Sheenna Pennell et al. Learn to stitch caps, scarves and more with these unique patterns from independent knitting designers. Includes simple technique guides for creating eye-catching stitches and designs. These beautiful and durable projects are perfect for any skill level. Illus. in color. 80 pages. Search. 9x9. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

577492X KNITTED CUSHIONS. By Alison Howard. This gorgeous selection of knitted designs, will inspire you to start creating your own masterpieces, in a variety of shapes and sizes. Includes helpful tips for novice knitters as well as more complex patterns for the experienced, and a guide for choosing yarn. Fully illus. in color. 156 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95
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<th>Binding</th>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6878512</td>
<td>JAPANESE KNITTING STITCH BIBLE</td>
<td>Hitomi Shida</td>
<td>Tuttle</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>8x11½</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6655785</td>
<td>INSPIRED FAIR ISLE KNITS: 20 Creative Designs Inspired by the Elements</td>
<td>By Fiona Ellis</td>
<td>Lark</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>8x10</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>691568X</td>
<td>BIG KNITS, BIG NEEDLES: 20+ Stylish Patterns on Giant Needles for Super-Fast Results</td>
<td>By Helgiv 博世</td>
<td>Barron's</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>8½x11½</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6844952</td>
<td>GEOMETRIC KNITTING PATTERNS: A Sourcebook of Classic to Contemporary Designs</td>
<td>By Tina Barrett</td>
<td>Clarkson Poter</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>8½x11</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6931030</td>
<td>CUTE KNIT HATS FOR KIDS: 36 Projects</td>
<td>By Jenny Ockleshaw</td>
<td>St. Martin's</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>8x10½</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5938295</td>
<td>30 MIN-KNITS: What Can You Knit in Half an Hour or Less?</td>
<td>By Carol Meldrum</td>
<td>Stackpole</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>8½x10</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4584813</td>
<td>LACE YARN STUDIO: Garments, Hats, and Fresh Ideas for Lace Yarn. By Carol J. Sulcoski</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lark</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>8x10</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6709265</td>
<td>NICKY EPESTIN'S KNITTED FLOWERS</td>
<td>Photos by Jennifer Levy</td>
<td>Lark</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>8x11½</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4591062</td>
<td>KNIT WEAR LOVE</td>
<td>By Amy Herzog</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>8½x11</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7585047</td>
<td>MONSTER KNITS FOR LITTLE MONSTERS</td>
<td>By Lynn Chisholm</td>
<td>Barron's</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>8½x11</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6841430</td>
<td>LOOM KNITTING PRIMER: No-Needle Knits</td>
<td>By Isela Phelps</td>
<td>Pacific Book</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>8½x10¼</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6548652</td>
<td>LOOM KNITTING PRIMER, SECOND EDITION REvised: No-Needle Knits.</td>
<td>By Isela Phelps</td>
<td>Stewart, Tabori &amp; Chang</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>8½x10¼</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5736617</td>
<td>ARM &amp; FINGER KNITTING: 35 No-Needle Knits for the Home and to Wear.</td>
<td>By Laura Strutt</td>
<td>Interweave</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>8½x11</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>582222X</td>
<td>TWIGG STITCH</td>
<td>By Vicki Twigg</td>
<td>Sixth &amp; Spring</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>8½x10</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6620337</td>
<td>SCARVES AND SHAWLS FOR YARN LOVERS</td>
<td>By Carri Hammitt</td>
<td>Creative Publishing Int'l.</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>8½x11</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6844111</td>
<td>ONE + ONE: Wraps, Cowls &amp; Caplets</td>
<td>By Iris Schreier</td>
<td>Lark</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>8x10</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Knit a square, create a cuddly creature, from flat to fabulous, a step-by-step guide. By Nicky Epstein. Knit a menagerie of more than 35 cuddly three-dimensional critters, each constructed from a simple knitted square. Knitters of every skill level will be delighted by the range of techniques, yarns, and creative embellishments used in this unique knit and sew book. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Nicky Epstein. 8¼x8¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $1 9.95

A world tour of knitting traditions and techniques with more than 50 new patterns. Details the origin and use of classic techniques in folk knitting traditions from all around the globe, then re-inventors and recombines them to create all-new, innovative designs and traditions. Fully illus. in color. 246 pages. Nicky Epstein. 9¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. 6595626

KNITTED TRACKS ON TOP OF THE WORLD: The Global Guide to Traditions, Techniques, and Design. By Nicky Epstein. Take a world tour of knitting traditions and techniques with more than 50 fabulous new designs. Details the origin and use of classic techniques in folk knitting traditions from all around the globe, then re-inventors and recombines them to create all-new, innovative designs and traditions. Fully illus. in color. 246 pages. Nicky Epstein. 9¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. 6595626

KNITTED ANIMAL SCARVES, MITTS, AND SOCKS. By Fiona Goble. Whatever kind of animal you like best, you’ll find something appealing to knit in this collection of cozies. Includes 35 cute and easy patterns and designs for animal themed cozies for all kinds of objects in your home. Also gives basic knitting techniques. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

 KNITTED ANIMAL COZIES. By Fiona Goble. Features 25 doll designs, each doll acquiring its own character by mixing and matching clothes, hair, and accessories. Everything from pet cats and dogs to a sunburst and a feisty bear add personality to your doll. Includes a comprehensive techniques section. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

KNITTED ANIMAL SCARVES, MITTS, AND SOCKS. By Fiona Goble. Presents 35 and woolly patterns for kids and the young at heart. Imbue scarves, socks, mittens and more with the adorable character of animals like tigers, penguins, kittens, frogs, and elephants. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

KNITTED ANIMAL SCARVES, MITTS, AND SOCKS. By Fiona Goble. Features 25 doll designs, each doll acquiring its own character by mixing and matching clothes, hair, and accessories. Everything from pet cats and dogs to a sunburst and a feisty bear add personality to your doll. Includes a comprehensive techniques section. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

KNITTED TOYS: Animals, Dolls and Teddy Bears for All Ages. Collects 20 knitting patterns for toys of all shapes and sizes. Easy-to-follow instructions make it a snap to create huggable animals, dolls, and teddies, each of which can be created from oddments of double knitting and four-ply yarn. 96 pages. Pavilion. 8⅛x8⅛. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95.

KNITTED ANIMAL COZIES. By Fiona Goble. Features 25 doll designs, each doll acquiring its own character by mixing and matching clothes, hair, and accessories. Everything from pet cats and dogs to a sunburst and a feisty bear add personality to your doll. Includes a comprehensive techniques section. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

KNITTED ANIMAL SCARVES, MITTS, AND SOCKS. By Fiona Goble. Presents 35 and woolly patterns for kids and the young at heart. Imbue scarves, socks, mittens and more with the adorable character of animals like tigers, penguins, kittens, frogs, and elephants. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

KNITTED ANIMAL SCARVES, MITTS, AND SOCKS. By Fiona Goble. Presents 35 and woolly patterns for kids and the young at heart. Imbue scarves, socks, mittens and more with the adorable character of animals like tigers, penguins, kittens, frogs, and elephants. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

KNITTED ANIMAL SCARVES, MITTS, AND SOCKS. By Fiona Goble. Presents 35 and woolly patterns for kids and the young at heart. Imbue scarves, socks, mittens and more with the adorable character of animals like tigers, penguins, kittens, frogs, and elephants. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.
6009052 JAPANESE STITCHES UNRAVELED: 160+ Stitch Patterns to Knit Top Down, Bottom Up, Back and Forth, and in the Round. By Wendy Bernard. The author has collected and translated more than 160 pattern designs in this volume, making them accessible to knitters everywhere. Fully illustrated and designed with techniques helpful to knitters. With family-sized instructions, each stitch receives Bernard’s unique four direction makeover. Well illus. in color. 288 pages. Abrams. Spiralbound. Pub. at $29.99 $24.95

5904335 THE KNITTING ALL AROUND STITCH DICTIONARY. By Wendy Bernard. Offers more than 150 stitch patterns ready to work top down, bottom up, back and forth, and in the round. Put your favorite stitches to work with six bonus patterns for garments to knit. Try designing from scratch with Bernard’s six no-fail recipes for making socks, caps, and shaws quickly, easily, and without a pattern. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Abrams. Spiralbound. Pub. at $29.99 $12.95

6702767 KNITTED CATS & DOGS. By Sue Stratford. Knit your own best friend, full of character and canine charm: or choose a cute cat, bursting with purr-sionality. There’s even a family of mice for your cats and kittens to play with! With general notes on basic techniques, materials and abbreviations, even those new to knitting will find an adorable pet to knit and love. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

6775845 MERRY CHRISTMAS SWEATERS TO KNIT. By Sue Stratford. The Christmas sweater is as much a part of the festive season as turkey, Christmas trees and even Santa himself. Now, with the help of this fabulous guide, you can knit your own! Just check sizing. With a wealth of fascinating background diagrams, sketches, photographs and guidance on sweater design is accompanied by knitting techniques. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Interweave. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95


6702791 MORE TRADITIONAL DUTCH GANSEYS: 65 Classic Sweaters to Knit from 55 Fishing Villages. By Stellla Ruhe. Each sweater design is accompanied by knitting diagrams, sketches, photographs, yarn requirements and information on sizing. With a wealth of fascinating background information and dozens of historical photos of the original designs, this is an inspiring volume for knitters, and a brilliant read for anyone interested in the nautical craft and heritage of the Netherlands. 176 pages, 8x11¼. Import. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

680831X ALICE STARMORE’S GLAMOURIE. Photos by Jade Starmore. Three years in the making, this combination of photography and fable, of highly conceptual design and practical knitting instruction, will enchant not only knitters but all those in the fashion and culture world, and readers fascinated by Scottish and Gaelic legends. Includes and fable, of highly conceptual design and practical knitting instruction, of all skill levels! Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

6774948 PET PROJECTS: The Animal Knits Bible. By S. Muir & J. Osborne. Create fabulous knit projects for your poohchos, kittens, and more, from the Puppy Pappoose to the Anti-fly Horse Hat. The projects here are as practical as they are quirky. Using wool and cotton as well as recycled materials, such as plastic bags and old knitted sweaters, they are both inventive and resourceful. Fully illus. $24.95

6700853 MORE TRADITIONAL DUTCH GANSEYS: 65 Classic Sweaters to Knit from 55 Fishing Villages. By Stellla Ruhe. Each sweater design is accompanied by knitting diagrams, sketches, photographs, yarn requirements and information on sizing. With a wealth of fascinating background information and dozens of historical photos of the original designs, this is an inspiring volume for knitters, and a brilliant read for anyone interested in the nautical craft and heritage of the Netherlands. 176 pages, 8x11¼. Import. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

6802478 THE GENTLE ART OF KNITTING: 40 Projects Inspired by Everyday Beauty. By Jane Brocket. This volume is perfect for beginners or for knitters of all levels, this collection of seasonal knitting projects, beautiful for use as gifts for friends or family. Includes 40 patterns for all parts of the body: from the neck, the shoulders, the arms, the hands, the feet, the sole, or even from side to side. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

5948134 KNIT YOUR OWN PET. By S. Muir & J. Osborne. Designed for knitters of all levels, this collection includes a lesson for beginners or for knitters who would like a refresher course. Along with knitting patterns, the authors offer tips and advice on sewing up the animals. Try making a hamster, a rabbit or a cat! Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

6836704 KNIT YOUR OWN CAT: Easy-to-Follow Patterns for 16 Frisky Felines. By S. Muir & J. Osborne. Full of simple patterns to create your own knitted cat, whether it’s a cuddly kitten, an exotic Bengal, or a stealthy Black Cat. Includes expert tips on choosing yarns, stuffing, stuffing, adjusting the size to accommodate the personality to your kitty. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

6774857 BIG KNITS HOLLYWOOD STYLE: Fantasy-Inspired Chunky Knits. By Linda Zemba Burhance. Features nine projects using chunky yarns and basic knitting techniques to get the look, feel, and warmth of the Big Screen. Complete instructions for a Sky Blue Shrug, a Ginger Tartan Tied Wrap, a Scottish Peat Poncho and more. 180 pages, 8½x11¼. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

5956665 INTERWEAVE PRESENTS KNITTED GIFTS: Irresistible Projects to Make & Give. By Ann Budd. Presents 30 projects, the perfect occasion – birthday, anniversary, thank-you, get well, bon voyage, a new baby, or holidays. Features step by step instructions for projects for the entire family including gifts for four-legged friends, parakeets, parrots and more. 32 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $15.95

6852831 NEW DIRECTIONS IN SOCK KNITTING. By Ann Budd. Go beyond top-down or toe-up construction with these unique sock patterns curated by a knitting superstar. Using a variety of innovative techniques, they will have you casting on and knitting your socks from unexpected places: the heel, the sole, or even from side to side. Well illus. in color. 168 pages. Interweave. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99 $16.95

---14---
**6778130 TUDOR ROSES.** By Alice Starmore. Presents new and reimagined garments based on the original Tudor roses published in 1998. Includes fourteen patterns for experienced knitters for beautiful sweaters and other wearables that follow the chronological order of the Tudor dynasty. Well illus. in color. 137 pages. Dover. 8½x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95. **PRICE CUT TO** $14.95


8602419 FLOWERS TO KNIT AND CROCHET. By L. Roberts & H. Lodinsky. This wonderful collection of crochet blocks is packed with inspiring projects that will get you reaching for your crochet hook. From classic, timeless patterns to more modern textures and color combinations, there's something for every taste. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Chartwell. 8½x6¼. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.95 **SOLD OUT**


5675710 VOGUE KNITTING CHUNKY SCARVES & HATS; On the Go! Ed. by Trisha Malcolm. Fully illus. in color. 87 pages. Sixth & Spring. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. **SOLD OUT**


**5814979** 60 QUICK KNITS FOR LITTLE KIDS. By Cascade Yarns. 176 pages. Sixth & Spring. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. **SOLD OUT**


5963494 DRESSED IN KNITS: 19 Designs for Creating a Custom Wardrobe. By Alex Casapalma. Each example is presented with a photograph. Instructions and yardage are given on both sides. Choose from 16 different hats for boys, girls, men and women with styles ranging from classic beanies to neon Mohawks, please crowns, and more. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Fons & Porter. 8½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99. **SOLD OUT**

5873585 EASY WEEKEND CROCHET HATS. By Jennifer J. Cirka. The ski-slope inspired hats in this collection will do more than just keep your family warm—these hats will give you a style all your own! Choose from 16 different hats for boys, girls, men and women with styles ranging from classic beanies to neon Mohawks, please crowns, and more. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Fons & Porter. 8½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99. **SOLD OUT**

**5527694 CROCHET ONE-SKEIN WONDERS.** Ed. by J. Duran & E. Eckman. Discover the possibilities in a single skein of yarn with this wonderful collection of 100 crochet patterns. Includes projects for bags, shrugs, gloves, toys, pillows, scarves, booties, hats, and more. Well illus. in color. 286 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. **SOLD OUT**

6934498 CROCHET FLOWERS: 66 Different Flowers to Crochet. By Tash Bentley. Each example is presented with step by step instructions. You can use these flowers as the base for many projects. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Tuva. Paperback. Import. Pub. at $21.95. **SOLD OUT**

**6851650 REVERSIBLE COLOR BLOCK CROCHET.** By Sandra Lee Fong. This unique and award-winning form of crochet that uses color and texture to create stunning zig-zags, ripples, and waves, there is plenty here to spark your creativity! Well illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99. **SOLD OUT**

692140X 40 COLORFUL AFghANS TO CROCHET: A Collection of Eye-Popping Stitch Patterns, Blocks & Projects. By Leone Morgan. Each of the 40 afghan designs comes with a clear written pattern, an easy to follow chart, a skill level indicator, and a large photograph. Instructions and yardage are given for making afghans in three sizes: baby blankets, lap throws, and bedspreads. There is plenty of inspiration to send you running to your crochet hook. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99. **SOLD OUT**

6594744 SIMPLE CROCHETING: A Complete How-to-Crochet Workshop with 20 Projects. By Erika Knight. Even those who have never picked up a crochet hook before will be making gorgeous projects while learning new techniques and adding to their skills. Beginning with simple mitters, you’ll learn techniques for making simple items, as well as more intricate lace and cluster stitches. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. St. Martin’s Griffin. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. **SOLD OUT**

**6720129 CROCHET BEARS: 20 on the Go Projects.** Ed. by Val Pierce. With step-by-step instructions, crochet twenty little bears on the go, and dress them in a wonderful range of colorful outfits that will delight both adults and children. Well illus. in color. 464 pages. Search. 8½x11. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95

**7644590 VOGUE KNITTING CROCHETED BABY BLANKETS: On the Go!** Ed. by Kristina Sigler. Crocheting a baby blanket is a wonderful, personal way to commemorate a birth. This book features a guide to crocheting basics, then detailed instructions on two dozen cuddly blankets. Illus. in color. 101 pages. Sixth&Spring. 5⅛x7. Pub. at $12.95

**4562842 FLOWERS OF THE MONTH GRANNY SQUARES.** The vibrancy of spring comes together with the elegance of crochet to create these 12 granny square designs—many of which feature dazzling 3D elements—each inspired by a flower of the month. Bring them all together into one gorgeous blanket using this book as your guide. Well illus. in color. 32 pages. Creative Publishing Intl. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

**4576519 BASKETS FOR ALL.** Whether you’re looking for a traditional or contemporary look, this collection of baskets to crochet will give you multiple options for storage and display, as well as the perfect gift. Step by step instructions for each basket and a stitch guide are included. Well illus. in color. 36 pages. Annie’s. 8½x10½. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $8.99

**6934471 CROCHET AMIGURUMI DOLLS.** By Maria Alejandra Montero. If you love crochet and dolls, this collection of 15 projects is for you! Made with the Japanese technique of amigurumi, along with basic instructions included, you’ll be making your own dolls in no time. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Tuva. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $21.95

**6934483 CROCHET AMIGURUMI: 15 Different Amigurumi Projects to Crochet.** By Maria Alejandra Montero. The Japanese art of crocheting small stuffed animals and dolls is an enjoyable and fun activity and this collection of projects will help you along your way. All the basic crochet techniques are fully explained with easy to follow illustrations and projects for babies and toddlers, including handy accessories. All materials needed are included, as well as helpful tips to make crocheting a breeze. Fully illus. in color. 150 pages. Kalmbach. 8½x10½. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95

**6883258 HOOKED! 40 Whimsical Crochet Motifs from Weird to Wonderful.** By Michelle Delprat et al. Crochet cute, modern motifs with this eclectic collection of designs for funky fruit, adorable animals, super-sweet hearts and fabulous flowers! The easy to follow patterns, plus a basic techniques chapter will provide you with all you need to know about crochet. Try designs like Fuzzy Sheep, Little Ladybugs, and Wise Little Owls. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95

**6720161 GRANNY SQUARE FLOWERS: 20 on the Go Projects.** By May Corfield. Packed with creative ideas for crocheting, and combining floral-themed granny squares, this book is a great place to start. Whether you’re heading to a fabulous beach party, a relaxing day at the beach, or a festive holiday gathering, you’ll find something for everyone. All the basic crochet techniques you’ll need are clearly explained alongside step illustrations for each animal. 160 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8½x11. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95

**6856403 NATURAL CROCHET FOR BABIES & TODDLERS: 12 Luxurious Yarn Projects to Crochet.** By Tina Barrett. Using organic and eco-friendly materials, make these gorgeous crochet projects for babies and toddlers, including handy accessories. All crochet techniques are fully explained, and easy to follow illustrations plus a list of materials. 48 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8½x11. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95

**6861199 MINI CROCHET CREATURES: 30 Amigurumi Animals to Make.** By Lauren Bergstrom. The 30 fun animals featured are divided into four categories: Upland, woodland, sea and zoo, so there is something for everyone. All the basic crochet techniques you’ll need are clearly explained alongside step illustrations for each animal. 160 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8×10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**6730701 LEARN TO CROCHET: Threads Selects.** By Aly Ibarra. Includes everything you need to know from how to hold the hook to forming basic stitches. Patterns include Chica Wrap, Slipped Out Belt, Shoulder Lean Top, Stacked Bangles and a U Tube Top. Color photos. 32 pages. Taunton. 8½x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**4618130 LET’S CROCHET! The Beginner’s Guide to Crocheting.** By Monette Satterfield. Great for beginners, that guide you through step-by-step instructions for 20 fun and easy projects including scarves, a cushion, a baby blanket and more. Includes lots of information about yarn and tools, as well as helpful tips to make crocheting a breeze. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Kalmbach. 8¾x11¼. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95

**4576616 CROCHET SCROODIES: 20 Gourgeous Hooded Scarves and Cowls to Crochet.** By M. Meier & A. Thiemeyer. A “scroodie” is what you get when you combine a scarf and a hood! Filled with twenty designs with step by step instructions, a how-to-guide, and a stitch key to get you started, this guide will have you crocheting your own “scroodie” in no time! Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95

**5734825 TEENY TINY CROCHET: 35 Adorably Small Projects.** By Catherine Hirst. Offers a collection of cute crochet designs that prove that small can be beautiful. These easy to follow patterns, plus a basic techniques chapter will provide you with all you need to know about crochet. Try designs like Angry Birds, Little Ladybugs, and Wise Little Owls. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95

**6720158 CROCHET SCROODIES: 20 Gougeous Hooded Scarves and Cowls to Crochet.** By M. Meier & A. Thiemeyer. A “scroodie” is what you get when you combine a scarf and a hood! Filled with twenty designs with step by step instructions, a how-to-guide, and a stitch key to get you started, this guide will have you crocheting your own “scroodie” in no time! Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95

**6720161 GRANNY SQUARE FLOWERS: 20 on the Go Projects.** By May Corfield. Packed with creative ideas for crocheting, and combining floral-themed granny squares, this book is a great place to start. Whether you’re heading to a fabulous beach party, a relaxing day at the beach, or a festive holiday gathering, you’ll find something for everyone. All the basic crochet techniques you’ll need are clearly explained alongside step illustrations for each animal. 160 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8½x11. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95

**5813220 TOP-DOWN CROCHET SWEATERS: Fabulous Patterns with Perfect Fit.** By Dora Orhenstein. Making a garment from the top down lets you try it on as you go and adjust the length as necessary. In the first collection of its kind, Orhenstein presents 14 patterns sure to flatter all body shapes and sizes. From elegant to casual, these contemporary options are for every season and occasion. Well illus. in color. 170 pages. Storey. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**6856403 NATURAL CROCHET FOR BABIES & TODDLERS: 12 Luxurious Yarn Projects to Crochet.** By Tina Barrett. Using organic and eco-friendly materials, make these gorgeous crochet projects for babies and toddlers, including handy accessories. All crochet techniques are fully explained, and easy to follow illustrations plus a list of materials. 48 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8½x11. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95

**6861199 MINI CROCHET CREATURES: 30 Amigurumi Animals to Make.** By Lauren Bergstrom. The 30 fun animals featured are divided into four categories: Upland, woodland, sea and zoo, so there is something for everyone. All the basic crochet techniques you’ll need are clearly explained alongside step illustrations for each animal. 160 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8×10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**6730701 LEARN TO CROCHET: Threads Selects.** By Aly Ibarra. Includes everything you need to know from how to hold the hook to forming basic stitches. Patterns include Chica Wrap, Slipped Out Belt, Shoulder Lean Top, Stacked Bangles and a U Tube Top. Color photos. 32 pages. Taunton. 8½x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95
**464591X MORE CROCHETED PRAYER SHAWLS: 10 Patterns to Make and Share.** By J. S. Bow & V. L. Cole. Embrace the love, and celebrate life with these uplifting prayer shawl creations. The beautiful projects include: Three Granny Square Shawl; Gossamer Blossoms Shawl; Tranquil Diamonds Shawl; Lattice Lace Shawl; Triflty Baptism Shawl; One Step at a Time Shawl; Royal Leaf Shawl; and more. Well illus. in color. 136 pages. Spring House. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95

**5930561 EVERY WHICH WAY CROCHET BORDERS: 139 Patterns for Customized Edgings.** By Edie Eckman. These 139 inventive crochet borders offer the perfect finishing touch for all your crafting projects. Written directions, diagrams, and a photo of each completed border ensure that you’ll have everything you need to succeed. This richly illustrated guide includes tips on choosing appropriate yarns plus instructions on how to attach these borders to crocheted, knitted, or woven pieces. 218 pages. Storey. Spiralbound. Pub. at $19.95

**6617298 CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS TO CROCHET.** By Megan Kreiner. From lasts holidares and adorable ornaments to include in a complete nativity set, with the 31 projects included, you will find the perfect ornament for your own tree or the perfect gift that will be cherished for many Christmas. Fully illus. in color. 136 pages. Spring House. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95

**6926853 CHRISTMAS CROCHET FOR HEARTH, HOME & TREE.** By Edie Eckman. Discover the fun of crocheting with this 18 projects for contemporary stockings, adorable ornaments for tree or tabletop, and other seasonal decorations for the home, including a unique advent calendar and a garland. Includes technique, tutorial and pattern charts. Well illus., many in color. 184 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

**6672922 TUNISIAN CROCHET WORKSHOP.** By Michelle Robinson. The designer behind the crochet blog Poppy & Garnet presents a comprehensive guide to all the basic stitches and techniques of Tunisian crochet. Includes step-by-step instructions for getting started with colorwork, shaping, and more. In round, plus all the projects. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. SewandSo. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

**685639X MINI AMIGURUMI: 12 Miniature Items to Crochet.** By Sara Scales. Twelve adorable miniatures including a Little Bird, a Poppy, a Red Thread, a Cupcake, Fairy Footstool, Kikashi Doll, Panda-Monium, and much more are easy to make with the step by step instructions featured. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8⅞x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**6856349 CROCHET: 13 Funky Projects to Create.** By C. Colley & A. Phelps. Fun projects include a neon tablet case, shell-trim placemats, a tea cozy, wrist warmers, a flower garland and more. Include a how-to section. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8⅞x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**4548353 ANIMAL HEADS: Trophy Heads to Crochet.** By Vanessa Mooncie. With this amazing collection of trophy animal head patterns to crochet, you can add whimsy to any room in your house. Inside you’ll find 10 fabulous taxidermy projects to choose from, including a majestic lion, baboon, rhino, shark and more. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95

**6856357 CROCHETED ACCESSORIES: 11 Exquisite Accessories to Crochet.** By Vanessa Mooncie. Accessories include a feltal dove, a bumblebee, a wild strawberry, a daffodil, cholesterol and much more. Includes a section on techniques, equipment and materials. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8⅞x10¼. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.95

**1823566 CROCHETED ANIMAL HATS: 15 Patterns to Hook and Show Off.** By Vanessa Mooncie. Adults and children alike will love this collection of adorable hats, including a graceful giraffe, a fabulous frog, a super sheep, and a tetric tiger. Includes easy to follow crochet patterns and illustrated techniques that explain all the how-know you need. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Taunton. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**359753X CROCHETED SEA CREATURES: A Collection of Marine Mates to Make.** By Vanessa Mooncie. You’ll love these fabulous sea creatures conjured up with a hook and some yarn! Choose from shark, angler, lobster, hermit crab, lobster, starfish, nutel, jellyfish, sea urchin, puffer fish, whale and octopus! Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95

**6358662 CROCHETED WILD ANIMALS: A Collection of Woolly Friends to Make from Scratch.** By Vanessa Mooncie. Presents an amazing collection of wild animals that will spread smiles and draw cheers. Mooncie offers 18 crochet patterns that bring herds of wild animals right to your doorstep. Follow the easy crochet instructions to create animals such as a frog, fox, giraffe, camel, and others. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Taunton. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

**686633X SUPER SCARY HALLOWEEN CROCHET: 35 Gruesome Patterns to Sink Your Hook Into.** By Nicki Trench. Make a mummy, werewolf, three-headed dog, and many more creepy characters with the step by step instructions included in this guide. Offers a comprehensive techniques section that covers all the stitches required. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. CICO Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**5989973 CROCHETED ANIMAL HATS: 35 Super Simple Hats to Make for Babies, Kids, and the Young at Heart.** By Nicki Trench. With essential yarn information as well as a helpful techniques section, you’ll be ready to start crocheting fun animal hats in no time. A wide variety of popular animals from a cow to a puppy are found within. Includes step by step instructions of all the basic stitches you need to create the projects. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. CICO Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**690484X SUPER-CUTE CROCHET.** By Nicki Trench. Assembles over 35 charming characters to create in crochet, the perfect gift for family and friends, or simply build your own collection of crocheted toys. Make a rabbit, bear, chick, bee, elephant and many more. Includes step by step instructions of all the basic stitches you need to create the projects. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. CICO Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95


---
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6899388 CROCHET: The Complete Step-by-Step Guide, Ed. by Margaret Parrish. This guide will teach you how to use basic crochet stitches to create beautiful, functional, and fashionable items. Includes 120 stitch patterns and over 300 illustrations. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $13.95


**6734197 DESIGN YOUR OWN CROCHET PROJECTS.** By Sara Delaney. Delaney walks you through the process of designing and creating custom crocheted projects, from choosing the most appropriate yarns to developing your own unique patterns. Includes 16 confidence-building pattern making projects featuring Delaney’s portfolio, plus a dictionary of 31 classic stitches. Well illus. in color. 250 pages. Storey. Spiralbound. Pub. at $19.95

6655278 TIME TRAVELER PRESENTS CLASSIC CROCHET SHAWLS. Ed. by Maya Elson. A crocheted shawl is a wardrobe essential that can turn up the personality of any outfit. In this project collection you will find 20 shawls varying in weight and warmth, from light and lacy for a warm summer evening to cozy and textured to protect against winter’s chill. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Interweave, 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

6655247 75 FLORAL BLOCKS TO CROCHET: Beautiful Patterns to Mix and Match for Afghans, Throws, Baby Blankets, and More. By Betty Barnden. A charming collection of triangular, square, and diamond-shaped motifs complete the solving of broomstick lace, Tunisian crochet, and Bruges motifs—as well as the time-honored techniques specific themes—creating interesting lace by playing with gauge; creating all-over lace; keeping lace as the focal point; and working with motifs—such as the time-honored techniques of broomstick lace, Tunisian crochet, and Bruges lace. Fully illus. in color. 135 pages. Interweave. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24 99


6603678 100 COLORFUL HEXAGONS TO CROCHET: The Ultimate Mix-and-Match Patterns in Eye-Popping Colors. By Leonie Morgan. Find the perfect blend of color and design with 100 hexagon patterns. Includes a color chart and full-size instructions for each pattern. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $14.95


6942555 PRETTY LITTLE POTHOLDERS. By Valerie Van Aardsle Shradler. You won’t want to hide these adorable potholders away in a drawer. With 32 projects, you’ll be able to make hot pads, oven mitts, trivets, and handles covers that are both beautiful and practical. Complete with step by step instructions and templates. Well illus. in color. 120 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

6815383 VINTAGE STYLE-GIFT TO CROCHET FOR THE HOME. By Christa Roll. Features twenty-six charming, vintage style designs to make for the kitchen, bedroom and living room. Easy to follow, step by step projects include pillowcases, quilts, mug rugs, and more. Includes full-size templates. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Search. Paperback Import. Pub. at $12.95 $7.95

6582492 CROCHET: The Complete Step-by-Step Guide. By Ed. by Margaret Parrish. Offers more than 80 stunning projects for crocheters of all levels, combined with step by step techniques, basic how-to, and useful project building practices employing Delaney’s formulas, plus a dictionary of 31 classic stitches. Well illus. in color. 250 pages. Storey. Spiralbound. Pub. at $19.99 $13.95

5895367 RUNWAY CROCHET: High-Style Patterns from Top Designers’ Hooks to Yours. By Margherita Missoni. Combines the fast-growing, trendy look and touchable textures of crochet, the world’s top fashion designers scatter crochet items throughout their collection. Now you can create that chic, upscale look for yourself with 21 stitch patterns for jackets, tops, dresses, accessories, and more. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $16.95

6367322 CROCHET SO LOVELY: 21 Carefree Lace Designs. By Kristin Omdahl. Offers a selection of crochet lace patterns and accessories, specific themes—creating interesting lace by playing with gauge; creating all-over lace; keeping lace as the focal point; and working with motifs—such as the time-honored techniques of broomstick lace, Tunisian crochet, and Bruges lace. Fully illus. in color. 135 pages. Interweave. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99


SOLD OUT

CRAFT

**597307 CLOTHING HAT.** By Shauna-Lee Graham. From the adorable Scalloped Beanie to the fashionable Comfy Cloche, there’s a hat for everyone to make and enjoy. Add a new chapter to a sweater, jacket, or a scarf, or add brim or earflaps to give your hat a different look, and once you’re done, button on one of the ten interchangeable motifs to make it your own! Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. KP Craft. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

**5601995 CROCHET A FARM.** By Megan Kreiner. Learn to use clever customizing details to crochet horses, cows, chickens, pigs, and other animal friends for children of all ages. Includes complete instructions for 13 animals and one project for harvest from the farm. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Martingale. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99

SOLD OUT

SEWING

**694244X FLOPPY DOLLS & OTHER TOYS THAT ZIP, STACK, HIDE, GRA B & GO.** By Laura Wilson. Travel through chapter after chapter of sewn toys that all have fun features. With easy to follow instructions and illu strations, the hardest part is deciding what to make first. Create a plush and plucky ukulele, a zipper-mouthed crocodile, and a vampire that actually turns into a bat! Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $7.95

**3668350 THE ZAPP METHOD OF COUTURE SEWING.** By Amanda Zapp. Pants, jackets, vests, or shirts—no matter what garment you want to sew, Anna Zapp will show you how to get a perfect fit. Learn fitting and sewing tricks that will save time and effort and rival the most expensive couture lines. Well illus. in color. 126 pages. Krause. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

6840778 STEAMPUNK YOUR WARDROBE: Easy Projects to Add Victorian Flair to Everyday Fashions. By Calista Taylor. Here is your step by step guide to capturing the steampunk aesthetic in your apparel. It begins with easy to follow projects such as embellishing garments you may already have, and progresses to more complicated alterations. Projects are also included for making steampunk jewelry and accessories. Fully illus. in color. 104 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.45
Sewing

6839894 SEW DOLLED UP: Make Dolls and Their Fun, Fashionable Wardrobes with Fabric Scraps and Easy Hand Sewing. By Susan L. Woods. Shows you how quick and easy it can be to make adorable small dolls, and all the outfits and accessories that go along with them. Just combine easy to find materials and tools, similar to those in the main features sections, to make dolls and their clothes. Includes two designs: one of a boy doll, and another of a girl doll. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Taunton. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

5657998 HAT SHOP: 25 Projects to Sew, from Practical to Fascinating. Compiled by Susan Barasch. Woodland. Features over two dozen hats by contemporary designers from all over the world, each hand-selected for their freshly-sewn flair and skilful millinery work. There are projects here for ladies and gents, boys and girls...a handmade hat for every head. Includes all the patterns and instructions you'll need. Color photos. 128 pages. Stash. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $3.95

6825109 DIY T-SHIRT CRAFTS. By Adrienne Saurin. From an Easy Twisted Headband to Round Lounge Pillows, this guide teaches you how to repurpose old T-shirts into 50 beautiful and simple step by step projects worthy of showing off—and each can be finished in just 60 minutes or less! Well illus. in color. 175 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $5.95

6869637 NO PATTERNS NEEDED: DIY Couture from Simple Shapes. By Rosie Martin. Using this innovative method you can design and sew your own clothes without even looking at anything but a rectangle, circle, or triangle of fabric and some basic body measurements. Martin offers detailed step by step photographs and illustrations to guide you through every stage of the making process. 208 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 SOLD OUT

5750776 50 FAT QUARTER MAKES. A collection of over 200 projects featuring quilts, dolls, and accessories, with step by step instructions, and full-size templates. Fully illus. in color. Ed. Memories. 8¼x11. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

120 pages. Search

5656711 THE REFASHION. By Beth Huntington. Nineteen stylish projects show you how to transform easy-to-find secondhand items into unique fashions. Learn the refashioning, then apply your new-found skills to create garments that fit and flatter a wide variety of body types. Fully illus. in color. 231 pages. Taunton. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

6913158 SEW SWEET CREATURES: Make Adorable Plush Animals and Their Accessories. By Ornun Lundgren. New 16 “sew sweet” creatures to make and love. Designed by a group of talented contributors, these whimsical plush animal projects include adorable accessories that add to the fun. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95


6782019 MILLINERY: Studio Secrets. By E. Ramousse & F. Gambrelle. Enter the world of the expert milliner and discover the secrets of top hatmakers. Find out how to make and use the milliner’s tools, equipment, and basic techniques. Fully illus. 256 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

DVO 6774865 COZY WOOL WRAPS TO SEW AND LOVE. By Susan Beal. Presents all the information you need to make three irresistible projects, a quick-sew shawl, a tailored scarf, and a classic cape inspired by 1950’s vintage Pendleton designs. Demonstrates all the techniques you need for cutting, pressing, stitching and binding, 43 pages. Taunton. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

* 6955613 SMART FITTING SOLUTIONS: Foolproof Techniques to Fit Any Figure. By Kenneth D. King. Fit any figure and solve any fitting challenge with the help of the popular instructor as he teaches you how to sew clothes that fit you like you’ve never seen before. Demonstrates how to build a wardrobe, how to fit garments that fit you like you’ve never seen before. Features step by step full-color photographs to help master the technique of making and fitting a muslin. 235 pages. Taunton. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95 $24.95

6554441 HOW TO SPEAK FLUENT SEWING: The Indispensable Illustrated Guide to Sewing Terminology. By Christine Haynes. Illustrating and explaining over 300 sewing terms this indispensable guide is your translator to the world of sewing. It offers a comprehensive directory of sewing tools, terms, and techniques, organized in a reader-friendly manner that answers not only the “what” but the “why”. 192 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $6.95

684281X 30 MINUTE SEWING. By Heather M. Love. A collection of more than 60 projects which include an apron, a halter top, a lunch sack, a comfortable carrier, toys and accessories. Features clear, concise diagrams with easy, step by step instructions for each project. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Barron’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

* 6773125 SEWING MACHINE MAGIC: Make the Most of Your Machine. By Steffi Lincicum. A sewing expert shares more than thirty years of experience on how to handle a sewing machine with greater ease and confidence. Find out how to change your tailoring skills before crafting timeless projects such as a maker’s apron, flight bag, or a classic shirt. Includes patterns for the Tailored Shawl & the Fisherman’s Top. Well illus. 112 pages. Creative Publishing Intl. 8¼x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/646 – 21 –
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LEATHER BAGS: 14 Stylish Designs to Sew for Any Occasion. By Kasia Einhardt. Make stylish and functional leather bags with this comprehensive how-to guide. Learn the basics of working with different types of leather, techniques for sewing zippers, straps and more, and advice for customizing your bags. Includes fourteen fashion forward projects. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8½x11¼. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95

FRONTIER FASHIONS: 120 Outfit Ideas from the 1820s-1860s. By Claire B. Wood. Experience life on the frontier with this inspiring collection of clothing patterns drawn from sources ranging from the 1820s to the 1860s. Includes step by step instructions for altering them with sleeves and necklines for over 200 unique possibilities. Includes fully illus. 208 pages. Clarkson Potter. 8½x10¾. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95


MAKING VINTAGE COSTUMES FOR WOMEN. By Suzanne Powel. Features eleven detailed projects, including a described detail of the original garment and step by step instructions for completion. Scaled patterns are included for all the projects with a list of materials and equipment, and a guide to transfering pattern pieces; step by step instructions for the seven main projects, and how to construct the patterns for them. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Crowood. 8½x11¼. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $39.95

MakIng EdwarDiaN Costs for womeN. By Suzanne Powel. Features eleven detailed projects, including a described detail of the original garment and step by step instructions for completion. Scaled patterns are included for all the projects with a list of materials and equipment, and a guide to transfering pattern pieces; step by step instructions for the seven main projects, and how to construct the patterns for them. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Crowood. 8½x11¼. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $39.95

CREATION TECHNIQUES FOR LADIES' JACKETS. By Robert Baker-Waters. Written by a trained Savile Row tailor working in the fashion industry, this comprehensive volume explains in detail how to make a basic pattern for a jacket by flat pattern cutting or draping on the dress form, and offers a broad range of techniques. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Crowood. 8½x11¼. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $44.95

DYEING & SEWING. By Clementine Lubin. Features 50 lessons with clear step by step instructions for sewing zippers, straps and more, and advice for customizing your bags. Includes fourteen fashion forward projects. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8½x11¼. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95

Make up your own supersonic car. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8½x11¼. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95

REMAKE IT: Clothes. By Henrietta Thompson. Step by step instructions for smart design and refresh ideas—along with tips and tricks—are the center of this comprehensive guide to remaking, recycling, and refreshing your clothes. Fully illus. some color. in 272 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $29.95

EASY-TO-SWITCH KITCHEN: Threads Selects. By L. Minter & T. Williams. Features 15 easy to make projects for baking superherose! Includes three step directions, ideas for a superpowered party, and instructions on how to make your very own supersonic car. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8½x11¼. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95

MAKING ME TIME: 30 Brilliantly Simple Soft Furnishings Projects. By Melissa Fehr. Create your own active wear wardrobe with this collection of 13 sportswear styles made by using just four basic pattern blocks. Shows how to create your very own made to measure sportswear by adapting standard patterns to suit your style. Includes full size, garment, and pattern pieces for the basic blocks. Well illus., many in color. 128 pages. SewardSo. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $24.99

A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO DYEING & SEWING. By Clementine Lubin. Learn to create different effects from dye-dyeing and dying to creative techniques, bubbles and geometric checks with this guide. Includes twenty-one gorgeous, colorful projects to try out your new skills, from pretty bunting to clothes and accessories. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95

NEW BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO OVERLOCKERS, SERGERS & COVERLOCERS: 50 Lessons & 15 Projects to Get You Started. By Clementine Lubin. Features 50 lessons with clear step by step photographs, seven projects to make to put your newly acquired knowledge into practice. Projects include a make-up bag; headbands; a raglan t-shirt; a dress with a waistband; a jacket with hood; and more. Includes pull-out patterns. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95
**Sewing**

**6730406 EASY-TO-SEW LINGERIE: Threads Selects.** Ed. by Deana Tierney May. These sweet nothings are the perfect accessories for a wardrobe of bras, camis, and pretty sleepwear. Includes easy to follow instructions. Illus. in color. 32 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**6730426 EASY-TO-SEW HANDBAGS: Threads Selects.** Ed. by Deana Tierney May. Sew perfectly polished bags and clutches in no time. Choose from a Glam Wristlet, an Elegant Evening Bag or a Sign Language Purse. Each pattern can be customized for a fresh look. Color photos. 32 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**6730469 EASY-TO-SEW PET PROJECTS: Threads Selects.** Ed. by Deana Tierney May. From canine coats to cat pillows this guide includes six quick and easy projects for your pets, with step by step instructions for each. Full color photos. 32 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**6730450 EASY-TO-SEW LINGERIE: Threads Selects.** Ed. by Deana Tierney May. These sweet nothings are the perfect accessories for a wardrobe of bras, camis, and pretty sleepwear. Includes easy to follow instructions. Illus. in color. 32 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**680263X PATTERN CUTTING FOR KIDS’ CLOTHING.** By Carla Hegeman Crim. A handy working with patterns; fun, easy projects to help you teach the art of sewing to children. 125 pages. Spiralbound. Pub. at $17.95

**6730476 EASY-TO-SEW SCARVES & BELTS: Threads Selects.** Ed. by Deana Tierney May. Choose from nine clever patterns you can stitch up in an afternoon or less. Includes instructions for a Pleated and Beaded Scarf, Classic Fabric Belt, His and Her Scarves and others. Color photos. 32 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**6730639 Hand-Stitched Home: Projects to Sew with Pendleton & Other Woolens.** By Sarah Magill. Using period techniques, Magill shows how to sew a range of outfits inspired by those vintage years. Through step-by-step instructions and over 300 photographs, she captures the style of the time and explains the impact of wartime austerity on the cut and construction of women’s dresses. 125 pages. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $45.00 $35.95

**5795749 THREADS SEWING MADE SIMPLE: The Essential Guide to Teaching Yourself to Sew.** Ed. by S.R. Gorman & K.J. Neiger. An essential guide to teaching yourself how to sew, includes detailed instructions explaining everything from how to sew a button to working with patterns; fun, easy projects to help perfect sewing skills; and sew like the pro tips from the editors and contributors. Fully illus. in color. 170 pages. Taunton. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $14.44

**1874071 EASY EMBELLISHMENTS FOR CREATIVE SEWING.** Ed. by Barbara Weiland. Jazz up your sewing with decorative details and wonderful embellishments with over two dozen projects to choose from. Techniques include applique, beading, embellishing, felting, painting, patchwork, piping, stencilling, and more. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. House of White Birches Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.95 $2.95

**6817886 SEWING CLOTHES FOR BARBIE.** By Annabel Benilan. Features detailed explanations and diagrams along with full-size patterns of which can be adapted for petitue, cuvy, flat or original Barbie. Create costumes for special occasions, a picnic in the country, for skiing, for the beach or even costumes for dress-up. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $17.95

**5781998 CHRISTMAS STOCKINGS: Love to Sew.** By Rachael Rowe. Features eighteen gorgeous Christmas stockings that bring a fresh, modern twist to a much loved tradition. Using patchwork, applique and embroidery, and more, these projects easy to follow step by step instructions. All patterns provided. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $12.95

**783500 THE ESSENTIAL A-LINE: More Than 170 Designs from 1 Basic Pattern.** By Jona Giammalva. Find infinite creativity and inspiration in one simple pattern guaranteed to flatter any figure. The featured full-size pattern can be adapted to fit sizes 0 to 20. Easy construction and a no-waistband silhouette make it a cinch to sew a skirt in an afternoon. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $12.95

**673017X LITTLE GREEN DRESSES: 50 Original Patterns for Repurposed Dresses, Tops, Skirts, and More.** By Tina Sparkles. Here are 50 sweet and chic patterns–plus a new way to make dresses, tops, skirts, and more—all utilizing an enlightening, earth-friendly approach to sewing. Follow basic cutting and sewing instructions and learn how to get the most from your old clothes and thrift shop finds. Well illus. in color. 250 pages. Taunton. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

**673022 SUNDRESSING: Sew 21 Easy, Breezy Dresses for Women and Girls.** By Melissa Mora. Capture the essence of summer with this lively, airy designs–10 women’s dresses and 11 dresses for girls! Each project starts with instructions for a bodice and skirt, but from there, it’s up to you, with sizes ranging from toddler to plus size. Includes full-size pull-out patterns. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

**5730477 SEWING MADE SIMPLE: The Essential Guide to Teaching Yourself to Sew.** Ed. by S.R. Gorman & K.J. Neiger. An essential guide to teaching yourself how to sew, includes detailed instructions explaining everything from how to sew a button to working with patterns; fun, easy projects to help perfect sewing skills; and sew like the pro tips from the editors and contributors. Fully illus. in color. 170 pages. Taunton. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

**673051X EASY TO STITCH PILLOWS: Projects to Sew with Felt, Fabric, and More.** By Rachael Rowe. Features 20 felt and fabric projects that are sure to add a touch of decor to any room. Step by step instructions. All patterns provided. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95

**5781996 CHRISTMAS LIGHTS: Love to Sew.** By Rachael Rowe. Features 24 beautiful Christmas light patterns that bring a fresh, modern twist to a much loved tradition. Using patchwork, applique and embroidery, and more, these projects easy to follow step by step instructions. All patterns provided. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95

**6849768 SEW SENSATIONAL PILLOWS.** By Linda Lee. With more than forty projects, this reference redefines the art of decorative details for incorporating the home by teaching the reader how to make and add incredible touches to pillows of all shapes and sizes. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Sixth Edition. Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.95 $2.95

**SOLD OUT**

See more titles at erhbc.com/646
**Sewing**

- **CRAZY GARLANDS & BUNTING: Love to Sew** by Alistair Macdonald. Features twenty fun and imaginative projects to decorate your home. A mixture of 1920s English breakfast-themed sausage string to a fleet of charming hot-air balloons. Includes instructions with simple techniques and templates for five different projects. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Lark. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. **$4.95**

**Embellishment**

- **SECRET MESSAGE SNOWFLAKE, AND CARTOUCHE EMBROIDERY** by Jemima Schlee. Includes instructions with simple techniques and templates for five different projects. Fully illus. in color. 152 pages. CICO Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. **$9.95**

**Embroidery & Needlepoint**

- **EMBROIDERED WOODLAND CREATURES: 50+ Iron-On Transfers Inspired by Nature** by Aimee Ray. Filled with more than 50 tear-out patterns adapted from Ray’s charming artwork of animals like foxes, bears, owls, and hedgehogs, along with beautiful mandalas. Includes an introduction to the necessary supplies you’ll need; directory of transfer patterns; and a fully illustrated stitch library. Lark. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.95. **$11.95**
- **STITCHED GIFTS** by Jessica Marquez. Featuring detailed instructions for different pattern transfer methods, an illustrated stitch dictionary, plus a section on creative finishing techniques, this guide has something for embroiderers of all skill levels. Also included are perforated template sheets and traceable alphabets. Fully illus. in color. 136 pages. Chronicle. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. **$8.95**

**See more titles at erhbc.com/646 -25-**
Cross Stitch

6391516 DONNA KOOLER’S CROSS-STITCH FLOWERS. Here are the floral designs that cross stitchers have been waiting for. From magnificent roses and lilies to colorful mixed bouquets, flowers dazzle on these stunning projects, all with complete instructions and patterns. Full illus. in color. 128 pages. Lark. 8½x11x1. Pub. at $24.95 $8.95

4552776 STITCH ALPHABETS & NUMBERS: 120 Contemporary Designs for Cross Stitch and Needlepoint. By Felicity Hall. Stitch personalized gifts for friends and family with this collection of over 100 stitch and number charts. The charts work for both cross stitch and needlepoint and can be made with embroidery thread or yarn for very different results. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. David & Charles. 8½x11x3/4. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

★ 5949475 MEGA MINI CROSS STITCH: 900 Super Awesome Cross Stitch Motifs. By Makoto Oozu. The Japanese cross stitch sensation presents hundreds of motifs that can be stitched onto anything from badges and hankies to T-shirts and bags. Arranged by themes like fashion, pet shop, leisure activities and more, each of these cross stitch creations includes tips and step-by-step instructions. 96 pages. Pavilion. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

★ 6808484 RETRO CROSS STITCH: 500 Patterns. By Veronique Enginger. Recreate designs from the 1800s and 1900s fashion houses and milliners’ catalogs with these cross stitch patterns. Many of the designs include multiple elements or offer you hundreds of components to use in a myriad of ways. Includes project inspirations. Full illus. in color. 192 pages. Schiffer. 9½x11¼. $25.95

Needlework Projects & Reference

★ 6832479 THE ROYAL SCHOOL OF NEEDLEWORK BOOK OF EMBROIDERY. By Helen McCook et al. This volume is a rich source of embroidery techniques, stitches and projects, covering eight key subjects in detail: crewelwork, bead embroidery, stump work, canvas work, gold work, white work, black work and shaggy work. Contains clear step-by-step stitch guides, and examples of contemporary and historical pieces. Full illus. in color. 400 pages. Search Press. 8¾x11⅞. Import. Pub. at $35.00 SOLD OUT

4385527 FASHION SWEATSHIRTS. By Lorine Mason. Beautifully demonstrates dozens of ways to turn sweatshirts into gloriously embellished swing jackets, cardigans, hooded coats, stylish sweaters and much more. Techniques for every step, including making collars, are included. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Krause. 8¼x11. Pub. at $22.99 $4.95

6913075 PUSH STITCHERY: 30 Artists Explore the Boundaries of Stitched Art. Ed. by Amanda Caresto. Inspiration meets innovation when 30 contemporary artists push the limits of fiber art. Blackwork embroidered cities, cross-stitched cars, stitched stone sculptures, and more are included in this unique collection curated by Jamie Chalmers. Full illus. in color. 176 pages. Lark. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

6521692 YARN, YARN, YARN: 50 Fun Crochet and Knitting Projects to Color Your World. By S. Hedengren & S. Zucke. Combining photos with this fuchsia-inspirational guide you'll learn how to crochet an ornate cord; protect your laptop with a crochet cover; make ashawl for a friend out of colorful granite squares; and crochet teddy bears and plant potholders for the kids. Includes step by step instructions for all 50 projects. Full illus. in color. 93 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

6861016 PATCHWORK STYLE: 35 Simple Projects for a Cozy & Colorful Life. By Suzuko Koseki. Explore the techniques of patchwork sewing, appliqué, and quiltmaking and link them with these simple and stunning projects, from pouches and handbags to quilts and pillows, each with step by step instructions and diagrams. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Shambhala. Pub. at $18.95 $4.95

6550808 STARS ALL AROUND US: Quilts and Projects Inspired by a Beloved Symbol. By Stephanie Metz. Features precise instructions to make seven quilts that include pieced and appliqué designs; and fourteen projects that include hooked and penny rugs, punch-needle embroidery, appliquéd and cross-stitched book covers and a pantomime sewing box. Full illus. in color. 140 pages. Kansas City Star. 9x11. Pub. at $24.95 $3.95

6852572 THE ART OF WHIMSICAL STITCHING. By Joanne Sharpe. Easy step by step instructions demonstrate a dozen techniques, including collage, stitching, free-motion stitching, fused applique lettering, needlefelting, doodle machine and hand embroidery, and more. Full illus. in color. 144 pages. Lark. 6¾x10. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95


★ 5831253 THE LADIES’ HAND BOOK OF FANCY AND ORNAMENTAL WORK: Directions and Patterns from the Civil War Era. By Florence Hartley. Originally published in 1898, this guide to antique needlepoint and handcrafts offers instructions for making a tremendous array of the highly decorated items prized by Victorian homemakers: quilts, dolls, covers, pillow cases,, embellishments for collars, purses, more. Techniques such as applique, beading, cross-stitch, and cuffed coats, and much more await your crafting pleasure. Full illus. in color. 144 pages. DC designs. Pub. at $14.95 $10.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/646 - 27 - Activities for Kids

560821X DINOSAURS: Sticker Encyclopedia. By Dougal Dixon. This spectacular, super-sized sticker encyclopedia is packed with fascinating facts about the world of dinosaurs. Choose stickers that fit in the spaces to complete your own encyclopedia of dinosaurs! Contains more than 600 full color, easy to peel, reusable stickers. 64 pages. Published by Adams Media. Kids’ 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95
Activities for Kids

3601110 1000 CHRISTMAS STICKERS. Little ones can make the holiday season last with a fun-filled collection of sticker, drawing, and coloring activities. Includes over 1,000 stickers. Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. Parragon. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99.

* 3569985 DOLLS HOUSE STICKER BOOK: Decorate Your Own Victorian Home! Open the doors to a charming Victorian doll's house, then use more than 150 reusable stickers to decorate it just the way you want! Help the family furnish their rooms with tabouli tea sets, dresses, jewelry, a birdcage, a rocking horse, and more! Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. Carlton. 8½x11. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95.


6708293 THE AMAZING 50 STATES MAZE BOOK. By Scott Sullivan. Contains clever, one-of-a-kind mazes depicting all 50 states, to allow you to take a road trip through America. Grade-schoolers to teen. Price Stern Sloan. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95.


5912016 BELLY LAUGH KNOCK-KNOCK JOKES FOR KIDS. By Ashley Albert. Packed with both classic and original knock-knock jokes to make readers keel over with laughter. Over 350 jokes in all, accompanied by witty drawings by illustrator Bethany Straker, and a button that makes the book laugh with you! Ages 5 & up. 138 pages. Sky Pony. Pub. at $9.99.

5912003 KEEP YOUR SCIENCE HOMWORK: RESEARCHING For Learning Minds! By John M. McCallum. Cooking is chemistry! Put on your apron—or lab coat—and head for the kitchen. This collection of unique recipes and scrumptious science facts will fill you up with tasty treats and yummy ideas. Obsessors beware, however, while baking Black Hole Swallow-Ups. Munch on molecules with Atomic Popcorn Balls. Homework has never been this delicious. Ages 10 & up. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Charlesbridge. 8½x10½. Pub. at $6.95.

* 6815552 EYE LIKE ON THE FARM: 40 REUSABLE STICKERS. A great collection of stickers for windows, lunch boxes, or scrapbooks, featuring horses, sheep, ducks, and more! Create your own work of art, anytime, anywhere. Preschoolers. Fully illus. in color. Workman. 8½x11½. Paperbound. $5.95.


* 6733808 LEARN TO DRAW ANIMALS: How to Draw Like an Artist in 5 Easy Steps. Do you wonder why the secrets to drawing animals? In this guide you'll find step-by-step easy to follow instructions to draw 30 animals, practice pages and 15 bonus background scenes to fill with the animals you've learned to create. Ages 7-12. Fully illus. in color. Raincoast. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

6802878 DISNEY PRINCESS 1000 STICKERS. Includes 1,000 beautiful stickers and over 60 puzzles and activities to complete using those stickers. Join all your favorite princess friends for some fun and adventure! Ages 5 & up. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Parragon Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

* 6921981 MARY ENGELBREIT'S PAPER DOLLS: Fun with Ann Estelle & Mikayla. Have hours of very Mary paper doll fun with the artist’s most beloved character, Ann Estelle and her friend Mikayla. Includes folding instructions, fun facts, and craft ideas. Harry and Maggie Lou. Change their outfits to take them from a day in the garden to a crafting party, a day of dress-up fun, and more! Ages 8 & up. Fully illus. in color. Andrews McMeel. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

* 6608733 DISNEY PRINCESS 1000 STICKERS. Includes 1,000 beautiful stickers and over 60 puzzles and activities to complete using those stickers. Join all your favorite princess friends for some fun and adventure! Ages 5 & up. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Parragon Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

* 584830X FANTASTIC PRESS-OUT FLYING BIRDS. By Richard Merrill. These realistic, full-color paper bird models couldn’t be easier to follow in instructions to draw 30 animals, practice pages and 15 bonus background scenes to fill with the animals you've learned to create. Ages 7-12. Fully illus. in color. Raincoast. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.


6902251 DISNEY PRINCESS DRESS UP: A Forever Sticker Storybook. The lives of Cinderella and Belle are full of parties, balls, states, to allow you to take a road trip through America. Grade-schooler to teen. Price Stern Sloan. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95.


584830X FANTASTIC PRESS-OUT FLYING BIRDS. By Richard Merrill. These realistic, full-color paper bird models couldn’t be easier to follow in instructions to draw 30 animals, practice pages and 15 bonus background scenes to fill with the animals you've learned to create. Ages 7-12. Fully illus. in color. Raincoast. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

6608733 DISNEY PRINCESS 1000 STICKERS. Includes 1,000 beautiful stickers and over 60 puzzles and activities to complete using those stickers. Join all your favorite princess friends for some fun and adventure! Ages 5 & up. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Parragon Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

* 6298151 MIX & MATCH MY LITTLE BOX OF CUTEST ANIMALS STICKER BOOK. By Louise McCallum. Cooking is chemistry! Put on your apron—or lab coat—and head for the kitchen. This collection of unique recipes and scrumptious science facts will fill you up with tasty treats and yummy ideas. Obsessors beware, however, while baking Black Hole Swallow-Ups. Munch on molecules with Atomic Popcorn Balls. Homework has never been this delicious. Ages 10 & up. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Charlesbridge. 8½x10½. Pub. at $6.95.

* 6818552 EYE LIKE ON THE FARM: 40 REUSABLE STICKERS. A great collection of stickers for windows, lunch boxes, or scrapbooks, featuring horses, sheep, ducks, and more! Create your own work of art, anytime, anywhere. Preschoolers. Fully illus. in color. Workman. 8½x11½. Paperbound. $5.95.

* 6818528 EYE LIKE BABY ANIMALS: 40 REUSABLE STICKERS. Whether on windows, notebooks, lunch boxes, or scrapbooks, these baby animal peel and place stickers are perfect for creating your own work of art. Preschoolers. Fully illus. in color. Workman. 8½x11½. Paperbound. $5.95.


* 6733808 LEARN TO DRAW ANIMALS: How to Draw Like an Artist in 5 Easy Steps. Do you wonder why the secrets to drawing animals? In this guide you'll find step-by-step easy to follow instructions to draw 30 animals, practice pages and 15 bonus background scenes to fill with the animals you’ve learned to create. Ages 7-12. Fully illus. in color. Raincoast. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.


584830X FANTASTIC PRESS-OUT FLYING BIRDS. By Richard Merrill. These realistic, full-color paper bird models couldn’t be easier to follow in instructions to draw 30 animals, practice pages and 15 bonus background scenes to fill with the animals you've learned to create. Ages 7-12. Fully illus. in color. Raincoast. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.
**Activities for Kids**

**6836836  UNCLE JOHN’S SCRAMBLED BRAINS: 36 Tear-Off Placemats.** Waiting for dinner has never been so much fun! Tear off one of the 36 fun-filled sheets in this placemat pad and feast on brain-teasing activities such as puzzles, mazes, jokes, memory exercises, brain teasers, experiments, and noodle-and-doodle drawing fun. Ages 6 to 9. Well illus. Portable Press. 12¼x9. Paperback. Pub. at $10.95

* $3.95

**5981751  THE BIG FUN KINDERGARTEN ACTIVITY BOOK.** Ed. by Christine French Cully. Help your child prepare for success in school with this collection of puzzles designed to help children grow into confident learners. Games include alphabet matching, sorting, and more, all delivered through the fun of Highlights puzzles that help build concentration, attention to detail, and critical thinking. Ages 4-6. 256 pages. Highlights for Children. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

* $8.95

**6000999  WHERE DID THEY GO? A Spotting Book.** By Emily Bomhof. Hiding amongst the beautiful patterns of this picture book are some of the world’s most hard to find animals. Where did they go? Can you find them? Ages 5-10. Big Picture Press. Import.  $4.95

**69061X  THE LEGO NEIGHBORHOOD BOOK. Build Your Own Town!** By Brian J. L. G. Will you create buildings in real world details like cornices and facades, and try your hand at interior design by filling your buildings with furniture and fixtures. With handy step instructions, you can snap together a few houses, shops, and apartment buildings to create your own neighborhood. Ages 10 & up. Fully illus. in color. 200 pages. No Starch. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

* $7.95

**6924379  THE EVERYTHING KIDS’ DUMP TRUCKS & BULLDOZERS PUZZLE AND ACTIVITY BOOK.** By B.L. Blair & J.A. Rapoport. You’ll create buildings with real world details like cornices and facades, and try your hand at interior design by filling your buildings with furniture and fixtures. With handy step instructions, you can snap together a few houses, shops, and apartment buildings to create your own neighborhood. Ages 10 & up. Fully illus. in color. 200 pages. No Starch. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

* $7.95

**6910254  MATH LAB FOR KIDS.** By R. Rapoport & J.A. Yoder. Get ready for a new way to learn and enjoy math! Shares more than 50 hands on activities that make learning about math fun by drawing and building shapes, solving puzzles, and playing games. Everything you need to complete the activities can be found in this guide or around your house. Hints and solutions included. Ages 9-12. Fully illus. 144 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

* $3.95

**5981618  THE LEGO TECHNIC IDEA BOOK: BUILD YOUR OWN MECHS!** By Yoshishito Isogawa. A collection of hundreds of working examples of simple yet fascinating technical models that you can build based on pictures alone. Colors distinguish each part, showing you how the models are assembled. Each photo illustrates a different principle, concept, or mechanism that might inspire your own creations. Ages 10 & up. 157 pages. No Starch. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

* SOLD OUT

**590019  DISNEY FAIRIES WINTER WONDERLAND REUSABLE STICKER BOOK.** By Christine French Cully. Help the fairies stay warm by dressing them up in their winter outfits, including their cozy hats and mittens, play tic-tac-toe, and loads of knock-knock jokes, this edition has them all! Over 838 jokes cover kid-friendly topics, including dinosaurs, monsters, history, and wacky jokes that will make them laugh out loud. Ages 8 & up. 224 pages. Portable Press. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

* $6.95

**692228  THE WACKIEST JOKE BOOK THAT’LL KNOCK-KNOCK YOU OVER!** Jam-packed once-encored jokes, puns, and loads of knock-knock jokes, this edition has them all! Over 838 jokes cover kid-friendly topics, including dinosaurs, monsters, history, and wacky jokes that will make them laugh out loud. Ages 8 & up. 224 pages. Portable Press. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

* $6.95


* $3.95

**573658  THE DRAGON TATTOO BOOK.** By Paul Virr. Packed with terrific temporary tattoos of awesome dragons. Each of the 24 tattoos is complemented with interesting illustrated features so you can discover their secrets and travel into the hidden realms of the dragons. Ages 6-10. Fully illus. 32 pages. Barron’s. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95

* $3.95

**66968X  101 THINGS FOR KIDS TO DO OUTSIDE.** By Dawn Isaac. From party games and treasure hunts to easy gardening projects, each idea is simple to follow and includes diagrams and color photos—you can’t go wrong! Get the most out of being outdoors with your kids. Ages 3 & up. 124 pages. Firefly Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

* SOLD OUT


* $3.95


* $4.95

---
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6512261 PAPERMADE PAPER PUPS: 20 Easy-To-Make Puppies. By Daniel Stark. Create your own collection of 20 colorful, cartoonish, and undeniably cute canine friends with this unique activity book. Each pup design is pre-cut and scored so you can simply punch them out and fold them up with easy-to-follow instructions. Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. F.Warne & Co. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95


6767227 PET PUZZLES: Hidden Pictures. Nothing says Highlights like Hidden Pictures! In these pages there are more than 50 puzzles, packed with over 500 hidden objects. Can your kids find the candy cane at the dog park, the scissors on the frog race, or the mitten at the magic shop? Includes over 280 stickers. Solutions provided. Highlights for Children. 68 pages. Gibbs Smith. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

6979899 THE BIG BOOK OF BOY STUFF. By Bart King. Within these pages, boys can find a wealth of things to do, things to laugh at, and things they didn’t know. In this updated and redesigned tenth anniversary edition, hijinks and hilarity are still front and center. Ages 8 & up. Illus. 304 pages. Gibbs Smith. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

4606499 THE BIG BOOK OF BOY STUFF: By Bart King. Within these pages, boys can find a wealth of things to do, things to laugh at, and things they didn’t know. In this updated and redesigned tenth anniversary edition, hijinks and hilarity are still front and center. Ages 8 & up. Illus. 304 pages. Gibbs Smith. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

6674577 JUMBO BOOK OF HIDDEN PICTURES: Highlights Hidden Pictures. You’ll find pigs riding unicycles, kangaroos visiting the moon and more fun scenes while searching for over 1,500 hidden objects they didn’t know. In this updated and redesigned tenth anniversary edition, hijinks and more fun scenes while searching for over 1,500 hidden objects they didn’t know. In this updated and redesigned tenth anniversary edition, hijinks and hilarity are still front and center. Ages 8 & up. Illus. 256 pages. Highlights for Children. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

6576829 KNOCK KNOCK! WHO’S THERE? Over 650 Hilarious Jokes. By Lisa Regan. If knock knock jokes make you laugh and chuckle then you’ll love this collection. There’s lots of great gags inside, and every single one is guaranteed to be silly. Great fun to share with friends and family. Gradeschoolers. Fully illus. 256 pages. Arcturus. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

6666010 JUST KIDDING: More Than 1,000 Hilarious Jokes for Kids. This book is packed with jokes that are sure to make you and your kids laugh. There are jokes about popular pets and family. Gradeschoolers. Fully illus. 256 pages. Arcturus. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

691182X PAINT BY STICKER KIDS: Create 10 Pictures One Sticker at a Time! Includes everything you need to make ten sticker paintings on sturdy card stock. Each page is perforated to make it easy to tear out and frame your masterpiece. Ages 5 & up. Illus. in color. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95


693501X SUPERMAN: Ultimate Sticker Collection. By Catherine Saunders et al. Fly with the Man of Steel with this collection of over 1,000 reusable full-color stickers. Meet Superman’s closest allies and deadliest enemies, including Lois Lane, Lex Luthor, Darkseid, Bizarro, and Metallo; and witness some of his most thrilling battles. Ages 8 & up. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Import. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

6869769 THIS IS LEONARDO DA VINCI. By Joost Keizer. Throughout his career from its beginnings in the creative maelstrom of fifteenth century Florence to his role as genius in residence at the court of the king of France, Leonardo created a kind of private universe for himself and his work is revealed in this concise biography. Grades 7-10. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Laurence King. Import. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

5810264 PETER RABBIT HOP TO IT! STICKER ACTIVITY BOOK. Celebrate Easter with your favorite rabbits, Peter, Benjamin, and Lily are coloring Easter eggs, having a picnic, making a yummy bird’s nest recipe, and much more. Ages 3-7 fully illus. in color. Frederick Warne. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95

5736404 EYE-POPPING 3-D PETS. By Barry & Betsy Rothstein. Pop on the included 3-D glasses and see 27 amazing phantom pets, everything from dogs to lizards to a potbellied pig. You’ll be surprised when you can just reach out and touch them! Ages 6-13. Fully illus. in color. 61 pages. Chronicle. 10¼x13¼. Pub. at $19.99 $11.99

6710103 HIGHLIGHTS HIDDEN PICTURES 101 BANANAS. You will have bunches of fun unraveling these hidden objects in these classic B&W puzzles. Also includes bonus puzzles, recipes, jokes, and other activities. Includes solutions. Ages 10 & up. 144 pages. Highlights for Children. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

5810264 PETER RABBIT HOP TO IT! STICKER ACTIVITY BOOK. Celebrate Easter with your favorite rabbits, Peter, Benjamin, and Lily are coloring Easter eggs, having a picnic, making a yummy bird’s nest recipe, and much more. Ages 3-7 fully illus. in color. Frederick Warne. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95


6733034 AWESOME ANIMALS: Ultimate Sticker Activity Collection. Ed. by Margaret Parish. Packed with loads of activities, fascinating facts, and more than 1,000 colorful reusable stickers, these pages are more than 50 puzzles, packed with over 500 hidden objects. Can your kids find the candy cane at the dog park, the scissors on the frog race, or the mitten at the magic shop? Includes over 280 stickers. Solutions provided. Highlights for Children. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95


6733034 AWESOME ANIMALS: Ultimate Sticker Activity Collection. Ed. by Margaret Parish. Packed with loads of activities, fascinating facts, and more than 1,000 colorful reusable stickers, these pages are more than 50 puzzles, packed with over 500 hidden objects. Can your kids find the candy cane at the dog park, the scissors on the frog race, or the mitten at the magic shop? Includes over 280 stickers. Solutions provided. Highlights for Children. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95
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★ 6557546 MY FIRST MAZE BOOK. By Susanah Bailey.illus. by K. Dudzik. Keep your little puzzle fan entertained for hours on end with this colorful maze action. Guide the pirate to buried treasure, show the knight the path to the castle, swing the monkey through the jungle, and much more! Ages 4 & up. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Arcturus. 9x10¼. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

6931103 FUZZY CHRISTMAS. Fuzzy learning fun for little ones! Complete fuzzy Christmas scenes by matching the play pieces to the simple story. Includes 20 felt play pieces and five play scenes. Ages 3-6. Top That. Import. Pub. at $12.99 $15.95

★ 6902103 MASON JAR SCIENCE. By Jonathan Adolph. Small in scale but big on fun, these 40 hands-on experiments can be conducted in a glass canning jar. Each project offers small-scale ways to illustrate the big-picture principles of chemistry, botany, biology, physics, and more. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. 136 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

6873936 STUMP THE GROWN-UP. Put your favorite grown-up to the test with over 1,200 brainstumpers including six true or false lightning rounds. Covers everything from Charlotte’s Web to the Cretaceous period, triangles to tangles, and Saturn to Superman. Ages 8 & up. 240 pages. Applecase. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95 $15.95

6869750 THIS IS GYOA. By Wendy Bird. The first to create worlds of art for their own sake, he lived a tireless, uncompromising life. This biography explores Goya’s brilliant career and his often in isolation. Grades 7-10. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Laurence King. Import. Pub. at $15.95 $21.95

★ 5767032 LEGO STAR WARS BUILD YOUR OWN ADVENTURE. By Daniel Lipkowitz. Discover a thrilling adventure from a galaxy far, far away with this guide to the galaxy. Includes a guide with more than 50 amazing building ideas; a Rebel Pilot minifig; and instructions and 73 pieces for making your own Y-Wing Starfighter. CHOKING HAZARD–SMALL PARTS. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¾x10¾. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★ 5779529 JOKELOPEIDA, 3RD EDITION: The Biggest, Best, Stillest, Dumbest Joke Book Ever! Compiled by Ilana Witzman et al. Enjoy an all-encompassing, gut-busting collection of more than 1,700 old-fashioned jokes for all occasions. From teacher jokes and gross jokes to practical jokes and even joke-telling pointers, this side-splitting assembly is the mother of all joke books. Ages 7 & up. Illus. 272 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95


6862722 EYELIKE PIPPIE, 40 REUSABLE STICKERS. Whether on windows, notebooks, lunch boxes, or scrapbooks, these baby puppy peel and place stickers are perfect for creating your own work of art. Preschoolers. Fully illus. in color. Workman. 8x10¼. Paperbound. $5.95

★ 6866932 BEAUTIFUL BUGS: Paint by Sticker Kids. By Patricia Geis. Includes everything you need to create white bugs on sturdy card stock. Each page is perforated for easy removal to frame and share your art. Ages 8 & up. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

★ 6866981 DINOSAUR DOT-TO-DOTS. By Jo Moon. Full of interesting facts and fun and exciting scenes to complete. Connect the dots to bring the most amazing dinosaurs to life! Ages 5 & up. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Arcturus. 9x10¼. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 6909809 LEGO ANIMAL ATLAS. By Rona Skene. Travel every continent and find out about our planet’s amazing animals and where they live. Get inspired by more than 100 LEGO model ideas, from tigers to tortoises, and follow the simple building tips to build your own LEGO animal atlas includes four LEGO animal figures to build. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD. SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER THREE. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 77 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x11. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

6874057 THE WHEELS ON THE BUS. By Paul O. Zelinsky. Enjoy the song The Wheels on the Bus go round and round with your little one, and the push and pull colorful pictures that go along with it. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER THREE. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 24 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9x10½. Pub. at $15.95 $21.95

★ 678111X BIGFOOT GOES ON VACATION: A Spectacular Seek and Find Challenge for All Ages! By D.L. Miller. Join Bigfoot as he travels all over the globe with this spectacular seek-and-find collection! Look through each crowded scene to find Bigfoot and his legendary footprint, and lots of other details, all while learning fun and fascinating facts about each location from the carnival to the farm to the beach. Ages 3-12. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Happy Fox. 10¼x10¼. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 6781128 BIGFOOT VISITS THE BIG CITIES OF THE WORLD: A Spectacular Seek and Challenge for All Ages! By D.L. Miller. Join Bigfoot as he travels all over the globe with this spectacular seek-and-find collection! Look through each crowded scene to find Bigfoot and his legendary footprint, and lots of other details, then learn all about each location in fascinating sections on San Francisco, Tokyo, Toronto and more. Ages 3-12. Fully illus. in color. 40 pages. Happy Fox. 10¼x10¼. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95


★ 6882714 EYELIKE NITTENS: 400 Reusable Stickers. Whether on windows, notebooks, lunch boxes, or scrapbooks, these baby kitten peel and place stickers are perfect for creating your own work of art. Preschoolers. Fully illus. in color. Workman. 8x10¼. Paperbound. $5.95

★ 6865275 AMAZING BRICK MOSAICS: Fantastic Projects to Build with LEGO Blocks. You Already Have! By Amanda Brack. Transform your piles of leftover lego bricks into a masterpiece! Choose from 15 incredible projects and use the easy-to-follow instructions to build your very own mosaics. From soaring hot air balloons and a roaring rocket to a fierce tiger and tasty pizza, there’s a project for you! Grades 5-9. Well illus. in color. Candlewick. Spiralbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95


Princeton Architectural. 9¼x11½. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95
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**6911919** TURN THIS BOOK INTO A BEEHIVE! And 19 Other Experiments and Activities that Explore the Amazing World of Bees. By Lynn Brunelle. Learn about all the types of bees, why bees are critical to our food supply, and how bees interact with the activities included in this fun volume. Yes, and you can build a book into a hive for Mason Bees. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. 92 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**6909817** LEGO STAR WARS: Choose Your Path. By Simon Hugo. Journey through the LEGO Star Wars galaxy and learn about your favorite characters, creatures, vehicles, and locations along the way. The fate of the galaxy is in your hands! Includes a U-3PO Droid miniﬁgure. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD. SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER THREE. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.95

**6892191** SAY CHEESE! A Kid’s Guide to Cheese Making with Recipes for Mozzarella, Cream Cheese, Feta + Other Favorites. By Ricki & Sarah Caron. Learn how to make inimitable delicious cheeses, including cream cheese, mozzarella, and feta, at home! Then enjoy your hard crafted creations in a variety of savory and sweet dishes, or melt into something delicious, or made into sweet treats. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Storey. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.95

**6836852** MIGLIOO’S DAY. By William Bee. This is the story of Miglloo and a day filled with food, fun, friends, and adventures. There are things to find and puzzles to solve on action folded told out pages full of detail. A search and find adventure with a fun loving dog leading the way. Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color. Walker. 10x12. Import. Pub. at $13.95

**6935523** GREAT ANCIENT CHINA PROJECTS YOU CAN BUILD YOURSELF. By Lance Kramer. Explores the incredible ingenuity and history of ancient China with 25 hands-on projects for children. This fun resource covers topics from plywood easy to terracotta warriors, and includes step by step activities using common household products. Ages 9-12. Fully illus. 122 pages. Nomad Press. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95


**6861873** SEWING SCHOOL QUILTS: 15 Projects Kids Will Love to Make. By A.P. Plumley & A. Lisle. Grab your sewing machine, some fabulous fabric scraps, and this guide full of ideas for making 15 fun quilting projects that are all about you. Includes step by step instructions and removable patterns. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Storey. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.95

**6899661** PIRATES & POMPOMS: How to Make Children’s Toys and Costumes. By S. Bee & J. Bell. Kids will love crafting with this collection of amusing costumes and fun sewing projects for children. Easy to follow step by step instructions are included in each project, so sewing skills are required to make handmade costumes, toys, and props. Projects include eye patches, a telescope, stuffed animal friends, leaf bunting, and much more. Each project includes a simple to follow pattern and illustrates step by step instructions. 144 pages. Laurence King. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95

**685642X** THE SPACE CRAFT BOOK. By L. Minter & T. Williams. Contains 15 easy to make projects for budding space explorers. Includes clear step by step instructions and handy templates, ideas for a space party, and how to build your very own rocket den. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Guild of Master Craftsman. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95

**6920861** THE BIG BOOK OF 100 OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES. By L. Minter & T. Williams. Packed with things to do that will get your child outdoors these projects range from the spur of the moment creative play to mini projects with step by step instructions. Ranging from making a bug hotel and growing their own pizza toppings to leather printing and going on a tea party, there is something to interest everyone! Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Guild of Master Craftsman. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95

**6942873** FERRARI HIDE & SEEK. Ed. by Margherita Vecchiati, illus. by V. Pozzi. Includes activities that invite children to find the hidden Ferrari in each image. Help the driver’s lost key, and more. Ages 4-7. Fully illus. in color. Franco Cosimo Panini. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00

**6866349** DOLL PAPER FASHION WORKSHOP. By Norma J. Burnett. Create your own paper doll fashions, from seasonal styles to haute couture! In addition to learning how to create your own dolls, a variety of patterns and projects will show you how to turn your own doodles, tangles, and designs into fabulous fashion looks for your paper pals. Ages 10 & up. Fully illus. in color. 135 pages. Walter Foster. 9½x12½. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95


**69800X** PUZZLE BARON’S KIDS’ PUZZLES. By Stephen P. Ryder. If you’re trying to de ﬁne brain teasers, this puzzle will send your brain into overload! You get 300 awesome puzzles like: scramblers, word searches, pathways, logic, acrostics, and lots more. Several special features are included, like a step-by-step solution to each puzzle and fun facts and riddles to keep you entertained. Ages 10-17. 266 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

**6751628** WHIZZ KIDZ CROSSWORDS. By Joe Fullman. Crammed with fun, these quick crossword puzzles give young puzzle-solvers the power—whether you’re a complete beginner or a puzzle ninja! Solutions provided. Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. 94 pages. Arcutus. 9x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95


**6840621** CHRISTMAS STICKER ACTIVITIES. The perfect way to enjoy a creative Christmas. Packed with activities and colorful photographic stickers, it provides hours of fun. Tiger Tales. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95

**SOLD OUT**

**SOLD OUT**
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580268X DISNEY INFINITY OFFICIAL STICKER BOOK. By Catherine Such. Explore the worlds of Disney and Disney/Pixar films, and meet the Disney Infinity heroes; including Mr. Incredible, Captain Jack Sparrow, Sulley, and many more. Complete the activities and create your own sticker scenes with over 1,000 awesome stickers. Ages 4-7. 8½x11. ONGOING HAZARD: SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. $9.95

6555470 MY BIG BOOK OF ART AND ILLUSION. By Silke Vry. With dozens of beautiful reproductions and an engaging, informative text, this examination is a fascinating look at artistic illusions through the ages. Ages 8 & up. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Prestel. 11¾x11¾. Pub. at $12.95 $6.95

5942572 DOCTOR WHO–TIME TRAVELLER’S JOURNAL. By Natalie Barnes. This is no ordinary book. It will allow you to destroy monsters, design gadgets, and create new worlds. Use your imagination with the fun drawing projects and other activities that fill the pages of this compendium of all things Doctor Who! Ages 7 & up. Well illus. Puffin Books. Spiralbound. Pub. at $13.99 $1.95


3586171 DREAMWORKS HOW TO TRAIN YOUR DRAGON 2: Time to Race! By Elizabeth Berlin. Here’s your chance to soar into your own dragon-riding adventure! Inside you’ll find everything you need to build six dragons from the Dreamworks movie How to Train Your Dragon 2—and they can really glide! Fold and build your favorite dragons, select their names and plan races of your own. Ages 6-9. Fully illus. in color. 22 pages. Reader’s Digest. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

6802028 DRESSING UP FUN: Make Your Own Costumes at Home! By Rebekah Joy Shiel. Have you ever wished you could be a pirate, a robot, a princess, a knight or a fairy? This guide gives you the chance to transform yourself into your best-loved characters. Includes step-by-step instructions to show you how to create fantastic costumes from everyday objects found around the house.

Ages 9-12. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Arcturus. 8½x10½. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.95 $1.95

5778254 STAR WARS VILLAINS ULTIMATE STICKER COLLECTION. By Matt Jones. A thrilling companion to the Star Wars universe, with over 1,000 colorful stickers, this funfiddly book is packed full of spooky places, terrifying monsters, and vicious villains. Ages 6-9. Dorling Kindersley. 8½x11. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

5886618 LEARN TO DRAW DISNEY CLAYMATION MOVIES. Discover the step-by-step techniques and tricks to drawing some of Disney’s most beloved characters: Alice from Alice in Wonderland; Baloo from The Jungle Book; Captain Hook from Peter Pan; Jiminy Cricket from Pinocchio, and lots more. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Walter Foster. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

680473X JUSTICE LEAGUE MEGA STICKER BOOK. Packed with activities that let you crack top secret files, help the lego justice league. The Flash victory through to a tortuous maze. Read about the amazing Amazon warrior that is Wonder Woman. And complete a quiz to discover what you know about the Justice League. Includes answers. Ages 6-12. Fully illus. in color. 40 pages. Insight Editions. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $7.95

6804748 JUSTICE LEAGUE: The Official Guide. Do you want to know about all your favorite Justice League heroes? This official guide to the Justice League gives details about the hero’s character, their abilities and vehicles, and even where they’re from. Filled with action packed film stills, it’s perfect for Justice League fans. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. 72 pages. Insight Editions. Paperback Import. Pub. at $12.99 $7.95

5978076 THE AMAZING BOOK OF LEGO STAR WARS. By David Fentiman. Fans will be fascinated by the designs featuring large, dynamic images of heroes and villains, while key themes are explored using carefully lettered text that will capture their interest. With a mixture of full page & pull-out fold-outs throughout the book, that reveal extra-large images and a fold-out poster at the end. Ages 5 & up. 48 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9¼x11. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95

5765271 STAR WARS—the Last Jedi STICKER COLLECTION. By David Fentiman. The galaxy is at war! Only Rey and the brave resistance can save the day. Discover amazing new heroes, villains, aliens, and vehicles. Includes more than 1,200 stickers of main characters, locations, vehicles and props. Use your extra stickers to make your own movie scenes! Ages 6-9. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $6.95


6688686 DISNEY FROZEN 1000 STICKERS. Fully illus. 64 pages. Parragon. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95


5716888 EYELIKE HORSES. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95 $1.95


6631856 EYELIKE BUGS: 400 Reusable Stickers. Fully illus. in color. Workman. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95


6637648 BOOK OF BRAVERY: Disney Pixar the Good Dinosaur. Fully illus. in color. Parragon. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95


5655494 JUMBO BOOK OF THINGS TO FIND AND COLOR: Highlights Hidden Pictures! Fully illus. in color. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95
Activities for Kids

6782604 PLAYTIME GIGGLES: A Cheerful Coloring Book. Fully illus. Paragon. 7½x10¼. Paperbound. $3.95


5878497 MAKE IT! 12 Terrific Textile Projects for You to Try! By Melanie Grimson. 32 pages. OEB Publishing. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95. $3.95


★ 5742141 THE SNOW QUEEN COLOURING BOOK. Pushkin. 8½x11½. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $16.95. $4.95

★ 6654792 JUNGLE COLOR BY NUMBERS. By Isobel Lindley. Fully illus. 40 pages. Salarina. 8x8. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95. $3.95

★ 6664784 FAIRIES COLOR BY NUMBERS. By Isobel Lindley. Fully illus. 40 pages. Salarina. 8x8. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95. $3.95

678268X FRANK STAR UNLEASHED! By Tim Bugbird. Fully illus. in color. 40 pages. Pub. at $7.95. $4.95


6621678 DINO DOODLES. Illus. in color. 80 pages. Templar. 8x9½. Spiralbound. $4.95


Children’s Titles

6576524 OUR 50 STATES: A Family Adventure Across America. By Lynne Cheney. illus. by R.P. Glasser. Go on an unforgettable tour of America from the Everglades of Florida to the grasslands of Kentucky to the Sierra Mountains of California. Traveling from state to amazing state, you’ll learn about interesting regional and historic facts along the way. Ages 4-8. 128 pages. Saddleback. 10½x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95


693482X PAINLESS FRENCH, THIRD EDITION. By Ch. Chatkine & L. Gore. Journey into the rich and exciting culture of France with special sections on history, literature, and shared expressions in English; build vocabulary; learn how to speak, read, and understand French with ease; and test your progress with quizzes and more. Ages 13-18. 297 pages. Barron’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $3.95

CD 68209X CHILDHOOD MEMORIES: Timeless Children’s Classics from the Golden Age of Radio. Forty vintage children’s favorites and timeless classics from the Golden Age of radio including the Ugly duckling by Danny Kaye, the Reddy b’b’s by the Fred Dibb, the Radio Romance of the Big Band Era, and many more! Ages 4-18. 2 hours, 2 CDs. Unabridged. $9.95

5819369 MY FIRST KNITTING BOOK. By C. Montemont & F. Goble. Learn to knit for hours of fun and easy to learn; lots of toys, animals, and much more. Learn basic stitches, increasing and decreasing, changing color, and finishing touches. Projects include a panda hat, mouse mittens, a rainbow zigzag cushion, and much more. Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95

★ 6782897 MONSTER TRUCKS: Mighty Machines. By Ian Graham. Big bold pictures and easy to read text make this fun activity book perfect for young readers. Includes tips about steam trains, sky trains, and sleeping trains! Ages 6-10. 24 pages. Firefly. 9¾x10¼. Paperbound. $4.95

★ 673818X FIRE TRUCKS AND RESCUE VEHICLES: Mighty Machines. By Jean Coppendale. Ambulances, police cars, tractors, trucks, and tractors! All about these mighty rescue vehicles make your young child’s eyes sparkle, this colorful volume is for you. Features big, bold pictures, easy-to-read type, and simple text for the youngest. Ages 4 & up. 24 pages. Firefly. 9¾x10¼. Paperbound. $4.95


594554X EXPLORING GRAMMAR: Practice Makes Perfect. By Gary Robert Muschla. Appropriate for students grades 4 through 6, this text gives your child the tools to understand: Sentences; Verbs; Pronouns; Adjectives; Adverbs; Prepositions, Conjunctions and Interjections; and Punctuation and Capitalization. 240 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8½x10½. Paperbound. $13.00. $4.95

5735538 LIFE IN PRISON. By Stanley Tookie Williams with B.C. Becnel. Williams writes about the brutal reality of living in prison. He provides a blunt, riveting account of day-to-day life behind bars, from the humiliations of strip searches to being locked in solitary confinement. He challenges adolescent readers to educate themselves, make intelligent decisions, and above all never to follow in his footsteps. Ages 5-12. Photos. 80 pages. Chronicle. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99. $3.95

★ 5911958 EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO ACE MATH IN ONE BIG FAT NOTEBOOK. By Altair Peterson. If you’re not loving your textbook and you’re not so great at taking notes in class, this notebook will help. Vocabulary words are highlighted in yellow, definitions in green, and important people, places, dates, and terms are written in blue ink. Learn and remember what you need to ace your math class. Ages 11-14. Illus. in color. 318 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

★ 6683525 DISNEY WHO’S WHO: An A to Z of Disney Characters. By Brooke Vitale. Get to know more about your favorite Disney characters—and meet some you may not know—in this comprehensive, fully illustrated guide. With more than 150 beloved movie characters and a whole host of fun facts, you’ll be a Disney expert in no time! Ages 6-9. 432 pages. Disney. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99. $8.95


★ 6934838 PAINLESS GRAMMAR, FOURTH EDITION. By Gary R. Muschla. This comprehensive, fully illustrated guide. With more than 150 beloved movie characters and a whole host of fun facts, you’ll be a Disney expert in no time! Ages 6-9. 432 pages. Disney. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99. $8.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/646 - 35 -

691170X GET READY FOR SCHOOL CURSIVE. By Heather Stella. This entertaining workbook will help your child master cursive upper- and lowercase letter formation, while using that skill to rewrite famous quotes and funny jokes, as well as perfect their personal signature. Provides practice space for tons of fun and educational activities with its reusable wipe-off practice space and erasable dry erase marker. 219 activities and 247 illustrations. Grades 2, 3, and 4. Ring bound. 126 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 10x8½. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

6854028 HIGHLIGHTS WRITE-ON WIPE-OFF LET'S WRITE WORDS. Offers a unique blend of age appropriate writing activities with puzzles that increase writing confidence and build fine motor skills. With the write-on, wipe-off pages and included dry-erase marker, your child can enjoy every activity countless times. Ages 3-6. Well illustrated in color. Pages. Highlights for Martin's. 9x10¼. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

591194X EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO ACE ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS IN ONE BIG NOTEBOOK. Ed. by N. Le Du & D. Nayer. If you’re not loving your textbook and you’re not so great at taking notes in class, this notebook will help. It hits all the major points of English Language Arts. Vocabulary words are listed in yellow, definitions in green highlighter, and important people, places, dates, and terms are written in blue ink. Ages 11-14. Illus. in color. 488 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95


693143X ARTY MOUSE WORDS. By Mandi Stanley. Arty Mouse introduces first words with pictures to help children learn to write. With this book you can encourage your child to complete the activities and see them learn essential reading and writing skills with growing confidence. Ages 3-6. Wipe-clean pen included. Top That. 8½x11¼. Import. $14.95


2733064 HELP YOUR KIDS WITH MATH: A Unique Step-by-Step Visual Guide. Ed. by Jill Hamilton et al. This guide’s innovative visual approach combines colorful diagrams and illustrations with step by step instructions, making math easier to understand than ever before. Covering all the core subjects, it allows parents and kids to work together to solve even the most challenging problems. 256 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

6872515 PIGS WILL BE PIGS: Fun with Math and Money. By Amy Axelrod, Illus. by S. McSmail-Nally. The hungry Pig family learns about money and buying power as they turn the house upside down looking for enough money to buy dinner at the local restaurant. Ages 3-8. Full of illus. in color. Aladdin. 10x8½. $17.95

673264X CODING PROJECTS IN SCRATCH. By Jon Woodcock. Create mind bending illusions, crazy animations, and interactive artworks with this amazing collection of Scratch projects. Suitable for beginners and experts alike, this guide has everything you need to code. Follow the simple steps to become an expert coder. Ages 9-12. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $8.95

691170X MY FIRST BABY SIGNS. By P Congiano & T.W. Yu. At six months your baby knows what she wants, but just can’t say it yet. Sign language is a proven bridge between baby talk and first English, and here is the easiest way to teach your child the 500 most common美国手语. Ages 9-12. Fully illus. in color. Workman. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95

6920721 CHILDREN’S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ANIMALS. By M. Leach & M. Lland. Go on an extraordinary guided tour of the animal kingdom, from the high-flying realm of the birds to the deep-sea creatures with this comprehensive encyclopedia. Ages 6-10. Fully illus. in color. 327 pages. Arcturus. 9x11¼. Import. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

6902308 AN EXCESSIVE ALPHABET: Avalanches of A to Zillions of Zs. By Judi Barrett, Illus. by R. Barrett. We all know that A is for apple, but what else does A stand for? This alphabet book is the perfect fun-filled volume of curriculum-based exercises and activities. It reinforces key reading skills, including reading capital and lowercase letters, first vocabulary words, and more. Ages 5-6. Fully illus. in color. Athenium. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $17.99. $6.95

6873510 ANIMAL TRACKER! A Fold and Find Book. With plenty to discover, this innovative fold out activity book will encourage your child to count from 1 to 10 with the five exciting animal scenes full of interesting objects to spot. Preschool. Fully illus. in color. Really Delectable Books. Import. $9.95

6911577 1ST GRADE READING SKILLS: Star Wars Workbooks. By the eds. of Brain Quest. Make learning an intergalactic adventure with this fun-filled volume of curriculum-based exercises and activities. It reinforces key reading skills, including reading capital and lowercase letters, first vocabulary words, and more. Ages 5-6. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Workman. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95. $6.95

6911765 KINDERGARTEN WRITING & ABCS: Star Wars Workbooks. By the eds. of Brain Quest. Make learning an intergalactic adventure with this fun-filled volume of curriculum-based exercises and activities. It reinforces key writing skills, including writing capital and lowercase letters, first vocabulary words, and more. Ages 5-6. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Workman. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95. $6.95

6911579 1ST GRADE READING: Star Wars Workbooks. By the eds. of Brain Quest. Make learning an intergalactic adventure with this fun-filled volume of curriculum-based exercises and activities. It reinforces key reading skills, including reading comprehension, parts of speech, phonics, vocabulary, and more. Ages 5-6. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Workman. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95. $6.95
Children's Titles

★ 672891X DARK MATTERS: Nature's Reaction to Light Pollution. By Joan Marie Galat. What happens when humans tamper with the age-old balance of day and night? This volume includes young readers to the fragile animals that are impacted by our increasingly threatened nighttime skies. Filled with tips and suggestions on how you can help reduce light pollution. Ages 8 & up. Fully illus. in color. 70 pages. Red Deer. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95


★ 584603X JINGLE BELLS: A Collection of Songs and Carols. This beautiful collection of best-loved Christmas songs includes Away in a Manger, The Holly and the Ivy, We Wish You a Merry Christmas, and many more. Ages 3-6. Fully illus. in color. Tiger Tales. Pub. at $8.99 $1.95

★ 6676200 THE BIG FUN FIRST GRADE ACTIVITY BOOK. Ed. by Christine French Cully. Developed by experts at Highlights, this unique blend of essential skills and puzzle play is designed to help children grow in grades 1 & 2. Ages 6-8. 173 pages. Highlights. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $2.95


★ 6653437 SANTA’S SONG. By Pamela McCray. Have a ho-ho-tastic time as you sing along with a new version of the beloved holiday carol! Each page replaces letters in “We Wish You a Merry Christmas,” making for a fun—and funny—twist on one of the most well known songs of the season. Preschoolers. Grosset & Scratch. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $16.95 $6.95


★ 6720064 100 FARM WORDS. Illus. by Dawn Machell. Silver Dolphin. Pub. at $7.95 $4.95


★ 6576184 BOOM CHICKA ROCK. By John Archambault, illus. by S.T. Chithwood. Fully illus. in color. Philomel. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $15.99 $7.95


★ 673796X HOW TO TRACK A DRAGON: DreamWorks Dragons, Ready-to-Read, Level Two. By Adaptable by Erica David. Fully illus. in color. S&S. Pub. at $16.99 $7.95

Craft Project Collections

★ 6837328 MAKING PIPE CLEANER PETS. By Takashi Morito. Twist, bend, and shape pipe cleaners into 23 adorable dog breeds with this delightful activity book! Each well-organized project includes features step by step instructions to aid in creating the perfect pup, from Boston Terriers, Chihuahuas, and Dachshunds to French Bulldogs and Poodles, and more. SHOPWORN. Well illus. in color. 87 pages. Design Originals. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

★ 4643283 POPULAR MECHANICS 101 THINGS THAT FLY: Planes, Rockets, Whirly-Gigs & More! In days gone by, industrious kids used ingenuity and creativity to make incredible things that fly, glide, leap, move, and more. This exciting volume brings us back to those inventive times, presenting 101 timeless activities just as they were published in the pages of Popular Mechanics. Well illus. in color. 175 pages. Hearst. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95


★ 6837344 PARACORD OUTDOOR GEAR PROJECTS: Simple Instructions for Survival Bracelets and Other DIY Projects. By Joel Hooks. Shows how easy it is to use paracord for simple projects like special survival bracelets, lanyards, straps, and more. The guide takes you step by step through all the knots and wraps you need to know, along with practical survival techniques and tips on other projects. SHOPWORN. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95


★ 6825087 DIY HANDLETTERING: From Monogrammed Pillows to Personalized Stationary. By M. Averinos & A. Kroll. Whether it’s monogramming a plate, designing a striking wall art display, or adding an important date to a pillow, hand-lettering is the way to add a touch of personality to any object. Step by step instructions make coding easy. Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. Tiger Tales. Pub. at $8.99 $1.95


★ 4840608 BACKYARD ROCKETS: Learn to Make and Launch Rockets, Missiles, Cannons, and Other Projectiles. Ed. by Mike Warren. Learn to make rockets, missiles, canisters, and dozens of other projecticles! Sections include: Small Rockets; Air-Powered Rockets; Soda Bottle Rockets; Chemically Powered Rockets; Launchers, and Extra Special Rockets. Well illus. in color. 197 pages. Shopworn. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $9.95

★ 5775242 THE STEAMPUNK ADVENTURER’S GUIDE: Contraptions, Creations, and Curiosities Anyone Can Make. By Thomas Willerford. Discover how to forge these imaginative contraptions: Decoder Armor, Signet Ring, Gravity Gun, Grappling Hook Launcher, Airship Harness; Glider Wings; Rivet Gun; Power Armor; Magnetic Amplification Gauntlet; Rocket Pack; and more. Illus. in color. 220 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/646
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**CRAFT PROJECT COLLECTIONS**

**6826245 THE UNOFFICIAL GUIDE TO CRAFTING THE WORLD OF HARRY POTTER.** By Jamie Harrington. You won’t need a witch or wizard to make these magical projects inspired by the world of Harry Potter. With the step by step guidance that’s included, you’ll be able to transpose simple objects and things from around the house into Remembrances Rings, Butterbeer Lip Balm, Nargles for your front lawn and much more. Fully illus. in color. 190 pages. Amada Media. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

**6888502 SEA GLASS CRAFTS.** By Rebecca Rogers-Wightman. Features more than twenty-step by step projects for you to create beautiful works with your collection of sea glass. Projects include air plants with sea glass; bottle stoppers, Christmas ornaments; jewelry, sea glass shadow boxes; and much more. Fully illus. in color. 132 pages. Racehorse. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

**5889549 MASON JAR GIFTS.** By Marie Browning. Create heartwarming gifts using canning jars! Discover crafty ways for creating beautifully decorated jars to treasure, as well as inspiring ideas and culinary recipes for heartfelt gifts to place inside them. Projects feature techniques such as stenciling, using paint pens, decoupage, and more. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Lark. 7¼x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

**6665357 ECO-CRAFT: Recycle, Recraft, Restyle.** By Susan Wasinger. Reveals more than 30 innovative, green projects that will entice you to transform “trash” into stylish home accessories. With clear step by step photos and easy to understand instructions you’ll be able to create a Coffee Bag Tote, Bamboo Trays, a Towel Rack, and more. 128 pages. Lark. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

**5871046 PVC + PIPE ENGINEER: Put Together Cool, Easy, Maker-Friendly Stuff.** By Jordan Bunker. There was a time when PVC and iron pipe were kept hidden away in crawlspaces, but no more! The author has created 17 stylish projects for every skill level, ranging from wine racks and bedframes to water blasters and bike trailers, all made with parts you can find a hardware store. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Rockport. 8¼x10. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

**5850037 MAGICAL MINIATURE GARDENS & HOMES.** By Dommi Weber. Adults and kids alike will enjoy creating whimsical miniatures that will make someone’s day. Projects include plant hangers, wall hangings, rugs, and more. Includes instructions for using squiggles, scribbles, and more. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

**5928168 THE BEESWAX WORKSHOP: How to Make Your Own Natural Candies, Cosmetics, Cleaners, Soaps, Healing Balms and More.** By Chris Dalziel. Create gifts, household cleaners, beauty supplies and so much more. You’ll find 298 pages of easy to follow instructions and tips, you’ll be able to transform “trash” into stylish home accessories. With clear step by step photos and easy to understand instructions you’ll be able to create a Coffee Bag Tote, Bamboo Trays, a Towel Rack, and more. 128 pages. Lark. 7¼x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

**6657000 RUBBER BAND ENGINEER.** By Lance Akiyama. Marvel at the many unexpected uses of the rubber band in this collection of 19 projects, using such household hardware as paper clips, pencils, paint stirrers, and ice pop sticks. Fun and interesting projects include a Crossbow; Hydraulic Fighting Robots; a Rubber Band Helicopter; and more. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Rockport. 8¼x10. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

**6834315 EVERYTHING OZ.** By G. Leech & H. Read-Baldrey. L. Frank Baum’s classic tale provides the inspiration for this spellbinding and creative collection of more than fifty things to make and bake, ranging from a dress-up Dorothy doll to a Tin Woodman heart garland to squished Wicked Witch cupcakes. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Chicago Review. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

**6778607 STEAMPUNK STYLE 2: Goggles, Gas Masks and Aviator Styles.** Ed. by Steampunk Oriental Laboratory. After a gallery of steampunk creations by a range of notable figures, the editors from Toshiyuki Kimura to Mari Igarashi, immerse yourself in this intricate, distinctive, and exciting artistic movement with a collection of step-by-step projects. Create a Steampunk iPhone Charger; a Plague Doctor’s Hat; Cat-Ears Goggles; and more. Fully illus. in color. 162 pages. Page Street. Paperback Import. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**6889017 MACRAME AT HOME.** By Natalie Rinane. Indulge your macrame obsession with these twenty fun projects that include plant hangers, rugs, and pillows. Includes step by step instructions to help you create stunning designer pieces to adorn any space in your home. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**DVD 6905878 YOU CAN MAKE CHILDREN’S TOYS.** Carol Walker has been a textile designer for many years, and now shares with you how to make a simple toy from a pattern, with the result that not only are you in a position to give enormous pleasure to a child, but also to have a lot of fun on the way. 60 minutes. Artmatic. $9.45

**6899043 UNICORN CRAFTS: More Than 25 Magical Projects to Inspire Your Imagination.** By Isabel Urbina Garcia. Welcome to the world of unicorns! This guide explores the magic and of these majestic animals with dozens of fun and entertaining projects. Using these easy to follow instructions and tips, you’ll be able to create headbands, headphones; pillows; storage boxes and much more. Get ready to spread the magic. Well illus. in color. 162 pages. Racehorse. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**6854230 ALAN DUNN’S SUGARCRAFT FLOWER ARRANGING: A Step-By-Step Guide to Creating Sugar Flowers for Exquisite Arrangements.** Alan’s easy-to-follow directions and accompanied by stunning, mouthwatering photographs, cover 35 floral varieties and 18 charming cake designs for weddings, anniversary, birthdays, christenings, holidays, and more. If you’re looking for the ultimate guide to sugarcrafting, this volume won’t fail to impress. 160 pages. IMM Lifestyle Books. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

**6730817 PRAIRIE GIRL GIFTS: Threads Selects.** By Jennifer Worick. A collection of easy and inexpensive prairie gift projects that feel at home in the modern world. Instructed included for homemade soap, scented lavender water, candles, pickles, a drawing gift bag, and more. 31 pages. Taunton. 7¼x10 ¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $9.95

**5945411 ART WITHOUT WASTE: 500 Upcycled & Earth-Friendly Designs.** By Patty K. Wongpakdee. Shows a collection of creative and reimagined of everyday items such as clothing, decor, and Page Street. Includes housewares, and even art itself. Packed with inspiration and ideas, you can create your own recycled art objects with a little creativity. 208 pages. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95


**5734991 PARCORD JEWELRY & OTHER ACCESSORIES.** By Linda Peterson. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**6850959 POTS OF FUN FOR EVERYONE! REVISED EDITION.** By L. Valentin & S. Michal. Fully illus. in color. 49 pages. Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95
Crafting Techniques & References


**6551506 THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO SELLING ARTS & CRAFTS ONLINE: How to Sell on Etsy, eBay, Your Street, and Everywhere Else Online.** By Kim Solga. Here’s all you need to know about turning your handmade creations into online cash. With the rise of Etsy and Pinterest, art and craft buyers and sellers are turning to the Internet to buy, sell, and promote, and this A-Z guide is full of expert advice on building an online presence so you can join in on 303 pages. Adams Media. 7½x9½. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

**6728687 GET STARTED IN LEATHER CRAFTING: Step-by-Step Techniques & Tips for Crafting Success.** By Tony & Kay Laier. Introduces you to the basics of the craft, from preparing to finishing, applying finishes and final assembly. Gives you the confidence and skills to start leather crafting. Fully illus., in color. 48 pages. Design Originals. $3.95 Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

6837301 JOY OF ZENTANGLE: By Suzanne McNeill et al. The basic theory of Zentangle is explained along with instructions for building an online presence so you can join in on 303 pages. Adams Media. 7½x9½. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

6728027 MIXED-MEDIA PAINT BOX: Weekly Projects for a Year of Creative Exploration. Ed. by Tonia Davenport. Features 52 projects and techniques to help you incorporate paint into your mixed-media art. Includes tips, hints, and suggestions from some of your favorite artist/authors, including Ruth Rae, Claudine Hellmuth, and Chrissie Grace. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. North Light. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

**6859037 QUILTED LEATHER: Adding Texture, Dimension, and Style to Leather Crafting.** By Cathy Wiggins. Whether you work mainly in leather or in cloth, the helpful new techniques illustrated in this volume give you new direction for your leather pieces. Features more than 400 photos that lead you through selection, marking designs, layering for quilting, inlay, applique, staining, hardware installation and much more. 144 pages. Schiffer. $6.95

5963486 CREATIVE TANGLE: Creating Your Own Patterns for Zen-Inspired Art. By Trish Reinhart. A fun and simple 3-step process for designing your own tangles, with 24 fantastic off-the-shelf projects, from name signs, wire glasses and decorative wrapping to pendandats, zentangles and tangled pet portraits. Expert tips for embellishing preexisting patterns, creating themes, and adding color to your tangles, including inspiration photos, new patterns and templates, some in full color. Lark. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $12.95

6689845 THE CRAFTSMAN'S GUIDE TO PATTERNS: Create and Use Your Own Patterns for Gift Wrap, Stationery, Tiles, and More. By Jessica Swift. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Lark. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95


Beadwork

6455239 100 BEADED FLOWERS, CHARMS & TRINKETS: Perfect Little Designs to Use for Gifts, Jewelry, and Accessories. By Amanda Brooke Murr-Hinson. Beads are perfect for making small gift items. This step-by-step guide and this step by step collection shows you how to make everything from a tiny tea service, a micro monkey and some minute flowers to the sweetest little ladybug, World's Smallest 12mm, Si Martin’s Griffin. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $9.95


269024X BEADED BUGS. By Nicola Tedman with J. Power. These 30 projects show you how to make realistic bugs out of tiny beads. The easy-to-follow instructions will take you from your first simple butterfly to complex 30 species based on species around the world. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. Andrew McMeel. 7½x9½. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

6841325 BEADING FROM NATURE: Creating Jewelry with Stones from the Earth. By Crystal McDougald. Two books in one—an introduction to beading techniques, plus a compendium of almost fifty fabulous projects. Includes step-by-step instructions for basic beading techniques, and projects which include earrings, bracelets, and necklaces. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Madrono. 6¾x9½. Spiralbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**6805531 THE BEADING ANSWER BOOK: Solutions to Every Problem You’ll Ever Face, Answers to Every Question You’ll Ever Ask.** By Karen Morris. With the help of this guide, discover how to tie graceful knots, weave your beads into mini mosaics, and create every project with the best clasp for the job. From simple stringing to intricate loom work, over 200 real-life questions are answered. Line drawings, 431 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

6701040 BEAD NECKLACES: Threads Selects. By Susan Beal. Includes more than a dozen designs such as a Caribbean Collar Necklace, Fiery Heart Necklace and a Diamonds and Dots Collar Necklace. Plus a special techniques section for beading stringing, wirework and other jewelry making know-how. Color photos, 31 pages. Tauntion. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

6618847 BEADWORK: A World Guide. By Clare & P. Stalnaker. A veritable eyeful for the eyes, this globe-trotting catalog takes readers across cultures and continents to discover the astounding diversity of traditional beadwork. Stunningly illustrated with regional photographs, showing vibrant pieces from across North and South America, Africa, Eastern Europe, Australia, and more. 208 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95 $9.95

**5970075 500 BEAD WEAVING PATTERNS FOR BRACELETS.** By Emilie Hare. Using beads to weave the look of a loom is easy, and with the 500 patterns in this guide you can make all kinds of creative designs from bold graphic prints to animals and flowers to reveal some best-loved motifs. Each pattern shows how many and what color beads are needed and the placement of every bead. Fully illus. in color. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**6863372 MINDFUL BEADS: 20 Inspiring Ideas for Stringing and Personalizing Your Own Malas and Prayer Beads, Plus Their Meanings.** By Alice Fick. Discover the meanings behind 20 types of beads, including malas, prayer beads, rosaries, worry beads, and more. Learn how to instill them with personal significance as you string your own beads, then incorporate that meaning, protection, and promise into your life. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
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**384262 BEAUTIFUL BEAD WEAVING:** Simple Techniques and Patterns for Creating Stunning Loom Jewelry. By F. Ottmeier & C.C. Porter. Discover a new world of creative possibilities with on-loom bead weaving. This guide shows you how to use either the Clover standard bead weaving loom or the new credit card-sized Mini Loom to create necklaces, bracelets, pins, earrings, and more. Includes 19 step-by-step projects. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Design Originals. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

$6.95


$7.95

6921515 HEMP MACRAME: 20 Easy Boho Chic Designs. By Jenny Towner. Learn how to make beautiful knots to make delicately stitched macrame projects, many of which evoke the beach. Other materials such as sea glass and beads, are used as lovely enchantments on some of the designs. Creative projects like Sea Turtle Spiral Bracelet; Beach Babe Headband; Tassels and Beads Earrings; Lariat Necklace, and more. Fully illus. in color. 122 pages. Lark. 8½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

$7.95

6912567 CREATIVE LEATHER JEWELRY: 21 Stylish Projects That Make a Statement. By Christina Anton. With an array of necklaces, bracelets, and earring projects, this collection shows how truly modern leather jewelry can be. Whether you’re a beginner or are looking to venture into a new jewelry genre, you’ll find lots of creative techniques to explore. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Lark. 8½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

$5.95

5837310 THE ART OF TATTING. Lace and Lace Designs. By Lyn Morton. Tatting is an accessible and thriving craft that is perfect for creating beautiful necklaces, pendants, bracelets, and earrings. This guide contains a diverse range of exquisite projects to create, each accompanied by diagrams. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8x10. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $14.95

$6.95

658716X CREDITIVE WIRE JEWELRY. By Paul Nacothron. Projects you love making and wearing. Detailed step-by-step instructions and photographs will guide you through over forty creative wire jewelry designs. Skill levels from easy to challenging, you'll be creating beautiful rings, necklaces, bracelets and more. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Sixth & Spring. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

$5.95

6570534 SHERRY SERAFINI’S SENSATIONAL BEAD EMBROIDERY: 25 Thrilling Bead Embroidery Designs. Sherry’s headliner jewelry is widely admired for its rich, lavish surfaces of bead embroidery, often centered around show-stopping focal points. In this guide, she covers all the fundamentals of her accessible technique, giving you a step-by-step process to start creating your own works of art. Includes a jewelry making primer. Well illus. in color. 31 pages. Taunton. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

$3.95


$16.95

6775934 PEWTER JEWELLERY: Twenty to Make. By Sandy Griffiths. Sandy shares her original ideas for a range of pewter jewellery, including brooches, bracelets, necklaces and earrings. Make them for yourself or give as a gift. Fully illus. in color. 3 pages. Search. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95

$3.95

685113 CREATIVE WAX CARVING. By Enrile Shapiro. This guide will help you understand how models are created for jewelry production lines and explore creative wax carving. Describes the essential tools and materials, and teaches the fundamental of wax carving with step-by-step instructions and images. Fully illus. in color. 134 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Pub. at $24.95

$17.95

6844270 WIREWORK JEWELRY WORKSHOP: Handcrafted Designs & Techniques. By Sian Hamilton. A stunning collection of wire jewelry projects to add a contemporary touch to inspire and delight. Suitable for beginners and experienced makers, the projects are fully illustrated with step-by-step instructions and can be adapted or complemented by additional pieces. 144 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Pub. at $24.95

$14.95

6730191 BOOT BLING: Threads Selections. By Diana Wood. All it takes is some ribbon, chain, and a few beads to add personal flair to your favorite pair of boots. Includes step by step instructions for fifteen chic and unique accents to dress up your shoes. Fully illus. in color. 31 pages. Taunton. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

$3.95

6730167 BEAD PENDANTS & NECKLACES: Threads Selections. By Susan Beal. Includes step by step instructions for twenty gorgeous pendants and necklaces. From simple to more challenging, the beautiful pieces can be made with just a few tools and easy to learn techniques. Fully illus. in color. 31 pages. Taunton. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

$3.95

6730957 SUPER SIMPLE JEWELRY: Threads Selections. By Kollabora. Offers eleven clever and unique projects that have a boutique look and can be made in thirty minutes or less with the step by step instructions. Includes a jewelry making primer. Well illus. in color. 31 pages. Taunton. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

$3.95

6663819 THE BIG BOOK OF JEWELRY MAKING: 75 Projects to Create. Projects range from quirky to stylish to easy to difficult. These creative jewelry ideas are illustrated, easy-to-follow techniques. This project includes earrings, bracelets, necklaces, and more, incorporating wirework, beading, and polymer clay techniques. Fully illus. in color. 360 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

6655939 PRACTICAL JEWELRY-MAKING TECHNIQUES: Problem Solving. By Stephen O’Keefe. Presents a comprehensive survey of the core jewelry-making techniques while providing easier alternative solutions that get the same results as traditional methods. With thorough explanations and detailed photographs, it’s an invaluable reference for both experienced and novice jewelry makers. 144 pages. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $42.95

$3.95

6661645 200 TIPS FOR JEWELRY MAKING: Trade Secrets. By X. Arnold & S. Withers. Helps jewelry artists to learn new skills, make the most of the skills they already have, and discover new and innovative ways to work with metal and jewelry-making materials. Includes tips and step-by-step instructions for working with wire, metalwork basics and techniques, non-traditional materials; and more. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Firefly. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

$3.95

6674123 BEAD CHARM LOVE FRIENDSHIP BRACELET: 35 Unique Designs with Polymer Clay, Macramé, Knotting, and Braiding. By Sherri Haab. Discover how to make pretty, chic charms and beads with polymer clay, then combine them with easy-to-master knotting and braiding techniques for rustic, stunning treasures. Once you’ve learned the basics, create 35 fashion-forward projects, from a sweet woodlands-themed charm bracelet to a glamorous mosaic. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Quarry. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99

$2.95
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5993709 TURNING WOODEN JEWELRY. By Judy Ditmer. Ditmer shares her techniques for making beautiful, fanciful jewelry on the wood lathe. In addition to taking the reader through every step of creating this wearable art form, she presents a gallery of inspired finished works. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

* PRICED TO $2.95

6684262 WIRED JEWELRY: Knitting, Crocheting, and Twisting in Wire. By Kath Orsman. Shows you how to make stunning wired jewelry pieces from scratch using the simplest of knitting, crocheting, and twisting techniques—so simple that most can be made in just one evening. Includes 20 intricate wirework designs. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


Fabric & Textile Arts

5718260 LEATHERCRAFTED: A Simple Guide to Creating Unconventional Leather Goods. By Cattin McNamara Sullivan. With a focus on trendy embellishments and detailed instructions, this guide teaches readers how to cut, punch, sew, and rivet leather into one of a kind accessories. Start simple, such as a simple keychain, then build up to a belt, a wallet, a phone case, a messenger bag, and more. Illus. in color. 127 pages. Fons & Porter. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99

6708349 FAST, FUN & EASY FABRIC BOXES: A Great Step-by-Step Guide. By Linda Johanson. The author takes her popular fabric-bowl technique a step further with fabric boxes, and you will not believe how fast, fun, and easy they are to make. Features 13 beautiful projects for Square Boxes, Treasure Chests, Recipe Boxes, and more, as well as 8 basic box designs with unlimited potential. Illus. in color. 48 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95

5936717 SPINNING, DYING, & WEAVING: Self-Sufficiency. By Penny Walsh. Weaving your own textiles is a rewarding activity that comes with the added benefit of knowing the entire process can be done by hand, with little or no power input. This handbook explores where different fibers come from, how to grow and harvest them, and how to prepare them for spinning, dyeing, and weaving. Illus. in color. 127 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $12.95

6899773 CONTEMPORARY DYE CRAFT. By Melanie Brummer. A practical guide to dyeing fabrics and ready-made garments to create personalized clothing and accessories, offering more than 50 decorative ribbon projects, traditional, whimsical, some elegant—will prove irresistible for anyone with an interest in craft. With many sizes, colors and designs to choose from, these step-by-step projects give you lovely rosette bows for everything from gift interest in craft. With many sizes, colors and designs to choose from, these step-by-step projects give you lovely rosette bows for everything from gift...
**6575890 INVENTIVE WEAVING ON A LITTLE LOOM: Discover the Full Potential of the Rigid-Heddle Loom for Beginners and Beyond. By Syne Mitchell. The rigid-heddle loom provides all weavers, novice and expert alike, with endless possibilities. This essential guide explores the full capabilities of these table-top tools, covering all the basics and offering an amazing array of projects. Well illus. in color, 296 pages. Storey. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**6821116 NATURAL DYING WITH PLANTS: Glorious Colors from Roots, Leaves & Flowers. By F. Ebner & R. Hasenohrl. The fascinating luminescence of colors from plants can be easily transferred to wool, silk, or other materials. Detailed instructions help you learn what you need to know about materials, preparation of fibers, dye sources, and different dyeing methods. More than 40 source plants are described, with specific instructions. Well illus. in color, 152 pages. Schiffer. $22.95

**6590659 EARTH BASKETRY, SECOND EDITION: Weaving Containers with Nature’s Materials. By Ursula Gallerling Iod. First published in 1933. For beginners, nature lovers, and expert weavers alike, you will learn how to create traditional handmade baskets, using natural materials found in the woods and fields such as leaves, roots, reeds, grasses, vines, shoots, willow, pine needles, bark, splints and more. Illus., some color, 168 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. $14.95

**6640476 MASTERING TATTING: Advanced Designs Using Basic Techniques. By Linda Rogers. Shows how a simple piece of tatting can be developed into something striking and complex. All 15 stunning designs, including many variants to experiment with, allow the tatter to experiment with the colors, the complexity of the projects move from easy to the more complex. Well illus. in color, 112 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Spiralbound. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

**1876422 NORWEGIAN PICK-UP BANDEEWEAVING. By Heather Tongren. For the first time in English, a complete guide to Norwegian pick-up bandee weaving—its fascinating history to beautiful bands you can make yourself with more than 100 pattern charts from bands in museum collections. 151 illus., mostly color. 176 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**6879616 D. PORTHAUL: The Art of Luxury Linens. By Brian D. Coleman, photos by E. Kvalsvik. Linens magically transform merely functional rooms into spaces of singular elegance and style. Owners whose homes are featured in this volume choose D. Porthault, long celebrated for its high quality, modestly priced linens. These linen enhance their homes with unique artistry, romance and joy. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Gibbs Smith. 10¼x13¼. Pub. at $60.00 $59.95

**6774369 SLING BRAIDING TRADITIONS AND TECHNIQUES: From Peru, Bolivia, and Around the World. By R. Owen & T.N. Flynn. A comprehensive guide featuring dozens of full-color images of slings from various cultures, both ancient and contemporary. Offers 50 designs from 12 countries, spanning 32 stands, on a braiding card, with a braiding stand and bobbins. Includes step by step directions for authentic Andean-style slings and braided cords. 208 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. $33.95

**6855423 STITCH AND STRUCTURE: Design and Technique in Two- and Three-Dimensional Textiles. By Jean Draper. A fresh and unique approach to understanding three dimensional textile design. This is an essential guide for anyone looking to expand their repertoire when using stitches. Drawings, charts, and easy-to-follow instructions take the reader through each technique. This volume opens up endless possibilities for exploring stitch and structure. 128 pages. Batsford. 8¼x11. Import. Pub. at $39.95 $21.95

**5959167 HANDWOVEN TABLE LINENS: 27 Fabulous Projects from a Master Weaver. By Tom Knisley. Place mats, runners, tablecloths, and napkins play a central role in creating the look of a dining room or kitchen table. Knisley presents 27 pages of instructions. Using simple weave patterns faced on 2- and 4-harness looms, as well as more complex weaves requiring more harnesses. He outlines the materials you need, how to set up your loom, and the pattern to weave. Fully illus. in color. 88 pages. Stackpole. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $16.95

**6894577 SHIBORI: The Art of Indigo Dyeing with Step-by-Step Techniques and 25 Projects to Make. By Nicola Goulsmith. Shibori is the name for a range of dyeing techniques that have been practiced in Japan for centuries. Each chapter starts with a photographic step by step explanation of a different shibori technique. After each technique has been explained there are simple projects to make, that show off the patterns you have created to your best advantage. 112 pages. ICCO Books, 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**5979986 NATURAL COLOR: Vibrant Plant Dyes for Your Home and Wardrobe. By Sasha Duer. With recipes to die everything from dresses and sweaters to rugs and napkins, this volume will inspire savvy fashionistas, home decorators, and everyone else who wants to bring more color into their life. Projects include pillowcases dyed with the dappled pinks and purples of avocado pits and a wool scarf dyed with the brilliant red of madder root. Fully illus. in color. 263 pages. Storey. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

**6865439 PEG LOMOS & WEAVING STECKS: Complete How-To Guide and 30+ Projects. By Noreen Coney-Free. This guide introduces you to the craft and answers all of your questions. With over 30 projects, including fashion and home decor accessories, dollies, and toy baskets, pillows, and more. Includes instructions for using the techniques of peg lomos and weaving sticks. Well illus. 176 pages. Stackpole. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

**6713631 LEATHERWORKS: Traditional Craft for Modern Living. By D. Tuckman. Shows you how to make stylish items from leather, from objects for the home, such as a woven bench or log basket, to lifestyle accessories such as bags, a sunglasses case or an apron. Alongside the project instructions, master core craft skills and processes that will allow you to produce elegant and durable pieces. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Jacqui Small. 8¼x11½. Import. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**6894579 THE FINE ART OF PAINTING ON SILK: Inspiring Methods and Techniques for Beginners and Expert-Level Artists. By J. Janas & D. Tuckman. Start with the basic skills and techniques, and move on to every element of the art, including everything from setting up your studio, starting to paint, to painting silk, to clothing, to framing your art. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $22.95

**6750723 WOVEN SHIBORI, REVISED: The Weaver’s Studio. By Catharine Ellis. Teaches weavers of all skill levels how to create beautiful dyed cloth, using environmentally friendly natural dyes, opening up a world of creative surface design possibilities for weavers and textile artists alike. Fully illus. in color. 126 pages. Interweave Press. Pub. at $34.99 $29.95

**6730728 MINI FLOWER LOOM CRAFTS: Threads Selects. By Jennifer Dickerson. With a miniature flower loom and a bit of yarn you can decorate greeting cards, barrettes, scarves, headbands and much more. Each flower design comes with a color chart for dyeing, a how-to instruction page, and a complete list of materials. This book is filled with 27 flower designs, each with lovely patterns in both single and multi colorways. Fully illus. in color. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**6743915 PRICE CUT TO $1.95

**673040X EASY-TO-SEW FLOWERS: Threads Selects. Ed. by Deanna Tierney May. Making handmade fabric flowers with silk, lace, ribbon, and chiffon is easy with this comprehensive guide! Includes easy-to-follow instructions. Brighten your wardrobe with a Dior Rose, Flower Belt or a Rosette Necklace. Color photos. 32 pages. Taunton. 8¼x11¼. Import. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95


**6656102 TEXTILE SURFACE DECORATION: Silk and Velvet. By Nicola Gouldsmith. A book showing ideas and techniques for using silk and velvet surfaсe decoration techniques, including silk pile, satin stitch, and more. Fully illus. in color. 8¼x10¼. Import. Pub. at $27.50 $19.95


**6894576 NA TURAL PAINT: Vibrant Plant Color. By I. Ingalls. Shows you how to make stylish items from flowers, leaves, fruits, and other natural materials, opening up a world of creative surface design possibilities for weavers and textile artists alike. Fully illus. in color. 126 pages. Interweave Press. Pub. at $34.99 $29.95

SOLD OUT

**6753079 EASY-TO-SEW FLOWERS: Threads Selects. By Ashley Little. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¼. Import. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95


**6656102 TEXTILE SURFACE DECORATION: Silk and Velvet. By Nicola Gouldsmith. A book showing ideas and techniques for using silk and velvet surface decoration techniques, including silk pile, satin stitch, and more. Fully illus. in color. 8¼x10¼. Import. Pub. at $27.50 $19.95
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6673770 ISAAC MIZRAHI. By Chee Pearlman. Exhibition catalog. Beginning with Isaac Mizrahi’s first fashion collection, which debuted to critical acclaim in 1986, and running through the present day, this lavishly illustrated volume surveys couture collection shows 235 pages. Yale. 10½x13¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00 $9.95

6607136 LOLITA: Style Icon. By Giulia Pivetta. No longer a child but not yet a woman, Lolita encapsulates one of the most mysterious aspects of femininity—the brief, delicate transition between childhood and adolescence. Pivetta documents the history and evolution of this most celebrated female archetype. Well illus. in color. 172 pages. 24 Ore Cultura. Import. Pub. at $30.00 $29.95

6655180 FASHION EMBROIDERY: Embroidery Techniques and Inspiration for Haute-Couture Clothing. By Jessica Jane Pile. With simple instructions and step-by-step photography in one essential handbook, stunning customization of your own garments has never been easier. This easy to follow guide reveals the techniques used by high end fashion houses and explains how they can be applied to your own designs. 144 pages. Batsford. 10x10. Import. Pub. at $34.95 $24.95

6659810 STYLE TRIBES: The Fashion of Subcultures. By Caroline Young. Travesses a century of fashion to illuminate the youth movements that subverted mainstream culture, broke new ground, and set trends for the future. Covered in meticulous historical detail and extensive photos is the impact of flappers, swing kids, mods, rockers, surfers, hippies, punk rockers, and much more. 256 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $29.99 $11.95

6882536 HITCHCOCK’S HEROINES. By Caroline Young. Chronicles six decades of glamorous style by exploring the fashion legacy of these amazing women and their experiences working with Hitchcock. Illustrated with studio photos, film stills, and original drawings of the costume designs, this meticulously researched volume offers insights into the development of characters in movie history. Illus. in color. 240 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

6798691 MARCEL ROCHAS: Designing French Glamour. By S. Rochas, photos by F. Hammond. Between 1925 and 1955, Rochas dressed the most elegant Parisians and affluent Americans, and his myriad creations were favored by Hollywood starlets including Carole Lombard, Marlene Dietrich, and Mae West. In this lavish monograph, his daughter Sophie gives an intimate firsthand account of the fashion designer’s life and work. Illus. in color. 280 pages. Flammarion. 9x12¼. Import. Pub. at $95.00 $27.95

6933297 THE BEST OF MEN’S FILE: Tracing the Roots of Style. By Nick Clements. Explores the history of the magazine that created a stunning visual record of what constitutes true heritage style. This is style for the man who rejects the mainstream, in favor of true individualism, where his style is connected to a way of life. Illus. in color. 256 pages. Kenton. 9½x11½. Import. Pub. at $45.00 $14.95

6930204 NASTY GALAXY. By Sophia Amoruso. Highly graphic and visual, filled with illustrations, photos and shorts, this volume is part scrapbook, part inspo-journey, with moments of frivolity scattered throughout. Tactical and entertainment, envelope-pushing and unconventional, it is a visual guide to making philosophies on work, relationships, balance, friendships, and more. 270 pages. Putnam. 10x4½x10. Pub. at $37.00 $7.95

6501816 HOW TO TIE A SCARF: 33 Styles. By Natalia Moena. From designer silk squares to chunky homemade knits, this guide is filled with step-by-step tutorials for square, oblong, and embellished scarfs. Styles for summer, fall, and winter season. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Clarkson Potter. 4x6½. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

6657579 THE AMERICAN DRESS GUIDE TO 19TH CENTURY DRESSMAKING. By S. Stowell & A. Cox. Discovers the modern origins of the first four decades of American dressmaking. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9¾x11¾. Pub. at $37.00 $9.95

FRANCES LINCOLN. Import. Pub. at $29.99

6936108 FASHION UNDERGROUND: The World of Susanne Bartsch. By V. Steele & M. Mair. Bartsch had been the queen of New York society. Period advertisements and first-hand accounts from contemporary publications bring this revolutionary era to vivid life. Illus. in color. 306 illus., 176 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

6927186 STEAMPUNK & COSPLAY FASHION DESIGN & ILLUSTRATION. By Samantha R. Crossland. The tips, tricks, tools, and step by step projects in this guide provide aspiring designers with everything they need to design and construct an assortment of cosplay outfits. Templates are included in the back of the book to help artists get started on their own original creations. Illus., mostly in color. 128 pages. Walter Foster. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 $9.95

7660637 TITANIC STYLE: Dress and Fashion on the Voyage. By Grace Evans. Explores the world of fashion and dress at the time of the RMS Titanic’s infamous voyage. With stunning images and enlightening historical analysis, it takes readers through the wardrobes of the passengers and crew of all classes and ages, from the most intimate undergarments to warm overcoats. Illus., some in color. 176 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

6904085 NASTY GALAXY: The Rise of Fashion Underground. By V. Steele & M. Mair. The fashion underground movement of the 1980s was a revolution and a renaissance of youth culture: a modern counterpart to the century-old French fashion movement. This book illustrates the culture’s most iconic designers and fashion moments, through modeling and interviews with key players. Illus. in color. 224 pages. Viction/Wariat. Import. Pub. at $34.95 $19.95

6798772 PARIS HAUTE COUTURE. Ed. by O. Saillard & A. Zazzo. Examines the essential themes and milestones, including fabrics and the art of tailoring and dressmaking; the collaboration between fashion designers and haute couture houses; the most recognized crafts known as the “metiers d’art”; the concept of luxury; and the issue of client identity, providing insight into Parisian couture houses. Illus., mostly in color. 256 pages. Flammarion. 9½x11¼. Import. Pub. at $37.00 $9.95

6673511 BEST FRIENDS PAPER DOLLS IN FULL COLOR. By Queen Holden. Reprint of the 1995 edition. Two adorable dolls, Kate and Charles come with 31 carefully rendered outfits that accurately represent children’s fashions of the thirties, done by the celebrated artist of the 1930s, Queen Holden. Fully illus. in color. 90x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 $9.95

SOLD OUT

6798772 PARIS HAUTE COUTURE. Ed. by O. Saillard & A. Zazzo. Examines the essential themes and milestones, including fabrics and the art of tailoring and dressmaking; the collaboration between fashion designers and haute couture houses; the most recognized crafts known as the “metiers d’art”; the concept of luxury; and the issue of client identity, providing insight into Parisian couture houses. Illus., mostly in color. 256 pages. Flammarion. 9½x11¼. Import. Pub. at $37.00 $9.95

Follow the links to see more titles at erhbc.com/646
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594298 JAZZ AGE: Fashion in the Roaring 20s. The Roaring Twenties offered more than just a decadent party life. This account contributes to our understanding of the intersection of fashion and society in the 1920s, with a focus on both men and women. Based on original research, it reviews the history of 1920s fashion and highlights its significance for subsequent developments in fashion. Well illus., many in color. 136 pages. Snoeck. Paperback Import. $4.95

591309 COCO CHANEL: The Illustrated World of a Fashion Icon. By Megan Hess. With color illustrations, Hess takes the reader on a whimsical adventure through the wondrous world of Mademoiselle Chanel, the visionary who transformed women’s wardrobes forever. 223 pages. Hardie Grant. Import. Pub. at $24.95

*SOLD OUT* 6587216 50 MEN’S FASHION ICONS THAT CHANGED THE WORLD. By Dan Jones. Painfully chic and instantly recognizable, from the Roaring Twenties to sci-fi blockbusters and art house dramas to hot rock bands and art house. This book presents 50 of the most famous, crashingly cool, the world’s most creative fashion designers over the last 100 years. Many are women. Many are famous for their political activism. 112 pages. Conran Octopus. Paperback Import. Pub. at $20.00

*SOLD OUT* 595453 A MATTER OF FASHION: 20 Iconic Items That Changed the History of Style. Ed. by Valeria Manferto De Fabianis. Presents the history, anecdotes, celebrities and intrinsic values of the most famous fashion items. From the famous little black dress worn by the first fashion icon, Coco Chanel, to the Versace dress that caused a sensation at the Cannes Film Festival, this is a celebration of fashion, from its origins to today. 128 pages, Collins. Paperback Import. Pub. at $11.95


5897216 50 MEN’S FASHION ICONS THAT CHANGED THE WORLD. By Dan Jones. Painfully chic and instantly recognizable, from the Roaring Twenties to sci-fi blockbusters and art house dramas to hot rock bands and art house. This book presents 50 of the most famous, crashingly cool, the world’s most creative fashion designers over the last 100 years. Many are women. Many are famous for their political activism. 112 pages. Conran Octopus. Paperback Import. Pub. at $20.00

595249 GODS AND KINGS. By Dana Thomas. 422 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $29.95


660107 THE ALLURE OF MEN. By Francois Baudot. Fully illus. 127 pages. Assouline. 10¼x13¼. Pub. at $85.00

6587224 50 WOMEN’S FASHION ICONS THAT CHANGED THE WORLD. By Lauren Greenfield. Well illus., in color. 112 pages. Conran Octopus. Paperback Import. Pub. at $20.00


5748658 ICONS OF WOMEN’S STYLE. By Josh Simms. Well illus., most color. 207 pages. Laurence King. 7¼x11¼. Paperback Import. Pub. at $29.95

580910X WEDDINGS IN COLOR. By C. Brossard & M. Cho. Well illus. 240 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $34.95


592829X FASHION: THE ULTIMATE HISTORY OF COSTUME: From Prehistory to the Present. By Stefania Sposato. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Promopress. 7¼x10¼. Import. Pub. at $42.00. $31.95

4597079 FAIRY TALE FASHION. By Colleen Hill. Well illus. in color. 275 pages. Yale. 9x11¼. Pub. at $50.00

Glass Arts

3678293 STAINED GLASS: 20 Great Weekend Projects. By Lynette Wrigley. Choose from twenty decorative glass pieces to make in a weekend, including light catchers, decorative mirrors, window doors, and panel. Learn how to mix traditional stained glass techniques with modern materials to achieve contemporary results. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages.基本的に Sands. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

6802362 CRAFTING WITH MASON JARS AND OTHER GLASS CONTAINERS. By Hester van Overbeek. Create unique projects for a stylish home and garden—all from mason jars, glass bottles, and other glass vessels. From table settings and cocktail glasses to hanging lights and candle votives, these designs are all given clear step-by-step instruction, color photos and artworks. 126 pages. CICO Books. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

Mosaics

570246 CREATING WITH CONCRETE AND MOSAIC. By S. Hedgelmian & S. Zackle. With just a little bit of water, some fine concrete, and a handful of mosaic pieces, you can make your home and garden the envy of all your neighbors and guests. Includes such projects as decorative plant pots, birdhouses, concrete wall art, pot holders, coasters, candleholders, and more. Well illus. in color. 93 pages. Sterling. 10x8¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

5987113 MOSAICS FOR THE FIRST TIME. By Rehah Aarbo Jacobsen. This craft is so much fun and the results you can achieve are so fabulous that you’ll want to create one beautiful mosaic project after another. Learn a wide range of techniques while enhancing everything from a picture frame to a tabletop. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. Sterling. 8¼x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

4589556 HANDS-ON MOSAIC. Ed. by Viviane Rousset. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Trafalgar Square. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95
Ceramics & Pottery


THE POLYMER CLAY TECHNIQUES BOOK. By Sue Heaser. Contains more than 50 techniques for creating fabulous oven-clay projects, ranging from jewelry to dollhouse miniatures. Begins with such basic directions as rolling, baking, and gluing, and then moves on to marbling effects, how to simulate texture, make frame mini pots, and create faux stones. 128 pages. North Light. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99


BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO SCULPTING CHARACTERS IN CLAY. By Sheridan Doose. Discover the immersive art of clay sculpting with comprehensive tutorials from renowned professional sculptors. A great starter resource for the burgeoning clay sculptor. The tools and material, and the thought processes involved, are thoroughly examined to help guide aspiring sculptors. Fully illus. in color. 207 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95


MANDALA STONES: 50 Inspirational Designs to Paint. By Natasha Alexander. Discover the meditative power of the mandala. This collection of 50 designs includes mesmerizing geometric patterns, calming nature-inspired motifs, and spiritual symbols. Includes easy to follow instructions and templates for painting your own. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x18¼. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95

AMERICA’S DOLL HOUSE: The Miniature World of Faith Bradford. By William L. Bird, Jr. Features the story and details of one of the most fascinating objects in the Smithsonian Institution’s National Museum of American History. The five-story doll’s house was donated by its maker, Faith Bradford, along with a lengthy manuscript describing the lives of its residents; Mr. and Mrs. Peter Doll and family. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Princeton Architectural. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

FAIRY HOUSES: How to Create Whimsical Homes for Fairy Folk. By Sally J. Smith. Smith reveals the secrets behind her amazing fairy house creations. Crafted exclusively from natural elements gleaned from the forests near her studio in the Adirondack Mountains, these miniature fairy houses will delight anyone with even a passing interest in mythical creatures. Includes full step by step detailed instructions. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8½x10¾. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $30.00

ENCHANTING ART DOLLS & SOFT SCULPTURES. By Marina Druker. Create the doll of your dreams with air-dry clays, crazy quilting, and creative stitchery. Eight unique projects include a beautiful mermaid, a fantasy fish, an elegant princess, and a sweet teddy bear. Learn artistic techniques for sewing, sculpting, and painting to give your doll exquisite style. Fully illus. in color. 86 pages. C&T. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95


SOFT SCULPTURES. By L deductible cost of materials. Here’s what you’ll need: 

Decorative Painting

FLOWSTONES: Beautiful Creations from Polymer Clay. By Amy Goldin. Colorful, smooth, and satisfyingly weighty, Goldin’s works of art are beautiful to look at and calming to hold. Fully illus. in color. 140 pages. C&T. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

LIFELIKE ARTIST DOLLS: How-To and Inspiration from Lynn Cartwright’s Studio. Learn one of a kind polymer clay doll making tips from an award-winning expert. Follow her step by step guidance through key parts of the process, from material choices to armatures to facial modeling to accuracy in costuming. A valuable resource for doll collectors as well as makers. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x18¼. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95

Puppets, Dolls & Dollhouses

THE WORLD OF MINIATURES: From Simple Cabins to Ornate Palaces. By Sarah Walkley. In this amazing compendium of miniature buildings, Walkley looks at the wide variety of constructed miniatures, with the help of model makers and collectors. Through a collection of beautiful photos she showcases the best examples of the doll’s house hobby to demonstrate what can be achieved when working in miniature. 192 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 9x10¼. Import. Pub. at $35.00

INSCRIBED: 120 Years of Dollhouse Furniture. By L. C. MacFarlan. The first book ever devoted exclusively to miniature furniture. Features 120 furniture reproductions that appear in miniature dollhouses from 1890 to 1910. Includes valuable information on how to build, with full color photos and diagrams. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Trafalgar Square. 8½x11. Hardcover. Pub. at $50.00

THE WORLD OF MINIATURES: From Simple Cabins to Ornate Palaces. By Sarah Walkley. In this amazing compendium of miniature buildings, Walkley looks at the wide variety of constructed miniatures, with the help of model makers and collectors. Through a collection of beautiful photos she showcases the best examples of the doll’s house hobby to demonstrate what can be achieved when working in miniature. 192 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 9x10¼. Import. Pub. at $35.00

AMERICA’S DOLL HOUSE: The Miniature World of Faith Bradford. By William L. Bird, Jr. Features the story and details of one of the most fascinating objects in the Smithsonian Institution’s National Museum of American History. The five-story doll’s house was donated by its maker, Faith Bradford, along with a lengthy manuscript describing the lives of its residents; Mr. and Mrs. Peter Doll and family. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Princeton Architectural. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

FAIRY GARDENING: Creating Your Own Magical Miniature Garden. By J. Bawden-Davis & B. Turner. Build your very own enchanting magical mini-gardens that are realistic and beautiful enough to attract Thumbelina herself. You’ll learn to design, plant, accessorize, and care for your small corner of the world, while gaining inspiration from a showcase of impressive pieces. Well illus. in color. 175 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

DOLLS: How-To and Inspiration. By J. Bawden-Davis & B. Turner. Offers more than 200 inspirational projects and ideas, from simple to advanced, and include suggestions for indoor and outdoor display. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8½x10¾. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $35.00

C & T. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95

5911400 THE ART OF STONE PAINTING: 30 Designs to Spark Your Creativity. By F. Sehnaz Bac. Transform ordinary stones into colorful works of art by experimenting with a variety of techniques, including painting stones with colors or inks, painting on natural stone, and sealing the finished work. Projects range from simple to advanced, and include suggestions for indoor and outdoor display. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Dover. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

5905370 FAIRY HOUSES: How to Create Whimsical Homes for Fairy Folk. By Sally J. Smith. Smith reveals the secrets behind her amazing fairy house creations. Crafted exclusively from natural elements gleaned from the forests near her studio in the Adirondack Mountains, these miniature fairy houses will delight anyone with even a passing interest in mythical creatures. Includes full step by step detailed instructions. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8½x10¾. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $24.95
**666823** SEE YOUR OWN DOLLS: 25 Stylish Dolls to Make and Personalize. By Louise Kelly. Make a doll for all your friends and give one to yourself! With their outfits, hair, and accessories. Includes templates for the dolls’ clothes and accessories, and step by step instructions. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Fox Chapel. $14.99 Paperback. **$9.65**

**574736** THE BIG BOOK OF A MINIATURE HOUSE: Create and Decorate a House Room by Room. By Christine-Lea Frisomi. Explains everything you need to know to build and furnish a beautiful miniature French country house in 1/12 scale. Includes step by step instructions along with information on the tools needed to complete the project. Fully illus. in color. 392 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. **$30.95**

**586876X** 86 CANE PATTERNS FOR THE WOODCARVER. By Tom Wolfe. Each type of walking stick is represented here: the cane, the staff, and the quarterstaff. Patterns include walking canes from fish to dragons to beavers, making the designs in this book a valuable reference for all carvers. Fully illus. 64 pages. Schiffer. **$14.99**

**568574** AMERICAN WOODWORKER’S HAND TOOL FUNDAMENTALS: Advice, Techniques, and Projects to Build Your Skills. Ed. by John Kelsey. Introduces you to all the key tools and techniques you need to learn for supersting work, then shows you how to incorporate them into the modern woodworking shop. Includes more than 75 hand-tool tips and techniques, plus 10 projects to help you improve your skills. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Popular Woodworking. $27.99 Paperback. **$19.65**

**5690136** HAND CARVING YOUR OWN WALKING STICK. By Hid Stesh. Learn how to carve beautiful wildlife-themed walking sticks with this informative and easy-to-follow guide. In three detailed projects and twelve ready-to-use patterns, Stesh walks you through the entire process, starting in artisian-quality sticks and canes that feature falcons, snakes, wolves and more. Well illus.. in many color. 72 pages. Fox Chapel. $14.99 Paperback. **$11.95**

**6806538** WOOD PALLET WONDERS: 20 Stunning DIY Storage & Decor Designs Made from Reclaimed Pallets. By Samantha Hartman. Features 20 incredible home design projects using wood pallets and reclaimed materials. You can create eye-pleasing storage and decorative projects for your home, including these projects: Rustic Wall Clock; Tealight Candle Holders; and much more. Fully illus. in color. 123 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. **$16.99**

**5779933** THE ART OF WHITTLING: Classic Woodworking Projects for Beginner Hobbyists. By Walter L. Faurot. This is an unabridged republication of the original 1930 edition and contains instructions for making such items as continuous wooden chairs, working wooden scissors and parrot cage handles. In this classic, entwined hearts, flowers and ships inside bottles. Illus. 91 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. **$9.95**

**6659265** CARVING FANCY WALKING STICKS. By Tom Wolfe. A great book for new carvers and old pros alike, it takes the reader through the process of creating Frank and walking sticks with a carved woodsman’s head, from the beginning of the carving to painting, the attachment of the head to the shaft, and the decoration of the shaft. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. **$14.95**

**655876X** 86 CANE PATTERNS FOR THE WOODCARVER. By Tom Wolfe. Each type of walking stick is represented here: the cane, the staff, and the quarterstaff. Patterns include walking canes from fish to dragons to beavers, making the designs in this book a valuable reference for all carvers. Fully illus. 64 pages. Schiffer. **$14.99**

**6586538** WOOD PALLET WONDERS: 20 Stunning DIY Storage & Decor Designs Made from Reclaimed Pallets. By Samantha Hartman. Features 20 incredible home design projects using wood pallets and reclaimed materials. You can create eye-pleasing storage and decorative projects for your home, including these projects: Rustic Wall Clock; Tealight Candle Holders; and much more. Fully illus. in color. 123 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. **$16.99**

**5685385** HOW TO WHITTE: 25 Beautiful Projects to Carve by Hand. By Josh Nava. Features 25 beautiful and original designs to carve by hand including a range of projects from finely polished butter paddles and love-spoons to a custom-made coak-rack. Offers step by step instructions and full-color photography to help guide beginners through every stage of the whittling process. 137 pages. Taunton. **$14.95**

**6651164** 52 BOXES IN 52 WEEKS: Improve Your Design Skills One Box at a Time. By Matt Kenney. Having set himself the intriguing challenge of designing and building one box a week for a solid year, Kenney created a wonderful collection of useful, imaginative, and beautiful boxes. Here he teaches you some fundamental techniques that are applicable to almost every box in the guide, along with instructions for building the boxes themselves. 218 pages. Taunton. **$24.95**

**6588905** CARVING WILDWOLF CANES AND WALKING STICKS WITH POWER. By Frank C. Russell. Create beautiful, lifelike wildwolf cane handles with power tools. Each step is illustrated, from carving the blank and setting the eyes to texturing feathers and painting the complete handle. Patterns provided for 15 projects. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. **$14.99**
Wood Crafts & Carving

589030 CARVING ANIMAL CANES & WALKING STICKS WITH POWER. By Frank C. Russell. The concise, informative text takes the reader through all the tools, techniques, and individual steps to carve 15 cane handle projects. Instructions for procuring, sizing, and fastening shafts are also provided. Fully illus. in color. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $4.95

3621456 GAME BIRD CARVING. By Bruce Burb. First published in 1972, this volume remains the definitive, indispensable work on the subject of realistic bird carving. Complete with over 1,000 color and black-and-white photographs and drawings by Burb himself, and easy to follow instructions, it is the "bible" for aspiring or professional carvers. 383 pages. Skyhorse. 8¼x11. Pub. at $40.00  $6.95

5993733 USEFUL BAKERY: Turning Practical Items on a Wood Lathe. By Dick Sing with A. Levine. Sing applies his creative wood-turning skills to provide six attractive step-by-step projects with variations. Make the ordinary into something extraordinary: decorative jar lids, bottle stoppers, a small mirror, a baby rattle and more! Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95  $4.95

5755690 SPOON: A Guide to Spoon Carving and the New Wood Culture. By Barnaby Carter. The author shares his approach to designing and carving this primary utensil, while also introducing a new wood culture: a movement that places sustainable interaction with trees at its center and celebrates woodworkers who have been largely forgotten by the masses. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $25.00  $17.95

5772524 LEARN TO BURN: A Step-by-Step Guide to Getting Started in Pyrography. By Simon Eston. The award-winning artist shows how to "write with fire" in this easy to learn introduction to the art of pyrography. Guides you through the basics of woodburning, from purchasing tools and materials to setup and safety, then explains how to master all of the essential techniques with hundreds of color and black-and-white photographs that illustrate each step. 152 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $12.95

6731667 CARVE YOUR OWN TOTEM POLE. By W. Hill & J. Mcke. Design, carve, and paint your own masks and totem poles with this guide by two modern masters. Create drawings and outlines in authentic West Coast styles, then learn how to select the right wood and employ your tools to the best advantage. Also includes a history of the tradition, notes on the meaning of figures, and templates in authentic West Coast styles. Fully illus. in color. Boston Mills. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $12.95

5560297 MAKE YOUR OWN WALKING STICKS: How to Craft Canes and Staffs from Wood to Fashions. By Charles Self. From rustic walking sticks to fancy canes, you will find everything you need to know in order to craft more than a dozen different staffs in this fun and easy to follow book. Well illus. in color. 141 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $13.95

5993687 TURNING GOLDBLETS WITH MIKE CRIPPS. With J.B. Snyder. A talented turner and teacher guides you through all the wood-turning steps necessary to create a variety of beautiful wooden goblets. Turning techniques include discussion of different bowl and foot shapes, letting you mix and match to create your own attractive design. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95  $4.95

6854265 LANDSCAPE PYROGRAPHY TECHNIQUES & PROJECTS: A Beginner’s Guide to Burning by Layer for Beautiful Results. By Lora S. Irish. Learning pyrography has never been easier with this comprehensive guide. Lora reveals her easy-to-learn methods for creating realistic bird carving patterns; techniques for flowing finishes each time with a wide array of acrylic paint techniques and oil staining/antiquing methods. Includes easy to follow instructions and workshops down the process into achievable steps. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $12.95

5779098 COMPLETE STARTER GUIDE TO WHITTLING. By Chris Lubkevann et al. Inside you’ll find 24 easy to make whittling projects you can make in a weekend. Includes step by step instructions and ready to carve patterns; techniques for twigs and branches; the four basic knife cuts that whittlers use; and much more! Fully illus. in color. Batsford. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $9.95

3641767 PYROGRAPHY PATTERNS: Basic Techniques and 30 Wildlife Designs for Woodburning. By Sue Walters. Offers thirty dynamic North American wildlife patterns to use in woodburning projects. These engaging patterns; subjects include geese, eagles, bears, deer, wolves, foxes, owls, chipmunks, cougars, and more. Large ready-to-use designs are provided in both basic and detailed tonal versions. Fully illus. in color. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $11.95

5548811 RELIEF CARVING WORKSHOP: Techniques, Projects & Patterns for the Beginner. By Lora S. Irish. An acclaimed carver and instructor shows you the easy way to learn every element of the relief carving process. Start to finish. Offers step by step exercises on a practice board that introduce all of the essential cuts, contouring, and smoothing steps used in basic relief art. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $13.95

6920764 FINISHING TECHNIQUES FOR WOOD CRAFTERS: Essential Methods with Acrylics, Oils, and More. By Lora S. Irish. Learn how to choose, prepare, and apply the perfect finish for your next wood working project. Step-by-step practical guide shows you how to create flawless finishes each time with a wide array of acrylic paint techniques and oil staining/antiquing methods. Includes easy to follow instructions and workshops down the process into achievable steps. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99  $16.95

6669719 THE DANISH ART OF WOODCARVING MAGIC: How to Transform a Single Block of Wood into Impressive Shapes. By Jannie Jeppesen. With more than 25 designs for carving “tricky objects” with connected parts that are loose, yet cannot be taken apart, you’ll learn to craft astonishing linked cages, knotted rings, and more. Features step by step diagrams and detailed instructions that break down the process into achievable steps. Fully illus. in color. 198 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95  $19.95

5762357 CUSTOM GUNSTOCK CARVING. By Philip R. Eck. Presents a detailed guide to gunstock carving, including an artist’s renditions of proper working conditions and tools to explanations of design selection, pattern making, and a wide variety of cutting methods. Also includes a gallery of ready to use, full-scale patterns for both outlay and grip carving, along with instructions for carving decorative accents and borders. Illus. 198 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95  $19.95

6669719 THE DANISH ART OF WHITTLING-SNITTE: Make Beautiful Wooden Birds. By Frank Egholm. Suitable for both beginners and whittlers, this book provides templates and instructions for whittling a wide assortment of birds, covering everything you need to know from basic techniques to building your birds to life with color. 128 pages. Batsford. Import. Pub. at $14.95  $11.95
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**6646204 WOODTURNING PATTERNS: 80+ Designs for the Workshop, Garden, and Every Room in the House.** By David Heidt. Here is an essential resource for woodturners of all skill levels. Provides more than 80 patterns for a wide range of projects—from bottle stoppers, tops, and pepper mills to bowls, hanging ornaments, and candlesticks. Each pattern includes precise measurements as well as a finished drawing. 142 pages. Spring House. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95

**6617981 MAKE YOUR OWN CUTTING BOARDS.** By David Picciuto. Features 15 beautiful projects that range from simple to accomplished, a clean step-by-step format, convenient tool lists and drawings of each design, an inspiring gallery of cutting boards designed and built by notable woodworkers, and a collection of patterns and techniques for food-safe finishing. Fully illus. in color. 168 pages. Spring House. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95

**66193X THE NEW BANDSAW BOX BOOK: Techniques and Patterns for the Modern Woodworker.** By David Picciuto. Using a clean step-by-step format, Picciuto presents a collection of stylish, easy-to-make boxes to make with your band saw, both using beautiful but everyday wood. Includes handy tool lists and printable templates, as well as helpful tips and techniques. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. Spring House. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**6642338 TAUNTON’S WOOD CARVING BASICS.** By David Sabol. The projects we’ve been designing to give beginners the experience of working in a wide variety of carving styles. Learn how to select wood, choose tools and materials, sharpen and care for your tools, relief carving, power carving, chip carving, and pattern carving. Fully illus. in color. 187 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95

**6750265 THE WOODWORKER’S KITCHEN.** By A.J. Hamler. Features a range of woodworking items—from a kitchen island to a spice rack—sure to develop your skills as a woodworker while providing a well-crafted product. 760 pages. Skyhorse. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**6786499 CIVIL WAR WOODWORKING: 17 Authentic Projects for Woodworkers and Reenactors.** By A.J. Hamler. This is the perfect sourcebook to create a host of accurate reproductions of Civil War-era items—everything from a kitchen island to a spice rack—sure to develop your skills as a woodworker while providing a well-crafted product. 760 pages. Skyhorse. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99


**6590802 TINY BOXES: 10 Skill-Building Box Projects.** By Doug Stowe. Box making is one of the best ways to make, either for themselves or as gifts. Includes handy tool lists and printable templates, as well as helpful tips and techniques. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

**6657702 THE ESSENTIAL WOODTURNER: Classic Projects & Smart Techniques Every Turner Needs to Know.** Ed. by Tim Snyder. Here are the “go-to” creations that every woodturner should know how to make, either for themselves or as gifts. Includes handy tool lists and printable templates, as well as helpful tips and techniques. Fully illus. in color. 148 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**6721080 CARVING A COYOTE IN SOAPSTONE.** By Tasha Ummnay et al. This illustrated guide to carving a coyote in soapstone, with step by step instructions, photographs, and patterns. Includes a gallery of completed works. 48 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

**6587982 TOM WOLFE CARVES FANCY CANES.** With Molly Higgins. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**5993659 TURNING HUMIDORS WITH DICK SING.** Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**DVD 5880059 BURNING NIGHT: The Art of Negative Space Woodburning.** By Mark Baker. Twenty charming projects include traditional favorites such as a spinning top, tea party goodie, and a Noah’s ark. Each one has clear step by step instructions. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95


**6673201 CARVING MARINE MAMMALS WITH POWER.** By Frank C. Russell. 96 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95


**Metal Crafts**

**3516571 METALWORKING: Old-Fashioned Tools, Materials, and Processes for the Handyman.** By Paul N. Hasluck. First published in 1907, this classic guide from the dawn of the automotive age is updated for today’s blacksmith Paul Hasluck is filled with more than 2,000 beautiful B&W illustrations and clear, comprehensive instructions, offering everything you need to know about metal working—beginners and well-crafted product. 760 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

**6861520 MINI-LATHE FOR HOME MACHINISTS.** By David Fenner. The versatile and inexpensive mini-lathe has become a best-selling item in the hobby engineering market and is often purchased as an introductory tool by beginners. The projects presented in this book are complete projects—on the lathe and off—designed to improve the new generation of budget lathes. Well illus. 128 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

**6883543 MY MASTERPIECE SCYTHIAN METALWORK KIT.** By Martin, Timothy, and Jones, Richard. Contains all you need to make your own masterpiece inspired by a gold Scythian masterpiece. Includes a 12-page instruction booklet; 2 sheets of metal; 1 plastic mold with griffin design; 3 metalwork tools; and 1 foam pad. WARNING! SMALL PARTS! Not intended for children under 3 years. Illus., most in color. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

**6597999 BUILD 25 BEAUTIFUL BOXES.** By Doug Stowe. Features an array of gorgeous boxes for a variety of special uses, jewelry, pens, gifts and more. Instructions include step by step directions for making inlay to enhance your projects. Also includes helpful tips for sourcing wood. Fully illus. in color. 130 pages. Popular Woodworking. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $28.99

**5993679 TURNING CANDLESTICKS WITH MIKE CRIPPES.** With J.B. Snyder. The author takes you through all the steps required to turn a handsome, traditional candlestick and an imaginative, three section candlestick turned from a single log, on the wood lathe. Over 230 color photographs illustrate the process. Fully illus. in color. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95


**6673201 CARVING MARINE MAMMALS WITH POWER.** By Frank C. Russell. 96 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95
Metal Crafts

3516490 THE ART OF CASTING IN IRON: How to Make Appliances, Chains, and Statues and Repair Broken Castings the Old-Fashioned Way. By W.H. Simpson-Bollatt. First published in 1893. From founding statues and the art of taking casts to pattern modeling and sectional molding, this practical guide provides all the basics and more. With easy to follow instructions, it guides the reader through the iron casting process, making it perfect for novices and professional alike. Illus. 392 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

5956102 ENAMELING ON METAL: The Art and Craft of Enameling on Metal Explained Clearly and Precisely. By N. Lopez-Ribilla & E. P. Miro. Explains the basic techniques clearly, with a discussion of the characteristics of glass enamels, oxides, glazes, and various working techniques. Also presents step by step instructions for crafting several different enameled metal art objects. Fully Illus. in color. 160 pages. Baron’s. 9 1/2 x 12. Pub at $29.95 $11.95


★ 6646328 WELDING COMPLETE, 2ND EDITION: Techniques, Project Plans & Instructions. By Michael A. Reeser. Includes techniques, project plans and instructions, this guide shows you everything you need to know to become a competent and safe welder of a wide variety of metal projects, as well as a coffee table, suitcase, rack, wine rack, firepit, and gate. Well Illus. 240 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8 1/2 x 10 1/2. Pub at $30.00 $21.95

★ 6824226 MAD ABOUT METAL: More Than 50 Embossed Craft Projects for Your Home. By Monica Fischer et al. Learn more about metal and supporting mediums, as well as how to use the tools and familiarize yourself with several techniques, all of which can be applied in more than fifty decorative and functional items. Magnificent photos of the finished projects will inspire you, while helpful tips and instructions guide you. 127 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

Papercrafts

★ 7251483 HOW TO MAKE SUPER POP-UPS. By Joan Irvine. Everyone loves pop-ups, and these dynamic designs take the charming element of surprise a step further, with patterns that slide, turn, and snap. More than 50 projects include origami, pop-ups, and a bird, a robot, a catcher’s mask, skyscrapers and a castle. Well illus. 96 pages. Dover. 8 1/2 x 11. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95 $6.95

★ 7393415 ORIGAMI CARD CRAFT: 30 Clever Cards and Envelopes to Fold. By Karen Elema. Impress your friends with origami inspired cards, boxes, and envelopes that pop up, fan out, and even hold secret messages. With a few basic techniques under your belt and the endless opportunities that paper offers, there’s no limit to the possibilities, and you can create something beautiful and quickly. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Clarkson Potter. 8 1/4 x 11. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $14.95

★ 1868551 ALPHABET STENCIL BOOK: Letters & Numbers for All Craft & Design Projects. Text by Camille Wilkinson. Lettering is at your fingertips with this collection of 24 stencil fonts that can be used for any craft or design project. Choose from a classic serif font, a blocky san serif, a brooding Gothic, an elegant Art Deco font, and more. The hardy kraft card stocks can be used several times. Batstford. 10 1/2″ x 10 1/2″. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

6917615 DOCTOR WHO PAPER DOLLS. By S. Guerror & C. Dee. Take a romp through time and space with 26 detailed paper dolls. All 12 Doctors are featured, along with characters from Rose and Donna to Missy and Bill—plus more than 50 outfits! Includes secrets behind the costumes, insights from the actors and producers, and even tips for costume. Fully Illus. In color. 61 pages. HarperDesign. 8 1/4 x 11 1/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $9.55

6688152 WIND POWER: 20 Projects to Make with Paper. By Clive Dobson. Provides both a basic scientific understanding of wind power, as well as 20 creative and unique projects designed to demonstrate and harness the power of moving air. Includes step-by-step drawings and instructions for creating pinwheels, windmills, wind turbines and more. Firefly. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

6913148 SEASONS: Make It by Hand Paper Sculpture. By Shobhna Patel. Includes complete instructions and special sheets for twenty projects to create a three-dimensional work of art that teaches you to make a mother and cygnet, a Japanese cherry blossom, and more. Color-in your projects first, or add colored paper to the finished piece. Fully Illus. Afria. 9x9/x1. Paperbound. Pub at $15.95 $14.95


★ 6846068 MAKING MECHANICAL CARDS: 25 Paper-Engineered Designs. By Sheila Sturrock. Even beginners can learn how to make cards with working mechanisms, such as pop-ups and pull-tabs, and experienced card makers can refine their skills and make the more advanced mechanisms. Difficulty ratings will help you gauge your progress as you work through all these amazing cards. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8x10/1/4. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

6835666 INSPIRED ORIGAMI: Intricate Projects to Calm the Mind and Soothe the Soul. By J. Morin & C. Sanderson. Introducers of all skill levels to the soothing practice of Japanese paper folding with 15 beautiful, tranquil projects, including the swan, tulip, and Windmill, easy step-by-step instructions guide you. 120 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $15.00 $9.95

6741495 FOLD IT & CUT IT. By Naomie Shiek. Learn the craft of papercutting with these inspiring designs by a seasoned papercrafter. What sets these projects apart is that they are all symmetrical, meaning your cutting time is halved or even quartered. Fold your paper, cut your design, and then open it up and reveal a beautiful mirrored papercut. Well Illus. in color. 144 pages. Running Press. 8 1/4 x 10 1/2. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00 $9.95

5941008 ORIGAMI: A Complete Step-by-Step Guide to Making Animals, Flowers, Planes, Boats, and More. By Naomi Shiek. From playful animals to delicate flowers and fun paper airplanes, this origami guide has projects that will delight both children and adults. Diagrams make it easy to follow, and step-by-step instructions, complete in structions and special sheets for twenty projects to create a three-dimensional work of art that teaches you to make a mother and cygnet, a Japanese cherry blossom, and more. Color-in your projects first, or add colored paper to the finished piece. Fully Illus. Afria. 9x9/x1. Paperbound. Pub at $15.95 $14.95

7603983 PAPER QUILTS: Turn Traditional Quilt Motifs into Contemporary Cards and Crafts. By Sandra Lounsberry. Offering a new look to an age-old craft, this volume brings the beauty of traditional American patchwork to a fresh new look. The twenty projects to create a three-dimensional work of art that teaches you to make a mother and cygnet, a Japanese cherry blossom, and more. Color-in your projects first, or add colored paper to the finished piece. Fully Illus. in color. 144 pages. Running Press. 8 1/4 x 10 1/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00 $9.95
Calligraphy

★678341 CALM CALLIGRAPHY: Practice Lettering to Find Inner Peace. By Maileus. Learn the beautiful letter forms with step-by-step instructions, then refine your technique and calm your mind by copying inspirational words and phrases in the dedicated workbook section. Ease your worries, improve your concentration, and feel your spirits lift with each stroke. You will love your pen. HarperDesign. 10x10. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

693388 CHINESE CALLIGRAPHY. By O. Zhongshi & W.C. Fong. Chinese calligraphy, with its artistic as well as utilitarian values, has been realized throughout its formal beauty for more than three millennia. This lavish volume offers a full account of calligraphy in China, including its history, theory, and importance in Chinese culture. Well illus., many in color. 511 pages. Yale. 8/4x12¼. Pub. at $75.00 $99.95


★6855245 HAND LETTERING STEP BY STEP: Techniques and Projects to Express Yourself Creatively. By Kathy Glynn. This guide shows you everything you need to know to begin practicing the art of calligraphy. Includes articles and valuable art form. Includes an overview of tools and supplies, fundamental lettering techniques, twenty-two step-by-step projects, ideas for customizing your work, and linocut projects with basic strokes. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Mixed Media Resources. 8¾x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

6753965 CALLIGRAPHY MADE EASY. By Ashley Gardner. Explore some of the basic supplies you will need, how to prepare to write, and then dive right into creating beautiful lettering with this comprehensive guide. Includes 30 step-by-step projects and tips that will help you create a design of your own. Fully illus. Piccadilly. Paperback. $6.95

★6839678 SPENCERIAN PENMANSHIP PRACTICE BOOK DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE. By Schin Loong. Containing the immortal phrases from The Declaration of Independence across the top of each page and plenty of practice space below, this volume is designed with perforated pages you can tear out and lay flat to practice your penmanship. 190 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

★6832768 THE ART OF HAND-LETTERING: Techniques for Mastery and Practice. By Helm Wotzkow. Wotzkow, a commercial artist specializing in advertising, leads readers step by step from beginning to advanced skills. His extensive experience provides so many helpful suggestions and tips that even professional letterers will find useful new ideas on almost every page. Well illus. 320 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★6720722 CALLIGRAPHY WORKBOOK FOR BEGINNERS. By Maureen Peters. This basic, how-to guide for beginners covers five popular forms of calligraphy: Uncial, Foundational, Gothic, and Casual Pointed Pen—each shown in step-by-step detail. Over 300 photos cover each style, so beginners can see the strokes, how the pen is held, and how the characters take form. 188 pages. Skoolple. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★6889967 THE LITTLE BOOK OF LETTERING & WORD DESIGN. By C. Ferraro & J. Stevens. Teaches the basics of traditional calligraphy, as well as a range of contemporary methods for creating unique customized hand lettered alphabets. Features plenty of interactive exercises and practice pages, the art of lettering has never felt so creative and approachable. Well illus., many in color. 128 pages. Walter Foster. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★6739339 CALLIGRAPHY: A Complete Guide. By Julien Clazia. Master the beautiful and varied art of Western calligraphy with this lavishly illustrated guide. It offers all the information you need to get started, as well as techniques for the advanced artist—using color, carving letters in wood and stone, and creating abstract and ornamental designs. Well illus. in color. 223 pages. Stackpole. 8/4x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★6877225 ARTFUL ALPHABETS: 55 Inspiring Hand Lettering Techniques and Ideas. By Joanne Sharpe. Follow the simple illustrated steps to replicate each style of the 55 hand drawn alphabets featured in this guide. Add an artful touch to the world around you by personalizing anything—from calendars and planners to wall art, art journals, and cards of a kind gift. 144 pages. North Light. 8¾x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

6900992 THE ART OF WHIMSICAL CALLIGRAPHY. By Joanne Sharpe. An artist inspired guide about creating stylized fonts and expressive artwork using your personal handwriting skills. The author shows you how to create exuberant and personalized writing styles for your artwork whether it be a journal, canvas art, or other projects that use text. Fully illus. in color. 136 pages. Interweave. 8¾x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

★6919455 SECRETS OF MODERN CALLIGRAPHY. By Kirsten Burke. An inspirational workbook for complete beginners to discover and master the art of calligraphy. Part how to, and part project guide, this resource will inspire you to develop your own unique lettering. Through easy to follow, and enjoyable projects you will build your calligraphy confidence. Well illus., many in color. 112 pages. Weldon Owen. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

★6871526 BY HAND: The Art of Modern Lettering. By Nicole Miyuki Sato. A thoughtful collection of more than 30 lessons and projects to bring unique, handmade designs into your life, home and gatherings. The author invites you to join her on a hand lettering journey using pens, brushes, and paint pens. Intuiyse everyday objects with meaning through this beautiful art. Well illus. in color. 272 pages. Running Press. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

★5915201 NIB + INK: A Modern Calligraphy Sketchbook. By Chirara Perreau. Discover elegant and exciting ways to develop your own unique style of modern calligraphy with this beautiful and immersive guide. Personalize your stationery, add a flourish to your correspondence, or simply take pleasure in the practice of how to write letters. Fully illus. 176 pages. Anchor. Paperback. Pak. at $16.95

★6558224 THE ART OF CHINESE CALLIGRAPHY. By Yat-Ming Cathy Ho. Practice the art of Chinese calligraphy with this step by step guide to rendering more than 300 individual characters used in arts, crafts, and design projects. This elegant script can be used to embellish just about anything, and a single character can convey myriad thoughts and emotions. Fully illus. in color. 236 pages. Chartwell. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95


Scrapbooks, Albums, & Journals


Flowercrafts

6904041 THE FLOWER BOOK: Let the Beauty of Each Bloom Speak for Itself. By Rachel Siegfried. A flower farmer and floral designer celebrates bloom by bloom the loveliest flowers for your home. Taking you from spring tulips to summer sweet pea and fall dahlias, she shows you how to select the best flowers, keep them fresh in your home, and display each one to celebrate its natural beauty. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $40.00 $16.95
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Other Arts & Crafts

★ 6837115 THUNDERER: Building a Model Dreadnought. By William Mowll. This detailed step-by-step manual every aspect of the building is covered, from the hull to wireless equipment, and all the different techniques required to bring a complex model battleship to completion are fully explained. An eloquent testimony to the skills of the original designers and shipbuilders. Illus. in color. 287 pages. Clarkson Potter. 10½ x 13¾. Pub. at $24.95

★ 5827930 MADE UP: 40+ Easy Make-Up Tutorials & DIY Beauty Products. By Laura Jenkinson. Offers over 40 step by step and easy to follow make-up tutorials that can be mastered by anyone. Featuring recipes for DIY beauty products, this guide is perfect for those who love to mix up their look with make-up. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Hardcover. Pub. at $17.95

★ 2727730 STITCH, CLOTH, PAPER & PAINT: Mixed Media Ideas & Inspiration. By Angie Hughes. Innovative and beautifully illustrated, this volume explores an exciting range of mixed media techniques and their applications. More than 150 decorative designs include adaptations of ancient designs as well as new motifs inspired by movies and TV shows. Dover. 8½ x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95

★ 6995425 SIMPLY GLAMOROUS: Make-up Transformations to Make You Look and Feel Fabulous. By Gay Cockerill. Takes you step by step through a series of makeover on a range of women of all ages, explaining how to make up a look to suit any face shape, features, color, or age. Also covers topics such as skincare, foundation, and application techniques for eyes and lips. Color photos. 224 pages. St. Martin’s. 8½ x 10%. Pub. at $26.99

★ 6906303 THE ART OF LEGO DESIGN. By Jordan Schwartz. The author explores LEGO as an artistic medium. This wide-ranging collection of creative techniques will help you craft your own amazing models as you learn to see the world through the eyes of some of the greatest LEGO builders. You’ll also discover some of the innovative techniques that LEGO artists use. Illus. in color. 268 pages. No Starch. Pub. at $24.95

★ 4606352 MOBILE ART: Make Your Home a Magical Place with These 35 Beautiful Hanging Decorations. By Clare Youngs. Using a variety of crafting techniques such as paper quilling to sewing to die cutting, this guide includes instructions for 35 inspiring and simple mobiles. Projects include a delicate fairy mobile that will spin gently in your kitchen, a gorgeous snowflake mobile for Christmas and many more. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. CICO Books. Pub. at $19.95

★ 6765972 THE NATURAL SOAPMAKING BOOK FOR BEGINNERS. By Kelly Cable. Homemade soaps allow you to control the ingredients you use, so you can avoid harsh chemicals found in many store-bought products. Included is a clear guide with illustrated step by step tutorials, 55 recipes; troubleshooting tips; and decorative techniques for layering and swirls. 216 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

★ 5828592 MADE UP: 40+ Easy Make-Up Tutorials & DIY Beauty Products. By Laura Jenkinson. Offers over 40 step by step and easy to follow make-up tutorials that can be mastered by anyone. Featuring recipes for DIY beauty products, this guide is perfect for those who love to mix up their look with make-up. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Hardcover. Pub. at $17.95

★ 5929830 INDOOR GARDENING: 150+ Hands-On Ideas for Creating an Indoor Garden. By spray plants, decorati on, and gifts , all using concrete. A comprehensive techniques section explains what types of concrete you can use, how to work with it, and how to decorate it. From there you can follow the step by step instructions to make chic and on-trend home accessories. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. 8¼ x 10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

★ 5912711 MAKING CONCRETE PLANTS, BOWLS, & PLATTERS: 35 Stylish and Simple Projects for the Home and Garden. By Hester van Overbeek. Create 35 beautiful planters, decorations, and gifts, all using concrete. A comprehensive techniques section explains what types of concrete you can use, how to work with it, and how to decorate it. From there you can follow the step by step instructions to make chic and on-trend home accessories. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. 8¼ x 10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

★ 6906311 THE ART OF LEGO SCALE MODELING. By D. Glasaker & D. Bosman. A showcase of incredible LEGO models. You’ll find beautifully detailed models of real cars, trucks, ships, military and construction vehicles, motorcycles, and more. The models are so realistic that they’re easy to mistake for the real thing. Fully illus. in color. 204 pages. No Starch. 10½x8¼. Pub. at $29.95

★ 6754341 JUST BRICK IT: Over 20 Projects for Adult Fans of LEGO. By David Scarfe. Whatever your age, you can indulge your love for LEGO by making the twenty plus challenging, quirky and hugely appealing objects in this fantastic detailed guide with step by step instructions for each project. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Michael O’ Mara. Import. $6.95
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6580637 COLOR, CUT, AND FOLD CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS. Let your holiday spirit shine with these fun and intricately patterned ornaments. First you color, then you cut, then you fold—it’s a snap! Make one-of-a-kind creations for your own enjoyment or to share with others as a special gift. Kyohori. 8 1/4 x 11. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99. 132 pages. Lark. Paperbound. In color. 112 pages. Impact. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. 3.95


6832458 EXTREME COSTUME MAKEUP: 25 Creepy & Cool Step-by-Step Demos. By Brian & Nick Wolfe. The world-renowned special effects artists teach you how to transform everyday faces into an army of ghastly persons, from raging fire demons and disfigured zombies, to blood splattered vampires and aliens—all with simple face painting techniques. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Impact. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. 3.95

667478 FA LA LA LA FELT: 45 Handmade Holiday Decorations. By Amanda Carestio. Thanks to some seriously crafty designers who’ve created 45 festive felt projects, it’s easy to deck your halls (and your tree and your mantle) this season. Most of the projects are machine- or hand-sewn, but there are even a few no-sew designs for last-minute crafting. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. 3.95

6562205 ARTFUL HALLOWEEN: 31 Frightfully Elegant Projects. By Susan Wasinger. The projects and ideas lurking through this crafting guide will give your home spooky sophistication with just a touch of gothic creepiness. Try your hand at the Blood Spattered Paper Bouquet; Black Lace Votives; Button & Bead Spiders; Spooky Bottle Wraps; and more. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. 3.95

7549997 MARTHA STEWART’S HANDMADE HOLIDAY CRAFTS: 225 Inspired Projects for Year-Round Celebrations. Let Martha Stewart inspire your creativity with the most beautiful holiday crafts. The 225 handmade projects include cards and greetings, decorations, gifts and gift wrapping, holiday foods and drinks, sewing and quilting projects, well illus. in color. 365 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $24.95. 6.95

6551386 GOOSEBERRY PATCH CHRISTMAS, BOOK 16. Ed. by Susan Ray. Share a handmade Christmas with your friends and family using the many projects and recipes from this delightful collection of holiday treats. Bake dozens of holiday cupcakes and cookies; quit a Christmas Table Runner; crochet a Faux Baby Hat; or sit and savor a Finestra Festival Feast for a holiday dinner. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Oxmoor. 8 1/4 x 11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. 6.95

6469940 CREATE YOUR VINTAGE HALLOWE’EN: The Folklore, Traditions, and Some Crafty Makes. By Marion Paul. Discover how Halloween came to be one of the most popular holidays of the year, and recreate a traditional Halloween in your own home with the spooky projects included in this guide. Filled with spooky artworks, ephemera, rhymes, and stories you’ll be inspired to go vintage! Well illus. in color. 144 pages. CICO Books. 6 1/4 x 7 1/2. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. 3.95

5982765 50 RIBBON ROSETTES & BOWS TO MAKE. By Deanna Cosmo McCool. Presents a collection of decorative ribbon projects–some classic, some whimsical, some elegant—that will provoke irresistible cravings for an interest in craft. Each design features instructions accompanied by step-by-step illustrations. Projects such as a beaded Ribbon Necklace, a Woven Headband, and a Spiky Bow. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. 4.95

6664287 HANDCRAFTED CHRISTMAS: Ornaments, Decorations, and Cookie Recipes to Make at Home. By Joan Waggoner. From punch-in-tovile hustlers to wooly-feathered snowmen, a handicraft Christmas takes center stage with the 35 step by step projects included. This irresistible assortment of vintage crafts and recipes captures the magic of Christmas past. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Stewart, Tabori & Chang. Pub. at $19.95. 7.95

6930344 SUGAR CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS: Twenty to Make. By Georgie Godbold. Learn to make quirky, wobbly, sugar-coated figures to decorate your holiday cakes this Christmas. Includes 20 great designs with clear step by step instructions—all easy and fun to make—with readily available ingredients. Filled with ideas and projects. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95. 3.95

6671093 GOOSEBERRY PATCH CHRISTMAS, BOOK 12. Ed. by Rebecca Brennan. Celebrate the holidays the Gooseberry way with this festive recipes, projects, and gift ideas. Deck the halls with Needle-Felted Stockings; delight friends with a Knitted Flap Cap; or cozy up your guests with a Pepper Crusted Beef, or Caramel-Coffee Tassies. Includes traceable patterns, 160 pages. Oxmoor. 8x11 1/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. 6.95

5987202 FELT-O-WEEN: 40 Scary-Cute Projects to Celebrate Halloween. By K. Sheldon & A. Carestio. This charming crafting guide is perfect for the spooky season. Make a Felt Owl Wreath to hang, or a Felt Heart-Felt Holidays to relish with your family. Includes 40 frightfully cute and eerily clever Halloween projects. Featuring festive items for the home, every costume, and spooky creations just for fun, these ghoulish projects are all beginner friendly. Well illus. in color. 132 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. 4.95

6949656 BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS BEST OF CHRISTMAS IDEAS. Ed. by Kathleen Armbruster. Christmas homes are filled with fun and laughter. Make the season bright with these inventive decorating schemes, seasonal accents, festive tables, quick holiday florishes and decorative sweets—all filled with Christmas spirit. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. HMH. 8x10 1/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. 4.95

★★6718701 CUT & ASSEMBLE SANTA’S WORKSHOP. By Matt Bergstrom. Get ready for Christmas with this fun filled project that not only encourages you to craft with the kids but also makes a charming keepsake decoration. The model features an exterior and an interior view of Santa’s workshop. Detailed instructions and diagrams explain every step of the assembly process. Fully illus. in color. 136 pages. Design Originals. 8x11 1/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. 14.95

6904637 PRETTY PACKAGES: 45 Creative Gift-Wrapping Projects. By Sally J. Shim. With techniques on how to wrap even the most oddly shaped gift, ideas for creating reusable packaging, and projects that use basic materials you may already have on hand, this inspiring gift guide will help you make every element of your gift special. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Chronicle. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. 8.95

5885160 WRAP IT UP: 100s of Fast, Fun, and Festive Gift Wrapping Ideas. By Markussen. Learn how to make all your gifts really special with this guide filled with striking effects that are actually very easy to make. Includes wrapping tips, a simple surefire technique for making tags, and decorating ideas to coordinate them with the package. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99. 6.95

6581544 SWEDISH CHRISTMAS CRAFTS. By Helene S. Lundberg. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Seventh Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. 6.95
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6786502 CLASSIC WHITTLING: Basic Techniques and Old-Time Projects. By Rick Wiebe. Whittling is simple to learn and this guide teaches you all the fundamentals you need to master this timeless craft. Includes the basics for selecting the best knife; sharpening tips and tricks; what woods are best for whittling; and step-by-step fundamentals; instructions for classic projects. Well illus. in color. 312 pages. Linden. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

6730825 PRAIRIE GIRL SEWING: Threads Selects. By Jennifer Worick. Each of these projects is a practical mix of pioneer know-how and delicious nostalgia. Try your hand at sewing a sampler quilt, embroidering a pillowcase or guest towels, stitching a drawstring bag, or even braiding and sewing a rag rug. 24 pages. Taunton. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $3.96


6883451 A COLLECTOR'S GUIDE TO CHINESE DRESS ACCESSORIES. By Valery M. Garrett. Complete guide to Chinese dress accessories worn during the Qing dynasty and up to the middle of the 20th century. Covers headwear, jewelry, collars, purses and fans, footwear, and home furnishings. Fully illus. in color. 188 pages. Times Editions. Import. Pub. at $55.00 $14.95

6774911 FOR KEEPS. By Amy Gibson. Features eleven beautiful quilts and five keepsakes from Gibson, a passionate quilt designer and teacher. Instructions are easy for beginners to follow, and inspire quilters of all levels. Try projects for a handkerchief, a blanket, a lunch sack, and many more. Fully illus. in color. 136 pages. Lucky Spool Media. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $6.95

6927661 THE NATURAL COLORS COOKBOOK. By Maggie Pate. From selecting natural fibers to scouring baths, this introduction to hand dyeing covers everything beginners need to know to create a colorful palette of textiles. Includes DIY projects for using your dyes, safety tips and precautions, and more. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

6592945 BUILDING A MINIATURE NAVY BOARD MODEL. By Philip Reed. Step by step manual for building a miniature 1:192 scale model of the Royal George of 1715. Methods of hull and deck framing, internal and external planking, the construction of the complex stern with its array of galleries, doors and window, are all covered. 144 pages. Seafarth. Paperback Import. Pub. at $36.95 $29.95

Order all you want for one low $4.00 Postage & Handling charge.
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